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PREFACE
When Jerry Falwell was reborn politically, he issued a
"Declaration of War" on his television program. The Old-Time
Gospel Hour. In part it read:
Be it known to'all that The Old-Time Gospel
Hour hereby declares war against the evils
threatening America during the 1980s.
Furthermore, this shall be a Holy War, not a
war with guns and bullets, but a war fought with
the Bible, prayer and Christian involvement.
The Old-Time Gospel Hour hereby dedicates
itself to spearhead the battle and lead an army of
Christian soldiers into the war against evil.^
Falwell's rise to media stardom was meteoric.

He became the

feature of cover stories in national news magazines and
appeared on the nightly news with great regularity.

His

political organization, the Moral Majority, claimed huge
numbers of followers who were just awakening from their
political lethargy.

Other televangelists including Pat

Robertson, James Robison, and Jim Bakker were calling for a
political as well as a spiritual revival in the nation.
The rhetoric of the infant movement was hyperbolic,
provocative, intolerant, and sometimes the facts were just
plain wrong. Caught up in the heady atmosphere of national
politics as he campaigned for Ronald Reagan in 1980, Rev.
Falwell recounted a meeting with President Carter in the
oval office of the White House where the President allegedly

^Quoted in David Chidester, Patterns of Power:
Religion and Politics in American Culture (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1988), 279.
Vll

said that there were homosexuals on his staff because there
were homosexuals in the United States who needed representation in the President's inner circle.

Actually the

meeting had never taken place, and Falwell later admitted
that the story was fabricated.^
In the midst of the outrageous statements sometimes
coming from the televangelists, fascination with the
political revival of evangelical Protestantism continued to grow.

The analyses of the new movement were marked with

some problems, particularly the lack of hard, national
demographic data.

There were claims of Jerry Falwell

reporting membership figures in astronomical numbers, but
there was little actual data to give researchers concrete
evidence.

Donna Day-Lower noted this weakness, and

cautioned that there was a tendency to "transfer or project
demographic information available for related populations
onto the Moral Majority."-^

She pointed out quite correctly,

"Many studies have not taken into account smaller
denominations and/or have relied on obsolete data."^

More

data are essential to sort through correctly what has to be
described as the strongest dose of religion and politics in
2Jimmy Carter, Keeping Faith (New York:
1982), 562.

Bantam Books,

-^Donna Day-Lower, "Who Xs The Moral Majority? A
Composite Profile," Union Seminary Quarterly Review 37, no.
4 (1983): 336.
^Ibid., 339.
Vlll

years, the activities of the New Religious Right.

As data

become available, many assumptions about the actual
constituency, the points of attraction, and the
effectiveness of the NRR in recruitment will be answered.
As the NRR moves from being a new phenomenon on the
political landscape to another stage in development, the
study of the movement needs to move into new areas also.
Researchers have looked at the beginnings of the movement,
its ideological orientation, the charismatic personalities
who led it in infancy, and the growing political awakening
and sophistication of its leadership.

Studies of the NRR

membership have been broad based, lumping the fundamentalist
and conservative evangelical Protestant groups together as
the typical constituency.

Until recently, little

examination has been given to specific denominations
perceived to be filled with NRR activists.

The Church of

Christ is one such group.
Simply stated, the purpose of this dissertation is to
look at the political and social attitudes and activities of
Church of Christ ministers and how they fit into the
framework of the NRR.

Why study the Church of Christ?

The

Church of Christ falls into the grouping that most social
scientists have assumed to be a part of the NRR.

However,

no one has systematically studied the Church of Christ to
see if this is in fact the case. This study fills that
research void.

Ministers were selected because they are the
IX

most visible representatives of the Church of Christ and
because the clergy are the most actively recruited segment
by the NRR.
Another purpose of this study is to build a database
that can be used in a comparative context.

As others

continue to explore specific denominations, a more accurate
composite portrait of the NRR will emerge.

One can already

see the results of such a microanalysis in the work of James
Guth.
James Guth has completed extensive research on the
politics of the Southern Baptists. There has always been a
close connection between the Southern Baptist denomination
and the Church of Christ in Southern, white, working and
middle-class culture as well as in support for biblical
inerrancy, the view of the condition of man and need for
salvation, and the importance of evangelism.

Members of

both denominations have often found themselves allied on
social/political issues such as opposition to legalization
of the sale of liquor, fights against pornography,
opposition to pari-mutuel betting and lotteries, and
opposition to the repeal of blue laws.

A comparison of the

clergy of the two groups could give a clearer delineation of
the similarities and differences between the two groups
within the framework of the NRR.
The overarching questions of this research are whether
the Church of Christ ministers identify politically.

socially, and actively with the NRR.

Three major questions

are addressed:
1. Are ministers of the Church of Christ members of or
sympathizers with the NRR?
2. Do ministers of the Church of Christ share the same
issue orientation as the NRR?
3. Are ministers of the Church of Christ politically
active?
Chapter One examines the origins of the New Religious
Right, in particular its flagship organizations, leadership,
political tactics, and issue orientation.

Chapter Two

describes in detail the methodological considerations
involved in the data collection.
In Chapter Three, one looks closely at the relationship
between a minister's theological, political, and ideological
orientation and how each affects the level of support or
hostility toward the most familiar organization of the NRR,
the Moral Majority.

Here also one examines how closely

aligned Church of Christ ministers are with the sociomoral,
economic, and military conservatism of the NRR.
Chapter.Four measures the levels of political activism.
The primary concern is not only with involvement in NRR
programs, but also with how the ministers view and
participate in conventional and unconventional political
activities.
In Chapter Five one reflects on the proper relationship
of Church of Christ ministers to the political realm.
argument is made that ministers have tended to react to
xi

The

changes in the political environment rather haphazardly.
Survey results show that preachers have expressed an
ambivalent attitude toward politics, and efforts to mobilize
them have yielded meager results until something occurs that
is perceived as a direct threat to their specific
brotherhood of believers.
illustrate this point.

Two cases are examined which

The conclusion is that there must be

a dynamic tension between church and state, and religion and
politics.

Xll

CHAPTER I
BORN AGAIN POLITICS:

THE RISE OF

THE NEW RELIGIOUS RIGHT
The separation of church and state has long been a
cornerstone of American political life.

However, the mixing

of religion and politics is nothing new—it is impossible to
separate totally a person's religious views from his
political philosophy.

Nearly a century and a half ago,

Tocqueville observed, "Religion in America takes no direct
part in the government or society, but it must be regarded
as first of their political institutions . . . ."^

Dulce

and Richter told us in 1962 that religion has played an
important role in one of every three presidential
campaigns.2

More recently, Richard John Neuhaus, writing

about secularism and the dangers of the "naked public
square," noted that religion and politics "are constantly
coupling and getting quite mixed up with one another."-^ In a
pluralistic society, this has meant that a delicate balance
of accommodation must be maintained.

In the late 1970s, as

^Alexis Tocqueville, Democracy in America, ed. Phillips
Bradley, vol. 1 (New York: Vintage Books-Random House,
1945), 316.
2Burton Dulce and Edward J. Richter, Religion and the
Presidency (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1962), 11.
^Richard John Neuhaus, The Naked Public Sguare:
Religion and Democracy in America (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1984), vii.

Wm. B.

the nation geared itself for the quadrennial ritual of
electing a President, many voiced concern that the emergence
of "born-again" political activists had jeopardized this
unwritten rule of American politics. Rather than religion
performing an influential role in only one of every three
campaigns, it is apparent that religion has had a very
distinct role in each of the last three races for the White
House.
The presidential campaign of 1976 was remarkable for
the manner in which candidate Jimmy Carter professed his
evangelical. Southern Baptist-style of Christianity with a
sincere enthusiasm.

He captured the imagination and more

votes of white evangelicals than any Democratic candidate in
recent elections, many voting for the first time.^

Carter's

frank acknowledgment of the importance of religion in his
life was chronicled in his campaign autobiography Whv Not
the Best?, but his honeymoon with fellow evangelical
travelers was shortlived.^ The enthusiasm initially shown by
fellow Baptist Rev. Pat Robertson toward the Carter
candidacy soon turned to dissatisfaction and then to
^A. James Reichley, Religion in American Public Life.
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1985), 318;
A. James Reichley, "Religion and the Future of American
Politics," Political Science Quarterly 101, no. 1 (1986):
26; Gerald Pomper, The Election of 1976, ed. Marlene M.
Pomper (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1977), 62-63;
Seymour Martin Lipset and Earl Raab, "The Election & the
Evangelicals," Commentary 71 (March 1981): 27.
^Jimmy Carter, Why Not The Best? (New York:
Books, 1975).

Bantam

outright hostility. The Carter administration proved to be a
major disappointment to many co-religionists because high
priority social issues such as school prayer and abortion
received little attention.^

Toward the end of his term, the

white evangelical flock was being rounded up by conservative
televangelists-turned-political activists. The election of
1980 saw the fury of the televangelists unleashed.
The emergence of the New Religious Right (NRR) or the
New Christian Right (NCR) caused such an impact in the media
that the Christian Century proclaimed the "ascendence of the
New Religious Right" as its most significant news story of
1980.^

With charismatic leadership and technological

sophistication, the NRR burst upon the political scene like
Joshua's trumpet-blasting army, ready to drive out the
wicked and establish a new moral order consonant with
biblical principles.

The army of the NRR was defined in

Congressional Quarterly as a "loose alliance of groups
attempting to enlist strict Bible adherents—mostly Baptists
and independent evangelical sects, but also theological
conservatives within the Catholic, Mormon, and Protestant
denominations—as the new troops of political
^A. James Reichley, "Religion and Political
Realignment," The Brookings Review (Fall 1984): 30.
^"New Right Tops 1980 Religion News,"
Century 97, (31 December 1980): 1283.

Christian
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conservatism."^

Although the original major vanguard

organizations of the NRR were the Moral Majority, Christian
Voice, and Religious Roundtable, it should noted that many
other groups qualify for membership. ^
Characteristics of the NRR
The NRR has no central headquarters of operation, just a
commitment to activate politically the estimated twenty-five
million non-voting fundamentalists and conservative
evangelical Americans.^^ Lacking political sophistication
and often breaching the rules of civility, the NRR adopted
extremely aggressive strategies that generated enormous
coverage in the media. Two examples in particular are worth
noting: the Christian Voice's Morality Report Card and the
Roundtable's National Affairs Briefing.
^Bill Keller, "The Evangelical Lobby," Congressional
Quarterly Weekly Report 38 (6 September 1980): 2627.
^Groups that share a similar political agenda with
other groups mentioned include: American Association of
Christian Schools, Eagle Forum, Stop ERA, Pro-Family Forum,
National Christian Action Coalition, National Right to Life
Committee, Freedom Council, American Christian Cause,
American Life Lobby, National Federation for Decency,
Concerned Women for America, Christian Family Renewal,
Christian Coalition for Legislative Action, National ProFamily Coalition. This list is by no means exhaustive. For
a more complete listing of NRR organizations see Peggy L.
Shriver, The Bible Vote (New York: The Pilgrim Press,
1981), 5-41.
^^Allan J. Mayer, John J. Lindsay, Howard Fineman,
Stryker McGuire, Jonathan Kirsch, and Michael Reese, "A Tide
of Born-Again Politics," Newsweek, 15 September 1980, 31.

At first glance the idea of a morality report card
seems to fall within the long-established interest group
tradition in American politics called grading the Congress.
By selecting fourteen key votes of interest to their
organization, a "morality rating" was developed.

The votes

for their scale included both domestic issues (prohibition
of federal funds for abortion, opposition to the Department
of Education, support of school prayer amendment) and
foreign policy issues (opposition to SALT II, sanctions
against Zimbabwe, and support of military defense of
Taiwan).1^

Though all fourteen votes are not listed here,

it is apparent that the rating scale was constructed in such
a manner that it measured nothing more than a predisposition
to the New Right philosophy.

In any event, about 50,000

copies of the "Morality Report Card" were distributed.

The

Christian Voice legislative consultant, Gary Jarmin, stated
the object was to receive "a lot of press" even though the
correct moral position on some of the issues was "a little
obscure."^^
When the results were published, they proved to be an
embarrassment to many in the evangelical Christian
community.

Richard Kelly, who was convicted in the ABSCAM

^^Gillian Peele, Revival & Reaction - The Right in
Contemporary America (New York: Oxford University Press,
1984), 111-112.
^^Quoted in James E. Wood, Jr., "Religious
Fundamentalism and the New Right," Journal of Church and
State 22 (Autumn 1980): 414-415.

scandal, and Robert Bauman, who was forced to resign his
House seat after he was charged with sexual solicitation of
a minor boy, were both given the highest possible morality
rating of 100.

Meanwhile, several ordained clergymen

received extremely low marks, including Father Robert
Drinan, a Jesuit priest, and William Gray, a Baptist pastor.
Both received scores of zero.^^

The Christian Voice argued

that the marks were justified on the basis that the personal
faith of the congressmen was not questioned, just their
voting record.

However, the widespread distribution of the

rating cards tended to obfuscate the distinction.
The National Affairs Briefing was the brainchild of Ed
McAteer, the founder of the Roundtable.^^

Scheduled for

Dallas in August 1980, the NRR was showcased to the nation
at large.

All three presidential candidates, Jimmy Carter,

John Anderson, and Ronald Reagan, were invited to address
the 15,000 persons who attended, but only candidate Reagan
accepted.

In his speech the future president remarked, "I

know that you cannot endorse me, but I endorse you."^^
The Dallas event turned out to be much more than just a
speech by one presidential candidate.

Virtually all

organizations in the family of the NRR were represented.
l^Ibid., 413.
^^"Roundtable's President Ed McAteer is Music Man of
Religious Right," Conservative Digest (January 1981): 2-7.
^%ayer et al., 36.

distributing their literature and exhorting the faithful.
Besides Reagan, keynote addresses were given by
Representative Phil Crane, Senator Jesse Helms, Phyllis
Schlafly of the Eagle Forum, Paul Weyrich from the Committee
for the Survival of a Free Congress, James Robison of the
Roundtable, Jerry Falwell representing the Moral Majority,
and Pat Robertson of the 700 Club.
If the 1980 election was a time when the NRR and the
Republican Party met to shake hands, the 1984 election
brought the two groups together in a full embrace.

No

separate National Affairs Briefing was necessary; the
Republican National Convention held in Dallas would suffice.
As party leaders gathered to go through the formality of
nominating President Reagan for a second term, the
convention was opened with a prayer by James Robison of the
Roundtable and closed with a benediction by Jerry Falwell.
During the convention, delegates adopted a platform
containing issue positions strongly affirmed by the NRR.
•The Republican Party refused to mention ERA, called for a
human life amendment restricting abortion, supported
voluntary school prayer, and encouraged strong antipornography legislation.^^

Finally, President Reagan, at a

prayer breakfast, stated openly what the NRR longed to hear,
"The truth is, politics and morality are inseparable.

And

^^Ken Wald, Religion and Politics in the United States
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987), 194.

8
as morality's foundation is religion, religion and politics
are necessarily related. "^'^
There was no doubt that the symbols of religion and
politics freely mingled throughout the convention
activities. The establishment old-line Republicans may have
felt some discomfort; but to the NRR, Reagan, the Republican
Party, and the Religious Right were fused.

Rev. Pat

Robertson gushed, "He [Reagan] is probably the most
evangelical president we have had since the Founding
Fathers."18

RQV. Jerry Falwell has said that President

Reagan is "God's instrument in rebuilding America."^^
Certainly the two most prominent spokesmen for the NRR
today are Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson.

Rev. Falwell is

the de facto leader of Liberty Federation (formerly the
Moral Majority), head of Liberty University, pastor of the
21,000 member Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg,
Virginia, and televangelist of the "Old-Time Gospel Hour."2D
Falwell's recipe for religion and politics is, by now, welll^Quoted in James M. Perry, "Candidate's Views on
Religion Remain Big Campaign Issue," Wall Street Journal.
18 September 1984, 26.
l^ibid.
l^Quoted in Rich Jaroslovsky, "Religious Right Counts
on Reagan," Wall Street Journal. 18 September 1984, 60.
20Even though Rev. Falwell has resigned as President of
the Moral Majority/Liberty Federation, he still serves as
the Chainnan of the Board and writes a monthly column in
Liberty Report, the newspaper for the Moral Majority. Jerry
C. Nims was appointed the new President of Liberty Federation

known:

"First, get them converted; second, get them

baptized; and third, get them registered to vote."21

This

is a marked about-face from the 1960s when he railed against
clergy-turned-political activists.22

NOW he tells the

unregistered voters in his Virginia congregation, "Repent of
it.

It is a sin."23
Pat Robertson has built a $230 million dollar a year

operation after starting with a reported bank balance of $3
in 1959.

He is the head of the Christian Broadcasting

Network (CBN), CBN University, and Freedom Council, a
recruitment organization for would-be evangelical political
candidates, and host of "The 700 Club" television show.24
He is also a declared Presidential candidate for the
Republican Party.

The son of a United States Senator and a

21wood, 416.
22A sermon preached on Sunday, March 21, 1965, is the
best example of Falwell's criticism of preachers becoming
political activists. In it he denounced the activities of
civil rights leaders, specifically mentioning by name Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., and.Mr. James Farmer. An excerpt
reflects Falwell's position, " . . . our only purpose on
this earth is to know Christ and to make him known.
Believing the Bible as I do, I would find it impossible to
stop preaching the pure saving grace of Jesus Christ, and
begin doing anything else—including fighting communism, or
participating in civil rights reforms. . . . Preachers are
not called to be politicians but to be soul winners." See
Perry Deane Young, God's Bullies (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1982), 310-317, for the full text of Falwell's
sermon.
23Quoted in Wood, 416.
24John J. Fialka and Ellen Hume, "Pulpit and Politics:
TV Preacher, Possibly Eyeing the Presidency, Is Polishing
His Image?" Wall Street Journal. 17 October 1985, 1.
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graduate of Yale Law School, Robertson is no political
novice.

Clearly an advocate of Christian rule, Robertson

was quoted in 1980 by the Washington Post. "We have enough
votes to run the country. . . .And when the people say,
•We've had enough,' we are going to take over."25

Robertson

apparently feels that the people have had enough, but the
question is, enough of what?

The personal piety of Carter

was simply not enough for Robertson, who sought substantive
policy changes in areas where the issues involved were both
/

religiously and emotionally charged.

Reagan filled the bill for both Falwell and Robertson,
but, of course, in 1988 President Reagan will not be a
candidate.

Pat Robertson would like to make the quantum

leap from televangelist to president, but does not appear to
be able to count on solid support from the NRR.

Jerry

Falwell has already endorsed George Bush, and Christian
Voice's Gary Jarmin is working to nominate Jack Kemp.2^
Robertson has picked up the support of Rev. Jimmy Swaggart
and Bob Grant of the Christian Voice.27
The lack of uniform support for Robertson should not be
taken as a weakening of the NRR as much as a political
25pat Robertson, "Standing Tall for Moral Principles,"
Time, 17 February 1986, 66.
26Jeffrey K. Hadden, "Taking Stock of the New Christian
Right," Christianity Today (13 June 1986): 39.
2"7Godfrey Sperling, Jr., "Pat Robertson's Politics of
the Religious Pulpit," Christian Science Monitor. 30
September 1986, 15.

11
maturing in its third presidential contest.

Since most .

political observers give Robertson little chance of actually
winning the nomination, NRR support of more traditional
candidates is seen as early positioning for influence in a
future administration.

There is no doubt that the NRR will

solidify its support behind the eventual Republican nominee.
What cultural shifts or changes have given rise to the
NRR?

Why have Revs. Falwell, Robertson, and other

televangelists attracted audiences of 65 million Americans
(according to a Nielsen survey in 1985) with at least
minimal exposure each month?28
Initially, the NRR was viewed as a simple adjunct of
the New Right.

By courting the well-known televangelists

and supplying them with organizational, technical, and
political expertise, leaders in the New Right, particularly
Howard Phillips, Paul Weyrich, and Richard Viguerie, were
able to tap into a rich new source of potential voters who
were sympathetic to their ideology.

Hadden and Swann have

written that the NRR "owes its genesis to the master plan of
the New Right."2^ Certainly the organizational efforts were
initially impressive with the previously mentioned Christian
Voice's morality "Report Cards," the Roundtable's National
28Richard N. Ostling, "Power, Glory—And Politics,"
Time, 17 February 1986, 63.
29Jeffrey K. Hadden and Charles E. Swann, Prime Time
Preachers: The Rising Power of Televangelism (Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesley, 1981), 142.
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Affairs Briefing in Dallas, and the Moral Majority's
registration of millions of new voters. Still more
important, however, was the intense interest paid to the NRR
by the media.

The NRR, loud and brash in its infancy,

struck a responsive chord among its followers and a raw
nerve among its opponents.

Robert C. Liebman describes the

organizational skill involved in making sure that potential
voters were motivated and mobilized quickly, but quite
perceptively recognizes the important role of culture.

He

writes:
Social movement organizations do not appear
spontaneously. They are nurtured by shifts in the
cultural environment which provoke changes in the
mood of potential participants and by alternatives
in the political environment which provide
opportunities for collective action.^D
A key to understanding the rise of the NRR goes beyond
the recognition of the organizational skills of the leaders
and activists of the New Right.

The rise of the NRR

reflects a deliberate rebellion against the contemporary
cultural landscape of America.

Clarke Cochran, Jerry

'^Perkins, and Murray Havens correctly observe, "As
secularization proceeds, religious pressure builds up.

The

explosion comes when secularization touches a particularly
sensitive domain of religious life, such as the education of
^^Robert C. Liebman, "Mobilizing the Moral Majority,"
The New Christian Right: Mobilization and Legitimation,
eds. Robert C. Liebman and Robert Wuthnow (New York: Aldine
Publishing Company, 1983), 57. [Emphasis added]
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children."31

Even as one credits the organizational success

of the New Right and the NRR, one must understand that it is
the more fundamental concern with the secularization of
American society that has insured that the NRR will not
quickly fade into the night.

Richard John Neuhaus explains

it as follows:
The movement commonly referred to by the
generic name Moral Majority is likely to be with
us for a long time. In their passion and frequent
crudity, the Moral Majoritarians have kicked, or
perhaps stumbled over, a cultural trip wire and
set off an alarm alerting us to a much more
fundamental change in modern society: the
enlightenment in Western culture.
A dogma of this secular enlightenment has
been that as people became more educated—that is,
more enlightened—religion will wither away. The
corollary of this dogma is that to the extent
religions lingers on as a residual force, it must
be rigorously excluded from the public arena.32
When the traditional Judeo-Christian values and beliefs
that gave meaning, direction, and coherence to society are
excluded from the public arena, society s "naked public
square" gives cause for concern.

The cultural issue in

American political life has reached that point of concern.
Political scientist Byron Shafer contends that cultural
politics is now the "grand issue" which marks a new
political era.

No longer can the differences in the

Democratic and Republican parties, as reflected by their
31ciarke E. Cochran, Jerry D. Perkins, and Murray Clark
Havens, "Public Policy and the Emergence of Religious
Politics," Polity (Summer 1987): 611.
32Richard John Neuhaus, "Who, Now, Will Shape the
Meaning of America?" Christianity Today (19 March 1982): 17
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national conventions, be understood by looking at economic
issues alone.

Instead, Shafer says that "culture rather

'-i

than economics, was the key to making sense of convention
developments" in 1984.33
Issue Positions of the New Religious Right
The focus of the New Religious Right is its issue
orientation.

Tactics, strategies, organizational overlap,

and technical expertise are all simply means to enhance
public awareness of fundamental commitments shared by all of
the groups known as the NRR.

For this reason it is critical

that one examine the fundamental issue positions and their
bases in detail.
The beliefs of the New Religious Right might best be
summarized in a statement from Ralph Clark Chandler:
The only generalization about the religious right
not subject to contradiction is that it is
passionately and militantly committed to values of
the past. It calls for us to remember and to
return to a time when the wicked did not bear
rule.34
Whether such a time actually existed is irrelevant.

The

emphasis is placed on a perception of a nation gone astray
and following a path leading to self-destruction.

The

reason for this tragic decadence is the rejection of and
33Byron Shafer, "The New Cultural Politics,"
(Spring 1985): 221.

P.S. 18

34Ralph Clark Chandler, "The New Religious Right:
Worshiping a Past That Never Was," Christianity and Crisis
(15 February 1982): 20.
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hostility toward religious values.

A Christian Voice

spokesman put it in a more strident tone:
We believe that America, the last stronghold of
faith on this planet, has come under increasing
attack from Satanist forces in recent years. . .
that the standards of Christian . . . morality are
now under the onslaught . . . launched by the
rulers of darkness of this world and insidiously
sustained under the ever more liberal ethic.35
The creed for and issues of concern to the New Religious
Right, specifically to the Moral Majority, are found in
Jerry Falwell's book. Listen. America13^

Issues in his

ideology are defined through their relationship to his
interpretation of Scripture as the literal word of God.

He

and others of the New Religious Right describe themselves as
pro-life, pro-moral, pro-family, and pro-American.

Most of

these categories contain a cornucopia of ideas, and further
examination of each is in order.
Pro-life.

This, of course, means opposition to

abortion, and there is no misunderstanding the general view
of the Moral Majority.

Falwell writes:

Abortion is not birth control nor family planning.
It is murder according to the Word of God. And it
was sadly the decision of our U.S. Supreme Court
that gave free license to the murder of five
million to six million babies since January 22,
1973. America has the blood of all those babies
on her hands.3*7

35Quoted in Lipset and Raab, 27.
36Jerry Falwell, Listen. America! (New York:
Books, 1980).
3'7ibid., 147.
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The biblical admonition "Thou shalt not kill" is
mentioned in Listen. America! as the scriptural basis for
the above-mentioned viewpoint.

The push for a

constitutional amendment banning abortion will have the
highest priority in the near future for the Religious
Right.38
amendment.

Senator Jesse Helms has sponsored such an
An ally of the Moral Majority, his book When

Free Men Shall Stand is recommended by Jerry Falwell.

On

the subject of abortion, the debate assumes highly religious
language.

Helms writes:

But I oppose abortion because it is something God
has forbidden to us. God's law condemns the
taking of innocent life, and as a lawmaker myself,
I must in conscience accept and observe the prior
laws of God.39
In moving from a general view on the abortion issue to
a specific position, one does find cracks in what otherwise
be called the wall of pro-life solidarity.

Most involved in

the New Religious Right concur that abortion is justified in
order to save the life of the mother.40
Pro-Moral.

The general decline of traditional morality

is seen by the New Religious Right as the greatest threat to
American society.

Falwell states:

38John C. Bennett, "Assessing the Concerns of the
Religious Right," The Christian Century (14 October 1981): 102
MI:

39jesse Helms, When Free Men Shall Stand (Grand Rapids,
Zondervan Publishing House, 1976), 66.

^^Burton Yale Pines, "A Majority for Morality?"
Opinion 4 (April/May 1981): 46.
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We are very quickly moving toward an amoral
society where nothing is either absolutely right
or absolutely wrong. Our absolutes are
disappearing, and with this disappearance we must
face the sad fact that our society is crumbling.41
This erosion of moral certainty has made an impact on
virtually all aspects of American life to the degree that
"we are economically, politically, and militarily sick
because our country is morally sick."42

Proceeding from

this diagnosis, the leaders of the New Religious Right
reveal the cause of this moral breakdown.

To James Robison,

Tim LaHaye, and Jerry Falwell, the culprit is the "deadly
virus" of secular humanism. LaHaye defines humanism as
"man's attempt to solve his problems independently of
God."43 Secular humanism rejects the existence of the
transcendent, rejects miracles, and "offers the reasoned
view that human beings alone shape their destinies, leaving
to scientific inquiry the probing of nature's unknowns."44
Such a view is unacceptable to fundamentalists, who
unequivocally accept the position of LaHaye that most of the
evils of the world can be traced to humanism.45
4lFalwell, 101.
42ibid., 103.
43Tim Lahaye, The Battle for the Mind (Old Tappan, NJ:
Revell, 1980), 26.
44Ben Brodinsky, "The New Right: The Movement and Its
Impact," Phi Delta Kappan 64 (October 1982): 90.
45ibid., 88.
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Opposition to homosexual rights and pornography are two
other rallying points of the Christian Right's concern for
morality.

Regarding homosexuality, James Robison has been

most vocal in his denunciation, condemning such behavior as
"one of the vilest sins known to man."46

Texas Monthly

quotes him further, "You don't have to trouble yourself
about whether it's normal to be a homosexual.
create Adam and Edward.

God didn't

That's just not the program."47

Less strident but no less adamant, Jerry Falwell
devotes an entire chapter to a reprobation of homosexual
behavior and another chapter to the evils of pornography.
Falwell argues that the Moral Majority is not dedicated to
depriving homosexuals of their civil rights as Americans.
The Moral Majority does oppose granting special status to
homosexuals which "would establish homosexuals in America as
a bona fide minority like women, blacks, or Hispanics."48
Employing the language of impending doom, Falwell calls for
national repentance:
The moral fiber of our nation is so deteriorated
that we cannot possibly survive unless there is a
complete and drastic turnaround soon: a
permissive society that tolerates pornography has
the same hedonistic attitude that destroyed
ancient societies. Pornographers are idolaters.
46william Martin, "God's Angry Man [James Robison],"
Texas Monthly. April 1981, 223.
4'7ibid.
48jerry Falwell, Ed Dobson, and Ed Hinson, eds.. The
Fundamentalist Phenomenon (Garden City, NJ: Doubleday &
Co., Inc., 1981), 192.
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They idolize money and will do anything for
materialistic gain. They are men who have
reprobate minds and who need divine deliverance.49
In these two chapters, no fewer than seventeen references
from the Bible are cited by Falwell as support for his
positions.
Pro-Family.

It is obvious that the pro-life and pro-

moral issues weigh heavily on the family.

Nevertheless,

there are many components of the pro-family movement that
make it one of the cornerstones of the New Religious Right
philosophy.

Falwell emphasizes the importance of the family

in Listen. America!

He refers to it as one of the three

institutions ordained by God (the other two are government
and the church) and relates the strength of the nation to
the strength of the families in the nation.

Today it is

felt in many quarters that the family is in crisis.

Sources

of concern about its stability may be divided into three
major areas—education, feminism, and government.
To say that public elementary and secondary education
is under attack from all sides is simply to restate the
obvious.

What is not so clear is the source of the ailment

and the prescription for the cure.

Lottie Beth Hobbs,

President of the Pro-Family Forum, suggests that the problem
lies entirely with the doctrine of humanism.50
reiterated and expanded by Falwell:
49Falwell, 176.
50Brodinsky, 90.
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I believe that the decay in our public school
system suffered an enormous acceleration when
prayer and Bible reading were taken out of the
classroom by the U.S.Supreme Court. Our public
school system is now permeated with humanism.51
The New Religious Right believes that the decline in
scholarship began when the prayer was removed from the
classroom.

The remedy is, of course, support of a

constitutional amendment allowing voluntary school prayer.
Also, the NRR supports private Christian schools as an
alternative to public education.

Increased parental control

over textbook selection, curriculum and policy is seen as
another step in the direction of restoring the health of the
public school system, which in turn strengthens the
family.52
The feminist movement is seen by the NRR as a challenge
(and an insult) to the dignity of the traditional homemaker,
whose life is often portrayed as "unrewarding, unfulfilling,
and boring."53

The Moral Majority stresses the need to

return to traditional role-models and the need to hold in
high esteem those wives and mothers who choose not to work
outside the home. A central bogey of the NRR was the Equal
Rights Amendment.

Its defeat was long a "cause celebre" of

many different New Religious Right groups and individuals,
most notably Phyllis Schlafly.
5lFalwell, 178.
52ibid., 180-194.
53ibid., 106-112.
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Schlafly organized Stop ERA to fight passage of the

proposed amendment. She expanded her organization into Eagle
Forum in 1975 and began addressing a wide variety of issues,
with all positions being in basic agreement with those of
the NRR.

Profiled recently in the Liberty Report. Schlafly

reminded readers to not grow complacent about the defeat of
ERA and the threat of feminism:

"We still have to stay on

top of the current feminist folly."

Of particular concern

to her today are the issues of comparable worth and mandated
parental leave.54
Pro-American.

The New Religious Right freely mixes the

symbols of religion and nation, as they see America as a
chosen nation of God with a special mission in the world.
The results of this merger have been three-fold.

First,

there is an unswerving acceptance of the free enterprise
system.

Second, there is the imperative that America

maintain military superiority; and third, there is the
necessity that America maintain its strong support of the
nation of Israel.
At first glance, it would appear that these issues
would not be in the purview of religion.

There is a direct

linkage between moral behavior and religion, family and
religion, and to many, pro-life and religion.

But the chain

54Ann Wharton, "The Eagle Flies High," Liberty Report.
October 1987, 37.
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has also been extended to free enterprise, military
superiority, and support for Israel.
Falwell argues that biblical justification for the free
enterprise system is found in the book of Proverbs.

The

work ethic, competition in business, ambition and successful
business management are also given biblical sanction.55
Unfortunately, Falwell never really develops his scriptural
argument.

In fact, the specific references in Proverbs are

never cited.

The leader of the Moral Majority shifts

instead to secular authors to support his case, liberally
quoting the economic views of Milton Friedman, Jesse Helms,
and William Simon.
The New Religious Right is increasingly concerned about
the military strength of the United States vis-a-vis the
Soviet Union, and has served as one of the strongest
supporters of President Reagan's defense budget.56

The

military posture advocated by the Moral Majority is
explained by Falwell, "Nowhere in the Bible is there a
rebuke for the bearing of arms. "5*7 The use of power is
justified as a necessity to prevent evil from triumphing.
On the world scene today, the evil is defined as godless
communism.

Comparisons between the military budgets and

55Falwell, 12.
56Robert J. Linder, "Militarism in Nazi Thought and in
American New Religious Right," Journal of Church and State
24 (Spring 1982): 266.
5'7Falwell, 85.
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potential of the two superpowers frequently appear in the
literature of the right.
The Moral Majority has consistently opposed any kind of
nuclear arms freeze.

Reconstructing a recent conversation

with Richard Nixon, Rev. Falwell said the former President
told him, "Jerry, all of us believe a little child should
have the right to pray in school.

But if you lose this one-

-the nuclear freeze battle—you won't be praying
anywhere."58

conceding that those in favor of the freeze

were sincere, Falwell indicated that they were being "duped"
and that the freeze movement was "spawned and orchestrated
in Moscow."59
The New Religious Right shares a curious relationship
with Israel.

Normally, one would not expect a predominantly

Christian movement to embrace a nation of a differing faith.
However, this is exactly what has happened.

Support for

Israel is based on the fundamentalist doctrine of premillenialism, a view that Christ will return to Jerusalem
and rule for one thousand years.^0

Israel fits into the

pro-American mindset of the New Religious Right as, "God has
blessed America because America has blessed the Jew."61
58"Falwell to fight nuclear freeze,"
Herald, 14 March 1983, sec. A, 3.
59ibid.
60chandler, 21.
6lFalwell, 98.
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Antecedents of the New Religious Right
In assessing the New Religious Right, one finds that
there is a substantial amount of popular literature
available on the movement.

Claims and rebuttals abound

concerning motivations, objectives, and impacts, resulting
in more confusion than enlightenment.

Thus far, this study

has profiled the characteristics and beliefs of the New
Religious Right.

Now it is appropriate to analyze its

cultural, ideological, and political development.
The first observation is that this is really not a new
movement.

The nation's history is replete with religio-

political experiences that might well be considered
predecessors of the current movement.

Martin F. Marty

suggests that if the major emphasis of the New Religious
Right is to restore a Christian America, one can point to
July 4, 1827, when Philadelphia Presbyterian Ezra Stiles Ely
proclaimed that "every ruler should be an avowed and sincere
friend of Christianity" and advocated "a Christian party in
politics."62

This call to arms is not dissimilar to

statements attributed to the leaders of the New Religious
Right today.

Though a Christian party is not specifically

advocated, Pat Robertson is clearly reflecting the theme of
Christian rule and basing his quest for the presidency on
conservative Christians' support.

In an interview in the

62Martin E. Marty, "Precursors of the Moral Majority,"
American Heritage 33 (February/March 1982): 98.
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Des Moines Register, he is quoted as saying, "I don't need
the party structure to win the nomination.

I need about 15

to 20 percent of my [evangelical] base and I'll win the
Republican nomination."63
Another antecedent to the Moral Majority is the
prohibition movement organization, the Anti-Saloon League,
which was little more than a front for the Methodist Church.
Family-related causes today are especially noted as the
posterity of these earlier movements.

Other ancestors

include late 19th century evangelists who called for the
return of Palestine to the Jews and 17th century
religionists who established the concept of America as a
chosen nation of God.64
Although there are many such precedents, the New
Religious Right is the direct cultural descendent of early
20th century fundamentalists who led the fight against
modernity.65

Protestantism split into two opposing camps

with the rise of the social gospel.

Walter Rauschenbusch, a

leading proponent of this movement, explained the term as
follows:
Sin is essentially selfishness. That definition
is more in harmony with the social gospel than
63Rhodes Cook, "Preachers in Politics: Bids of Jackson
and Robertson Are Uphill, But Bear Watching," Congressional
Quarterly Weekly Report 45 (3 October 1987): 2387.
64Marty, 98-99.
65Richard Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism in American
Life (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1963), 117-141.
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with any individualistic type of religion. The
sinful mind, then, is the unsocial and anti-social
mind. To find the climax of sin we must not
linger over a man who swears, or sneers, at
religion, or denies the mystery of the trinity,
but put our hands on social groups who have turned
the patrimony of a nation into the private
property of a small class, or have left the
peasant labourers cowed, degraded, demoralized,
and without rights in the land. When we find such
in history, or in present-day life, we shall know
we have struck real rebellion against God on the
higher levels of sin.66
Fundamentalists rejected this notion and saw themselves as
the defenders of orthodox theology.

However, by the time of

the 1925 Scopes trial and the great confrontation between
Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan, fundamentalists
were often seen as unenlightened, anti-intellectual,
intolerant bigots.

Richard Neuhaus describes the state of

fundamentalism in this era:
By the end of the 1920s, fundamentalism had been
expelled from the circles of the influential and
respectable, and in truth, retreated almost faster
than it could be expelled. Its lingering imprint
on the general culture was etched by that master
of cruel contempt for the Bible-thumping
"booboisie," H.L. Mencken.6*7
Out of the spotlight, the fundamentalist subculture
flourished.

The doctrine was by no means diluted, but

political activity was for the most part eschewed.
Christian responsibility to government could be summarized
by three words:

pay, pray, obey.

To be sure, followers

66Quoted in Robert E. Webber, The Moral Majority;
Right or Wrong? (Westchester, IL: Cornerstone Books, 1981),
60.
6'7Neuhaus, "Who, Now, Will Shape. . .," 19.
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were encouraged to oppose Al Smithes candidacy in 1928 and
support prohibition.

For the most part, however, there was

no systematic political philosophy.

Religious historian

George Marsden contends that they "responded to the issues
haphazardly and on the basis of inherited prejudices and
formulae, with next to no theoretical preparation to guide
them."68

The drift toward political conservatism came out

of a culture based on reaction to liberal theology, which
was seen as an ally to liberal politicians.
This is a part of the culture which gave rise to what
Richard Hofstadter calls a "Manichean mindset" which sees
conflict between absolute good and absolute evil.69

There

is no middle ground that calls for compromise, tolerance,
and accommodation.

Instead, there develops a paranoid style

in which "History is a conspiracy, set in motion by demonic
forces of almost transcendent power, and what is felt to be
necessary to defeat it is not the usual methods of political
give and take, but an all-out crusade."^0
style sees time running out.

The paranoid

With destruction just one step

away, the enemy is always clearly defined as evil incarnate.
In the 1950s, Billy James Hargis' Christian Crusade and Dr.
68George M. Marsden, Fundamentalism and American
Culture: The Shaping of Twentieth Century Evangelism 18791925 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980), 209.
69Hofstadter, 135.
^ORichard Hofstadter, The Paranoid Style in American
Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), 29.
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Fred C. Schwarz's Christian Anti-Communism Crusade would be
examples of this rightwing paranoid type of organization.
Today's religious right shares many similar characteristics.
A good illustration is the political involvement of the
Moral Majority in opposing any type of nuclear freeze.

In

soliciting funds for this cause. Rev. Falwell's written plea
contains the style described above.

Consider these

excerpts:
America is in serious trouble.
If the United States gives in to the freezeniks'
demands, we will soon find ourselves
surrendering to the Soviets.
I would absoulutely refuse to say, "Better Red
than Dead."
I would rather be "Dead than Red."
Our nation's future is weighing in the balance.
We are about to commit national suicide.^1
The political rhetoric of Falwell and others in the New
Religious Right is frantic, hyperbolic, pessimistic, and
urgent, playing on the emotions rather than the intellect.
It calls for repentance from the evils of the present age
which will lead to redemption and ultimate victory.

Indeed

the language of wrath is a powerful weapon in the arsenal of
the New Religious Right.
While the New Right might best be considered as the
catalyst that awakened the slumbering televangelists from
their political lethargy, the genesis of the movement
clearly has deep historical roots.

What the preachers

lacked in political know-how and technology was provided by
^Ijerry Falwell, Letter Solicitation, 5 April 1983.
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the New Right.

The New Religious Right reciprocated by

providing a ready-made broad base of supporters.
Constituency of the NRR
Political scientists and sociologists have become
increasingly frustrated in their attempts to pin down the
actual constituency of the NRR, and figures range anywhere
from 67 million evangelical Christians (New York Times/CBS
News poll) down to 482,000 —
Report circulation in 1980."72

the total Moral Majority
Buell and Sigelman estimate

that four percent of the adult population (6.6 million)
supported the Moral Majority in 1980,"73 while ABC's
Nightline gave figures of 35 million, or "one-fifth of the
voting public" as supporting the positions of the NRR in
1986.^4

In contrast, John Simpson reported that 72 percent

of adult Americans subscribe to most of the NRR platform.^5
What seems to be emerging from the increasing concern
and search for an accurate constituency is the consensus
^2Emmett H. Buell and Lee Sigelman, "Popular Support
for the Moral Majority in 1980," Social Science Quarterly
66, (June 1985): 427.
'73ibid., 429.
"74"Nightline,"

ABC television broadcast, 6 August 1986

^5John H.Simpson, "Support for the Moral Majority and
Its Sociomoral Platform" in New Christian Politics, eds.
David G. Bromley and Anson Shupe (Macon, GA: Mercer
University Press, 1984), 65-68; also, John H. Simpson,
"Moral Issues and Status Politics" in The New Christian
Right, eds. Robert C. Liebman and Robert Wuthnow (New York:
Aldine Publishing Company, 1983), 103-116.
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that more research is necessary before a true picture can be
seen.

Buell and Sigelman conclude, after acknowledging the

poor performance of seven of their predictors of support for
the Moral Majority, that white support of the Moral Majority
did not significantly derive from being "poorly educated.
Southern, fundamentalist, a parent, untrusting of
government, or opposed to symbols of gender equality. ""76
However, Clyde Wilcox disputes this finding.

When

fundamentalism is defined in doctrinal rather than
denominational terms and the Moral Majority scale is
"corrected" to give a more accurate reading of the feeling
thermometer data used by Buell and Sigelman, Wilcox found
that "the supporters of the Moral Majority are fundamentalists with high levels of religious involvement.
Republicans, opposed to abortion and to feminism, supportive
of defense spending and dissatisfied with government."^^

In

any event, Buell, Sigelman, and Wilcox note that the
question of why some, but not most of the highly religious
and socially conservative Americans support the Moral
Majority remains to be answered by future research.^8
^6Buell and Sigelman, 431.
"7'7ciyde Wilcox, "Popular Support of the Moral Majority .
in 1980: A Second Look," Social Science Quarterly 68
(March 1987): 157-166. For a rebuttal to Wilcox, see Emmett
Buell and Lee Sigelman, "A Second Look at 'Popular Support
For the Moral Majority in 1980: A Second Look,'" Social
Science Quarterly 68 (March 1987): 167-169.
78Ibid., 433.
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Several scholars have conducted surveys designed to
identify the supporters of the Moral Majority.

By and

large, research has cut across denominational lines.

Stacey

and Shupe studied public and clergy sentiments toward the
Moral Majority in the Dallas-Ft. Worth metroplex area.
Using the Moral Majority as a generic term for the NRR, they
found little overall support for the NRR, with twice as many
white respondents holding negative feelings (31 percent) as
positive feelings (16 percent) about it.

Stacey and Shupe

did report that the metroplex area Moral Majority supporters
were most likely to be members of fundamentalist and
conservative denominations such as the Pentecostals,
Churches of Christ, and Southern Baptists rather than
moderate and mainline denominations.^9
Robert Zwier studied 162 evangelical pastors in Iowa
and South Dakota shortly after the 1980 election to
determine support for the NRR.

Surveying Baptists,

Lutherans, Methodists, and United Presbyterians, Zwier found
that most ministers had heard of the Moral Majority, onethird of the sample had been contacted by the Moral
Majority, and two-thirds of the sample revealed an
'79Anson Shupe and William A. Stacey, "Pxiblic and Clergy
Sentiments Toward the Moral Majority: Evidence from the
Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex," New Christian Politics, eds.
David G. Bromley and Anson Shupe (Macon, GA: Mercer
University Press, 1984), 91-100; see also Anson Shupe and
William A. Stacey, "The Moral Majority Constituency," The
New Christian Right, eds. Robert C. Liebman and Robert
Wuthnow (New York: Aldine Publishing Company, 1983): 103-116
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unfavorable impression of it.

Moreover, Zwier found that

the ministers did not share most of the policy views of the
Moral Majority.80
With few exceptions, little has been written about
specific denominations or sects which are generally lumped
into the primary constituency group of the NRR.

James Guth

has completed the most comprehensive research on pastoral
support for the Moral Majority to date.

Guth studied the

political and social attitudes of Southern Baptist clergy, a
group heavily targeted by the NRR.

Guth's work differs from

other researchers in that it looks only at the clergy of the
Southern Baptist Convention.

In this study, a detailed

survey instrument was designed:
. . . to elicit the ministers' opinions on
political issues of special concern to the
Christian Right; on their feelings about political
activism by ministers; on their own political
involvement; and on their relationship with their
congregations, other ministers, and the Southern
Baptist Convention itself. 81
Receiving widespread distribution in political science,
sociological, and even theological literature, Guth's
80Robert Zwier, Born-Again Politics: The New Christian
Right in America (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
1982), 86.
81James L. Guth, "Preachers and Politics: Varieties of
Activism Among Southern Baptist Ministers," Religion and
Politics, eds. Tod A. Baker, Robert P. Steed, and Laurence
W. Moreland (New York: Praeger, 1983), 161.
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original study has been supplemented by a subsequent survey
of Southern Baptist pastors in 1984-1985.82
Guth has pursued an area of investigation that has not
received adequate attention since the rise of the NRR.

The

search for the constituency of the NRR becomes more
meaningful when data are available which adequately reflect
the political and social views of religious groups perceived
to be the primary supporters of the movement.

For example,

the Moral Majority has not enlisted a sizable number of
Southern Baptist pastors as members (only 3.3 percent), but
nearly one-half of the ministers are Moral Majority
sympathizers (though the other half are opposed to the Moral
Majority.)83

Guth also found that Moral Majority members

and sympathizers are stronger advocates of political
activism than are those pastors who oppose the Moral
Majority.84

Furthermore, Guth's research reveals that 72

percent of Moral Majority pastor sympathizers believe that
the free enterprise system is the only system that is really
82James L. Guth, "The New Christian Right Revisited:
Partisan Realignment Among Southern Baptist Ministers,"
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Midwest
Political Science Association, 19-20 April 1985.
83James L. Guth, "Southern Baptist Clergy: Vanguard of
the Christian Right?" The New Christian Right, eds. Robert
C. Liebman and Robert Wuthnow (New York: Aldine Publishing
Company 1983), 119.
84James L. Guth, "The Politics of Preachers: Southern
Baptist Ministers and Christian Right Activism," New
Christian Politics, eds. David G. Bromley and Anson Shupe
(Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1984), 238.
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compatible with Christian beliefs, but so do 61 percent of
pastors who oppose the Moral Majority.85
There are several valuable dimensions to Guth's work.
First, political scientists have gained a greater insight
into one part of the targeted constituency of the NRR.

New

light has been shed on the level of support for the Moral
Majority, a level of support that was previously based on
intuitive assumptions by observers of the evangelical
community.

In a broader context, more is known about the

relationship between religion and politics among Southern
Baptist ministers, and more is known about a small part of
the social and cultural landscape of America. Certainly,
Southern Baptists have learned more about themselves and
where Southern Baptist pastors fit into political
subculture.

Yet this is only one small part of the group of

denominations designated by Stacey and Shupe in their
metroplex study.

No comparable research has been done on

another group mentioned in the same report—the Church of
Christ.
The Church of Christ is an offspring of the largest
church group whose origins are strictly American.
Historically the Church of Christ traces its roots to a
primitive back-to-the-Bible revivalist movement of the early
part of the nineteenth century.

Leaders of what is Icnown

today as the Restoration Movement included three ex85Guth, "Preachers and Politics," 63.
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Presbyterian ministers, Alexander Campbell, Thomas Campbell,
and Barton W. Stone.

Known as "Campbellites," "Reformers,"

"Disciples," or "Christians," their followers have grown
from a single congregation of thirty members at Brush Run,
Pennsylvania, into what today makes up three sizable
religious bodies:

the Christian Church (Disciples of

Christ), the Christian Church, and the Church of Christ.
Together some five million Americans are part of this
religious heritage based on the practice of primitive
Christianity as found in the biblical text.

The principle

enunciated by Thomas Campbell, "Where the Scriptures speak,
we speak; and where the Scriptures are silent, we are
silent," captures the originally unsophisticated and
uncomplicated nature of the movement.86

Assessing the

personality of Campbellism, Martin Marty writes:
No one better formulated the concept of
simplicity than did Alexander Campbell and his
fellow Disciples of Christ or members of the
Churches of Christ. Formed out of a number of
schismatic groups after 1809, these primitive
movements wanted to contribute to the American
concept of community. They rejected complexity
and religious development. Men would find God and
be found in him if they could overlap nineteen
centuries of the Fallen Church and restore firstgeneration biblical Christianity.8*7

86williston Walker, A History of the Christian Church,
rev. ed. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1959), 512.
8'7Martin Marty, Righteous Empire: The Protestant
Experience in America (New York: The Dial Press, 1970),
86-87.
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The attempt to restore first generation biblical
Christianity entailed acceptance of certain theological
fundamentals which are summarized by Sydney Ahlstrom as
follows:
1. Faith consists in accepting the proposition .
. . that "Jesus is Christ."
2. If faith is genuine, repentance follows
logically (one may almost say, automatically),
motivated by Christ's authoritative promises.
3. Baptism for the remission of sins is obedient
response to the Lord's command, making one's
commitment complete. These are the three things
for a man to do.
4. The remission of sins is the fulfillment of
God's promise as are
5. The gift of the Holy Spirit and eternal life.
These are the three things God does.88
In the Churches of Christ members are not voted into a
particular congregation, but are accepted as equals in the
brotherhood of believers once they have been baptized by
immersion into fellowship with the Lord Jesus Christ.
Congregations are further distinguished from other
denominations by the practice of local congregational
autonomy, observance of the Lord's Supper every Sunday, and
lack of any instruments of music in the worship service.
These principles adequately describe the Churches of
Christ, but where does the Church of Christ stand in the
popular vocabulary of students of religion today?

Richard

88Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the
American People (New York: Yale University Press, 1972), 448
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Quebedeaux, in his book The Worldly Evangelicals, provides a
clear working definition of the term evangelical, going even
further to delineate between the evangelical left and the
evangelical center and right, with the subgroups of each
listed and explained both by doctrinal beliefs and cultural
traits.

By Quebedeaux's definition, the Church of Christ

falls squarely into the evangelical center and right,
although it is never mentioned by name in any of his
listings.
Quebedeaux defines the "hard-core" evangelicals as
those who share the three following affirmations together:
1. The full authority of Scriptures in matters of
faith and practice;
2. The necessity pf personal faith in Jesus
Christ as Savior and Lord (conversion):
3. The urgency of seeking the conversion of
sinful men and women to Christ (evangelism);89
Theologically, evangelicals of the center take any
passage of the Scripture to be true in its natural, literal
sense, unless "the context of a passage itself indicates
otherwise, or unless an article of faith established
elsewhere in the Bible requires a broader understanding of
the text."^0

They are very cautious about supplementing the

authority of the Bible with reason, experience, and
scientific findings, and are reluctant to use extra-biblical
89Richard Quebedeaux, The Worldly Evangelicals (San
Francisco: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1978), 7.
90Ibid., 29.
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linguistic and cultural considerations in the
interpretations of a given text.91
- Quebedeaux identifies this group as to culture:
In economics and politics evangelicals of the
right and center are most often conservative
Republicans or, less often perhaps, conservative
Democrats. They are committed capitalists and
strict constructionists in their interpretation of
the Constitution. Reformists among them are
"gradualists," who oppose any radical upset of the
status quo. In their social and cultural
attitudes more generally, center and right
evangelicals affirm the Protestant ethic, demand
hard work of all who are able (including
themselves), exalt the nuclear family and
traditionally male and female roles in church and
society, look askance at the permissive society,
and are very moderate (or abstainers) when it
comes to worldly behavior that evangelicals once
almost uniformly denounced — drinking, dancing,
attendance at the theater and cinema, and the
like.92
He goes on to add that the evangelical center and right is
also characterized by growth, vitality, and a "faith
commitment that goes beyond mere words all the way to the
pocketbook."^3
The question is not whether the Church of Christ fits
into this category, but rather since it is in this category,
how well does it line up with the political and social
thinking of the NRR?

Is the Church of Christ a part of the

primary constituency of the NRR?
answer these questions.
91ibid.
92ibid., 28.
93ibid., 51.

Subsequent chapters will

CHAPTER II
DATA AND METHODS
Any study of the Churches of Christ has formidable, but
not insurmountable, methodological problems.

Within the

context of research on the NRR, great care had to be taken
to prevent the peculiarities of the Churches of Christ from
overshadowing the more important questions of whether the
Church of Christ is a part of the NRR constituency and where
the Church of Christ fits in the contemporary political
landscape.

Martin Marty's map metaphor seems appropriate in

asking where the Church of Christ is located on the
religious/political map of America.

Marty says, "A map is

needed in order for people to find their way, to avoid being
lost; even a map of familiar territory is necessary if one
is looking for something in particular.

Maps are also used

to encourage further exploration."1
This research project is looking for something
particular.

It is also descriptive and exploratory—not in

the sense of collecting data that one dismisses as
interesting but irrelevant, but exploratory in the sense of
mapping uncharted territory.

It is descriptive in the sense

of discovering the distribution of political traits and
attributes of preachers of a specific denomination that is
not well-known to political scientists.
iMartin Marty, A Nation of Behavers (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1976), 2.
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It is the purpose of this chapter to identify the
characteristics of the Churches of Christ which created
concern for the researcher.
divisions.

The chapter has four major

First, one looks at the decision to study

ministers rather than some other religious official within
the Church of Christ.

Second is a review of the sample

design including the rationale for a mail survey rather than
other forms of data collection.

Third, one looks at the

response rate and representativeness of the sample.
Finally, one reviews decisions concerning the construction
of the survey instrument.
Why Survey Ministers?
Foremost of the methodological concerns is the
previously mentioned congregational autonomy of Churches of
Christ.

The absence of any formal hierarchy or general

convention means that there are no officials who speak for
(on behalf of) the Churches of Christ.

A well-known Church

of Christ minister, Joe R. Barnett, describes the lack of
organizational structure as follows:
There are no conventions, annual meetings,
nor official publications. Congregations do
cooperate in supporting children's homes, homes
for the elderly, mission work, etc. However,
participation is strictly voluntary on the part of
each congregation and no person nor group issue
policies or make decisions for other
other congregations.2
2Joe R. Barnett, The Churches of Christ. . . Who Are
These People (Lubbock, TX: Pathway Publishing House, 1979),
7.
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Barnett is essentially correct in,his assertion in that
there is no formal centralized governing body of the
Churches of Christ.

However, it is common knowledge within

the Church of Christ community that there are informal
connections between opinion leaders within the major
factions of the church and the various Church of Christ
universities, preacher-training schools, and publications.
These leaders (who are most often preachers, teachers, or
writers) often function informally as policy-makers for the
congregations who fall in line with the various factions the
leaders represent.
Most congregations are led by a plurality of elders
selected from the local congregation who, in addition to
being the spiritual shepherds of the congregation, hire the
ministers and other staff personnel and make most of the
major business decisions concerning the congregation.

In

the event that no qualified elders are available in a
congregation, the men, working as a committee of the whole,
make decisions concerning programs, personnel, and finances.
Virtually without exception, congregations without elders
are either very small or very new.
While elders perform a "shepherding" function within
the local church, they do not generally lead the
congregation by providing the focal point for the programs
of ministry and speaking for the church in the way that the
local preacher does.

The preacher is much more visible in
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the congregation as well as in the community.

Often the

eldership is not even Icnown to people in the community
unless they have direct ties to the Church of Christ.
The preacher in the congregation is more likely to
represent the prevailing philosophy of the members of the
congregation, and is subject to the local pressures and
prejudices of the members.

The minister is paid by the

contributions of the membership.3

Though one is hesitant to

impute the political and social beliefs of the minister to
members, one does note that a preacher is directly
accountable financially to the members and the elders for
his salary.

The preacher who strays too far from the

accepted norms of the local congregation does not stay in
the pulpit for long.

There is no formal mediating board

between minister and congregation.

If a major conflict

arises between the minister and the congregation, the
eldership will almost invariably take the side of the
congregation in the dispute.

The decision to study

preachers was made in part because they serve as the most
visible leaders of their congregations.
Preachers are also much more accessible than elders.
Elders do not generally have offices at the church building
3A 1986 survey conducted by the Ministers Financial
Service Association and the National Association of Church
Business Administration revealed that the average salary of
a Church of Christ minister is $30,450. However, the number
of the Church of Christ ministers responding to this survey
was only 55. This was reported in The Christian Chronicle
44 (November 1987): 1.
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and are not listed in any directories.

Even the study of

preachers presented some difficulty, as there is no record
of the names of the preachers in the various congregations.
Most importantly, however, preachers were chosen over
elders because they serve as the primary target of the NRR.
It is well known that a high percentage of state chairmen of
the Moral Majority are members of the clergy.

(In 1981,

forty-five of the fifty state chairmen were Baptist
preachers.)4

Ministers are actively recruited by the NRR

and are the recipients of much of NRR literature.
A problem in studying Church of Christ preachers is
the lack of professional standards for preachers, which
makes the ministry of the Church of Christ a very diverse
group.

Though generally considered to be professionals,

preachers in the Church of Christ are not required to have
formal training in religion or a specific level of
education, and in many areas preachers are part-time church
workers who have full-time jobs in other occupations.

Out

of 178 preachers surveyed who attended college or were
college graduates, 92 did not major in religion or Bible on
the undergraduate level.

There are several schools which

train preachers, but the programs for these schools are not
standard and the quality of the programs varies greatly.
4william Lyons and Steve Metcalf, "The Southern Baptist
Clergy and the 1984 Elections in North Carolina," Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the Southern Political
Science Association, Charlotte, North Carolina, 5-7 November
1987, 4.
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Sample Design
Data for this research were gathered by a mail
questionnaire.

The decision to use a mail instrument rather

than personal interviews or a telephone survey was
relatively easy.

In most academic research, economic

considerations play an important role.

This project was no

exception, and every effort was made to keep costs at a
minimum without infringing on the integrity of the research.
Personal interviews would have been ideal, but the cost
factor of such an endeavor would have made the entire
project unfeasible, particularly in light of the fact that
no outside funding was obtained to help defray the expenses
of the researcher.
The same can be said for using a telephone survey.
However, one additional factor worked against the use of
long distance calling.

There are no known telephone lists

of all Churches of Christ.

Several incomplete directories

exist, but these are private and not generally available.
Thus, the mail questionnaire was selected as the only
realistic and suitable option.
There is only one complete directory listing all
Churches of Christ.

It is compiled by a professor from

David Lipscomb College, Dr. Mac Lynn, who serves as the
Chairman of the Bible Department.

Ministers were selected

by a systematic sampling of all United States congregations
of the Churches of Christ as listed in the 1984 edition of
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Where The Saints Meet:

A Directory of the Congregations of

the Churches of Christ.5

The directory lists 13,099 Church

of Christ congregations in the United States.

Of this

number, 146 churches do not believe in having a located paid
preacher: all such congregations were eliminated from the
sample.6

This reduced the sampling frame to 12,953

congregations.

The first congregation (element) was chosen

at random by selecting a number between 1 and 13; thereafter
every thirteenth congregation was included in the sample.
The list of U. S. congregations is alphabetized by state and
city, so there is no evidence of bias periodicity in the
sampling frame.

A total of 996 ministers located in 49

states and the District of Columbia was included in the
original sample.

Delaware, with eight Churches of Christ in

the entire state, was the only state excluded in the
mailout.
Response Rate and Representativeness
Experts differ widely in estimating what type of
response rate to expect from a mail questionnaire.
response rates, however, are not uncommon.

Low

Goyder reports,

5Mac Lynn, Where The Saints Meet: A Directory of the
Congregations of the Churches of Christ (Pensacola, FL: Firm
Foundation Publishing House, 1984).
6A located preacher is one who works for and is paid by
a specific congregation. He may be a full-time or part-time
church employee. A church that does not believe in
employing a minister on a permanent or part-time basis does
not have a "located" preacher.
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"Many texts caution against expecting mailed questionnaire
response from a general population to exceed 30 percent."^
Nachmias and Nachmias tell us that the typical response rate
"for a mail survey is between 20 and 40 percent."8
Backstrom and Hursh-Cesar warn that the response rates of
mail surveys are "notoriously low."9
Survey packets were mailed to 996 churches on March 15,
1987.

Each packet contained an eight-page survey booklet

and postage-paid response envelope.

The survey was

professionally printed and designed to be aesthetically
pleasing (See Appendix A).

A straightforward cover letter

describing the nature of the research project was printed on
the inside cover of the questionnaire. The letter explained
that some ministers feel that they should become more
involved in the political issues confronting the nation
today while others feel just as strongly that preachers
ought to stay out of politics; political scientists are
interested in learning more about how ministers participate
in the political arena. Ministers were assured that their
anonymity would be protected even though an identification
^John Goyder, "Face-to-Face Interviews and Mailed
Questionnaires: The Net Difference in Response Rate,"
Public Opinion Quarterly 29 (1985): 234.
8David Nachmias and Chava Nachmias, Research Methods in
the Social Sciences, 3rd ed.(New York: St. Martin's Press,
1987), 229.
^Charles H. Backstrom and Gerald Hursh-Cesar, Survey
Research. 2nd ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1981), 23.
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number was stamped on the booklet.

Only one identification

number was cut off the survey before it was returned.

A

number of ministers signed their names, and as previously
mentioned, requested a summary of the results.

Finally,

ministers were urged to write "any comments you might have
on the subjects explored in the questionnaire."

This option

proved to be quite popular and was exercised by 36 percent
of all respondents.
Four weeks after the first mailout, 112 completed
surveys had been received, yielding a response rate of 14
percent.

A second mailing to all nonrespondents went out on

April 15, 1987.

A new cover letter was added to the

questionnaire, which noted that while the minister "may have
buried our questionnaire under an avalanche of other
requests," it was extremely important for all ministers to
participate in the study (See Appendix B).

Unfortunately,

this new exhortation resulted in only 86 more completed
surveys.
Two responses from the second group provide some
further insight into the difficulty of getting Church of
Christ ministers to return the completed instriiments.

One

cover letter was returned by a member of the congregation
with a note explaining that there was no preacher on the
staff at that time.

Another envelope was mailed back with

this message inside, "While we have some understanding of
your perspective our opportunities to preach the gospel to
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the lost are such that there just is not time for your
survey."

Fortunately enough ministers rejected this latter

position and completed the questionnaire to allow for
meaningful examination of the data.
All surveys were mailed at a special bulk rate of 8.5
cents per piece.

The special rate entailed the disadvantage

of not having undeliverable surveys returned to sender
(although three were in fact returned), but this was offset
by the substantial savings in postage.

After the second

mailing was completed, a new edition of Where The Saints
Meet was published.

This provided a convenient cross check

of the sample drawn from the 1984 directory.

In comparing

the two lists, 178 churches in the original sample had
changed addresses, locations, or had disbanded.

Thus the

response rate for usable completed surveys was 24 percent.
This mediocre response rate is due to at least two
factors beyond the control of the researcher.

First is the

absence of actual names of the ministers surveyed.

The

directory listed only the addresses and, in most cases, the
names of the congregations.
addressed to "Minister."

All survey packets were simply

Backstrom and Hursh-Cesar suggest

that an impersonal survey packet adversely affects the
response rate,10 and this minister survey certainly supports
their contention.
10Ibid., 233-236.
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The second problem affecting the response rate is a
church controversy which has recently involved Abilene
Christian University and the teaching of evolution in the
Biology Department.

In certain areas of the country,

particularly in the Deep South, many preachers have rallied
behind several opinion leaders in attacking the university
for allowing "liberalism" to exist in several of the
departments.

There is also a strong anti-intellectual bias

in certain factions of Churches of Christ which are closely
tied to this element.

A particular lack of appreciation for

academic research in the field of religion is evident with
regard to this group of preachers.

Since the survey was

^sponsored by the Abilene Christian University Government
Department, a certain amount of hostility toward the
university as a whole may have prevented some from
responding. A few preachers who completed the questionnaire
intimated displeasure with ACU in tones similar to the
response from one preacher who commented, "If you are a
christian university why not stick to religion (Bible) and
leave worldly government to the world?"

Another preacher

refused to complete the survey but did not forego the
opportunity to launch a broadside attack written on the back
of an empty response envelope:
If you folks spent as much time reading and
teaching God's word as you do trying to find the
pulse of modern members of the church you might do
some good. You all have sold out to Satan and are
a disgrace to churches of Christ. I'll let you
guess my opinions on all your silly questions.
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The possibility always exists in using a mail
questionnaire that those who take the time to fill out a
survey are not representative of the targeted population as
a whole. Babbie reminds us that a "demonstrated lack of
response bias is far more important than a high response
rate."11

To check for possible response bias, a follow-up

phone survey was conducted with randomly selected nonrespondents.

A brief group of rudimentary questions taken

from the survey were chosen to elicit information on party
identification, liberal/conservative orientation,
familiarity with NRR groups (Moral Majority and Pro-Family
Forum) and the presidential candidate supported in the 1984
election by the minister.

Several demographic questions

were also included to indicate age, educational background,
and size of congregation.
The response from the group of non-respondents did not
differ in any significant way from respondents.

A small

minority were openly hostile, but most were affirmative
toward the survey.

The liberal/conservative orientation and

presidential support were almost identical with those
expressed by respondents.

The non-respondents also tended

to show the same level of familiarity to NRR groups and were
within the same demographic range as the respondents. Thus,
llEarl R. Babbie, Survey Research Methods (Belmont, CA:
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1973), 165.
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response bias is not a significant problem for
interpretation and generalization.
The Questionnaire
Great care was exercised in the development of the
survey instrument to avoid questions that would be of
interest only to members of the Church of Christ.

Instead

questions were incorporated that have by now become standard
items in surveys of clergy.12

The adoption of this approach

enables the data able to be used in a cross-denominational
context.

The final survey booklet consisted of eight pages

and 169 items. Questions were used that would elicit
responses on preachers' educational, social, and political
background. The survey also included items designed to
measure ministers' attitudes toward political involvement as
well as actual types of political participation.

Finally,

questions about ministers' perceptions of congregational
attitudes toward their involvement in political activities
were included in the questionnaire.
While it would have been desirable to include questions
of particular concern to the Churches of Christ, the
decision was made to avoid questions dealing with internal
12professor James L. Guth of Furman University
generously gave permission to this researcher to use any
part of his survey of Southern Baptist pastors that would be
appropriate for Church of Christ ministers. Guth, likewise,
made use of survey items in Jeffrey K. Hadden, The
Gathering Storm in the Churches (Garden City, NY: Doubleday
& Company, Inc., 1969), and Harold E. Quinley, The Prophetic
Clergy (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1974).
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"Church politics." It was the researcher's experience in
personally interviewing a few preachers while field testing
the questionnaire that ministers would shy away from a
survey that appears to stir up controversy with their local
church situation.
The survey was pretested with ministers from Abilene,
Texas, to eliminate unclear wording and questions that
seemed to be ambiguous. Even though the questionnaire was
field tested for clarity and appropriateness, respondents'
comments illustrate the diverse nature of the Church of
Christ ministry.

Standard questions which seemed quite

elementary to some seemed problematic to others, indicating
not only wide variance of educational levels but also lack
of common mindset.

One minister expressed dissatisfaction

with the survey's terminology:

"What is meant by

'religion'—Buddhism, organized humanism, cults?
Protestantism?"
Several wanted greater discrimination between the terms
"social" and "political."

One minister commented,

"I am

sure you detected the difficulty I had answering some of the
questions.

This was primarily because of the broad use of

the words 'political' and 'social' these days."

In this

same vein, others had difficulty in clarifying issues:

"It

would be helpful to describe what is meant by a political
issue!

i.e. sex education, speed limit, support of South

America, taxes, church and state seperation [sic] etc."
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Another concurred,

"Some of your questions on 'social and

political issues' could be interpreted to include everything
from anti-nuclear activism to opposition to a referendum to
legalize liquor in a local community . . . ."

A fourth

said:
I had a problem when you questions combined
social/political questions. If a subject is
Biblical/moral in nature then it is appropriate
for sermon material, i.e. abortion. But, if it is
purely political, i.e. the nicaraguan [sic]
situation, then it is not appropriate for sermon
material.
A few ministers felt uncomfortable with the use of
political categories, and expressed resentment in feeling
forced to categorize themselves:
I don't think this questionnaire accurately
expresses my opinions and views. I believe I was
forced into answering in away [sic] that does not
express how I really feel . . . .
For example, I
am more of a democrat (registered democrat) than
republican. However, it is the moral platform of
the Republican that I stand on rather than the
political. I am more liberal on social programs
(welfare, social security, etc.) than Republicans,
but the democratic party seems to advocate more
liberal views on homosexuality, abortion, etc.
than I can allow.
Another preacher echoed this concern:
Your survey seems to force the participant into
one extreme or the other. There are a number of
individuals who are 'thinking' men and women that
will not be polarized into any traditional
political group or system . . . .
I decide issues
individually.
Many more preachers, however, responded favorably to
the survey, having had no problem with the wording of the
questions.

One said, "Thank you for a very good instrument
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and for permitting me to participate." Another responded,
"You have a good timely questionnaire.

I sincerely hope you

can help our young people to wake up to what we may loose
[sic] in America."

A number of preachers also asked for a

copy of the survey results, indicating a sense of the
importance of the issue and interest in the project. One
preacher spoke for many when he said, "Please send me the
results of your survey when you publish them. I'm glad you
are taking the time to work with this survey.

It is

important."
There were several who expressed a total lack of
interest in the political realm, and saw little connection
between the political front and their ministry.

One said,

"My great concern is not political or social action, but I
do not hesitate to speak out on moral issues.
should have some questions on morality."
expressing his irritation, wrote:

I think you

Another preacher,

"Preachers need to stay

with the Bible. . . I am a gospel preacher—not a church of
Christ preacher; so what you sent doesn't apply!. . . . I
don't preach politics—just the Bible." Another minister
said bluntly:
I want to be totally honest with you. You might
think that I am a jerk but I am not a bit
interested in political issues. If the issues are
moral then I will do my part to deal with them
from a Biblical point of view. I am so busy
trying to help people hold their lives together
and trying to hold my own family together that I
do not have time to fool around with many of the
issues you asked.
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The above quotation stands in marked contrast to the
minister who took the time to write a lengthy letter after
completing the survey.

The seriousness with which he viewed

the questionnaire was evident as he stated.
These questions require a great deal of soul
searching—painful soul searching, I might add. I
have never been politically or socially inclined
tho [sic] I feel that I ought to be and need to
be, at least more than in the past. These
questions made me feel guilty for my inadequacy in
these areas of great importance.
In summary, every attempt was made to determine with
accuracy the segment of leadership within the Churches of
Christ which would naturally fall into the targeted area of
constituency of the NRR and to survey that segment in such a
way as to prevent whatever bias might adversely affect the
integrity of the survey results.

Although the response rate

was disappointing, it was not unusually so, given the method
of data collection necessary for financial and practical
considerations.

The survey results which are covered in the

following chapters will provide answers to questions posed
at the outset of the study.

CHAPTER III
CHURCH OF CHRIST MINISTERS: SILENT SENTINELS
OF THE NEW RELIGIOUS RIGHT
NRR operatives have well-defined lines of battle—the
borders of the public square which touch their concepts of
morality.

These have been translated into the four issues

already discussed in chapter one:
pro-moral, and pro-America.

pro-family, pro-life,

And, as the battle against the

decades-old liberal foe rages, preachers such as Jerry
Falwell and Pat Robertson have come to the forefront to lead
the conservative religious groups which have been organized
into troops.

The Church of Christ preachers, although

having been identified correctly as conservative, stand
stubbornly on the fringes of the NRR.

Few ministers, if

any, have become publicly recognized as adherents of NRR
policies or methods. There seems to be general agreement
that there is a battle, however, as one can find much
concern in Church of Christ publications for most NRR issues
in articles written, by and large, by ministers.
The primary concern of this chapter is the measurement
of the level of support ministers actually have for NRR
organizations and issue positions.
areas are particularly important.

In this regard, three
The theological,

political, and ideological perspectives of the ministers
will be examined first.

Are Church of Christ ministers

similar enough in these areas to provide a unified front of
56
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support for or opposition to the NRR?

Second, one looks at

the ministers' attitudes toward NRR organizations in
general, and the Moral Majority specifically.

Third, one

compares the sociomoral, economic, and foreign and defense
positions of ministers to the NRR agenda.
Theological and Political Orientation
The first thing a cursory observer might note about the
Church of Christ ministers survey is the monotonous
homogeneity of the preachers. They are, almost to a man, a
self-described bastion of political conservatism.

Social

scientists have long noted a relationship between
theological orientation and political beliefs. Conservative
theological beliefs are generally associated with
conservative political views, while liberal theological
perspectives are indicative of a liberal political
orientation.1 James Guth goes so far as to say, "A
minister's theology is a good (perhaps the best) predictor
of his or her politics; theological conservatives tend to be
political conservatives, while theological liberals lean to
the political left."2
Isee Jeffrey Hadden, The Gathering Storm in the
Churches; Harold E. Quinley, The Prophetic Clergy: Social
Activism Among Protestant Ministers. Also, numerous studies
are summarized by Randall Chun in "Evangelical Political
Diversity in the Twin Cities," Paper delivered at the
annual meeting of the American Political Science
Association, Washington, D. C., 28-31 August 1986.
2James Guth, "The Education of the Christian Right:
The Case of the Southern Baptist Clergy," Quarterly Review 4
(Summer 1984): 49.
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The conventional wisdom certainly holds true for Church
of Christ preachers.

When asked to identify themselves

theologically as fundamentalist, conservative, moderate, or
liberal, not one single respondent selected the liberal
option.

Twenty percent claimed to be fundamentalists, 20

percent said they were moderates, but a clear majority (59
percent) called themselves conservatives.
The theological conservatism of the preachers also
holds true based on responses to traditional measures of
theological orthodoxy.

When asked if Adam and Eve were real

historical persons, 98 percent of the preachers agree, while
only one percent disagree and one percent are not sure.
Consistent with this view, 95 percent believe that the
scriptures are the inerrant Word of God not only in matters
of faith, but also in historic, geographic and other secular
matters. As the sexual barrier continues to fall in many
exclusively male occupations. Church of Christ ministers
overwhelmingly (97 percent) reject the notion that women
should be preachers.

Instead, the preachers opt for the

more restrictive interpretation of scripture, " . . . women
should remain silent in the churches.

They are not allowed

to speak. . . ."-^ Ninety-six percent of all respondents
believe that the virgin birth of Jesus was a biological
miracle, 97 percent accept Jesus's physical resurrection as
an objective historical fact, and 91 percent believe that
3l Corinthians 14:24, NIV.
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Hell is a special location after death and not the
experience of self-estrangement, guilt and meaninglessness
in this life.

A near unanimous 99.5 percent of the

preachers agree that there is no other way to salvation but
through belief in Jesus Christ.
The only diversity among the ministers on religious
orthodoxy, slight though it is, comes over the importance of
an understanding of the language of myth and symbol in
biblical interpretation. A bare majority (52 percent)
believe that such an understanding is important, while 38
percent disagree and 10 percent are not sure.
With such a uniform, theologically conservative group,
it should come as no surprise to find that the preachers are
politically conservative as well.

Table 3.1 gives the

frequency distribution of the preachers' political selfidentification.

Although a full 76 percent select a

conservative option, only 5 percent report that they are
political liberals. No ministers claim to be extremely
liberal, whereas 4 percent note they are extremely
conservative, nearly the same percentage that claim liberal
credentials of any degree.
The strong conservative bias of the ministers is
demonstrated not only in their self-identification, but also
in the connotations the words conservative and liberal carry
for them.

When asked to write the first thing that came to

mind when thinking of someone who is conservative or
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liberal, the ministers' responses reveal some fascinating
connections between their religious and political
orientation.

Twenty percent of all ministers commented on

the high morality of conservatism while castigating liberals
for their "anti-morality."

One minister wrote that a

conservative "tries to teach and live by scripture, only"
while a liberal says, "Anything goes! It matters not what is
taught by the scripture."

Another said that a conservative

is "one who upholds basics of Bible and Constitution," but a
liberal is "one who has little regard for Bible and bends
Constitution."

Frequently used adjectives describing

conservatives included moral, frugal, sound. Christian, and
pro-morality.

Often used descriptors of liberals were

false teacher, humanist, big spender, morally permissive,
secular, and rejecter of basic Judeo-Christian values.
The second great perceived distinction between a
liberal and conservative involved fiscal responsibility.
Many preachers described conservatives as promoters of a
balanced budget, less spending, and free enterprise.
Liberals were viewed as fiscally irresponsible, to blame for
deficit spending and inflation.

One minister captured the

feelings of many of this second school of respondents when
he wrote that conservatives "practice good economic
principles," but liberals believe "money can solve all
problems."

There is a definite connection, expressed by

some ministers, linking conservatives, free enterprise, and
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biblical teaching, and also joining liberals, socialism, and
humanism.

Although a few tend to equate the conservative

economic responsibility with spending on defense, many
viewed the liberal "spendthrift" agenda as "social" or
"welfare giveaways" and "waste."
Concern over the size and scope of government
constitutes the third major distinction between
conservatives and liberals according to the Church of Christ
preachers. Conservatives were frequently described as
persons who wanted fewer government regulations, were
amenable to more states' rights and for a less influential
federal government.

Liberals wanted just the opposite,

i.e., larger federal government, more government involvement, and more social programs.
Although most of the preachers identified conservative
and liberal with issues of morality, fiscal responsibility,
or size of government, a small minority did not.

It is

interesting to note that 15 percent of those who answered
the open-ended question responded by associating liberal or
conservative with a single personality or group.

Reagan and

the Republican party were mentioned most frequently as
symbolic of conservatism, while Kennedy, the Democratic
party, and the ACLU most frequently carried the
identification of liberal.
Negative comments about conservatives usually came from
political moderates who expressed a plague-on-both-your-
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houses-mentality.

One moderate emphatically defined a

conservative as "an ignorant, unyielding Red-neck!" while
another said that they have "a cranky attitude—have all the
answers in their mind."

Most comments from moderates were

of the more predictable kind: conservatives are legalistic,
judgmental,

narrow, and closed-minded. Comments concerning

liberals suggested that they were advocates of "anything
goes," willing to accept anything, radical, and tolerant
without guidelines.
Quite clearly Church of Christ ministers are a very
like minded group theologically (notwithstanding the
previously mentioned fact that 20 percent call themselves
fundamentalists and 20 percent moderates). If there are no
major differences on measures of traditional religious
orthodoxy, why are there a sizable number who choose not to
call themselves theological conservatives?
least two possible explanations.

There are at

The first is that the

respondents simply do not have an adequate understanding of
the theological categories to make an informed judgment.
Since one is dealing with a religious population that has no
authoritative professional and educational standards for its
clergy, this argument may make some sense.
second explanation makes more sense.

However, a

One suspects that a

preacher's theological self-identification helps locate his
political self-identification.

In other words, one

hypothesizes that theological fundamentalists and
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conservatives are more likely to be political conservatives
than are theological moderates.

The results are presented

in Table 3.2.
The hypothesized relationship between theological selfidentification and political self-identification is
supported by the data. Since there are no theological
liberals and so few political liberals, the political
moderate and liberal categories are collapsed into one.
Among fundamentalists, 74 percent are political
conservatives, while 89 percent of theological conservatives
are also political conservatives.

But when one focuses on

theological moderates, one finds that 59 percent fall into
the political moderate/liberal category.
Another area where the preachers show a high degree of
-uniformity is in their identification with the Republican
party (see Table 3.3). Of course, this comes as no
surprise, considering the political and theological makeup
of the group.

However, the data do show a rather

interesting distribution.

Rather than affiliating outright

with the Republican party, most preachers (53 percent) opt
to call themselves independents, leaning closer to the GOP.
One explanation is that many Church of Christ preachers in
the separatist tradition feel very uncomfortable in being
aligned with a particular party.

The traditional notion of

religion and politics not mixing carries weight with many
ministers.
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When independent Republicans are added to the self.described Republicans, fully 74 percent identify with the
Republican party.

In fact, there are as many preachers who

are strong Republicans (11 percent) as there are in the
combined categories of all Democrats (11 percent). Not one
preacher surveyed claimed to be a strong Democrat.4
Since party identification has long been the best
predictor of how one votes, one would expect to find solid
support for the Republican presidential candidate in 1984.
This certainly turned out to be the case, as 95 percent of
the preachers reported that they supported President Reagan
over Walter Mondale.

Even three out of every four Democrats

were party defectors in this election and supported the
President.
Recently Times Mirror commissioned the Gallup
organization to conduct a study of the American electorate.
The authors, eschewing the traditional categories of liberal
4There are only minor differences between Southern
Baptist pastors and Church of Christ ministers on measures
of theological and political self-identification. The same
holds true for party identification as well. In a 1984
followup survey, Guth found that 66 percent of the Southern
Baptist pastors had aligned with the Republican party and 25
percent with the Democrats. The Southern Baptist pastors
have been moving toward the Republican party in recent
years. See James Guth, "Southern Baptist Clergy: Vanguard
of the Christian Right?" The New Christian Right, ed. by
Robert C. Liebman and Robert Wuthnow (New York: Aldine
Publishing Company, 1983), 121; and also James L. Guth, "The
Christian Right Revisited: Partisan Realignment Among
Southern Baptist Ministers," Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association,
Chicago, 19-20 April 1985, 4.
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and conservative. Democrat, Republican, and independent as
irrelevant in accurately describing the nation's voters, set
up new categories.5

Of particular interest to this work is

the Moralist category. Moralists are said to comprise 14
percent of the likely electorate and 11 percent of the adult
population.

A large number of "born again" Christians make

this group a solid Republican base of support; in 1984,
President Reagan received 97 percent of the Moralist vote.
Church of Christ preachers certainly fit the voting profile
of the Moralist category:

a large, "less-affluent and more

populist group [within the Republican party] driven by moral
issues and militant anti-communism."6
Attitudes Toward NRR Organizations
Church of Christ preachers, as noted, fit the typical
stereotype of the NRR, politically and theologically.
However, while the profile may indicate that preachers would
be strong supporters of the NRR, it remains to be seen
5The Times Mirror study calls the terms liberal and
conservative "about as relevant as the words ^Whig' and
* Federalist.'" In terms of party labels. Republicans are
divided into two distinct groups: the Enterprisers and the
Moralists. The Democratic party consists of four blocs:
New Dealers, Sixties Democrats, Partisan Poor, and Passive
Poor. Independents are categorized as Upbeats and
Disaffecteds (both lean toward the Republican party), and
Seculars and Followers (Democratic leaners). The final
group are the Bystanders—those who are totally uninvolved
in politics. See The People, Press & Politics, a Times
Mirror Study of the American Electorate conducted by the
Gallup Organization (Times Mirror, 1987) 4-5.
^Ibid.
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Whether the ministers have, in fact, enlisted.

In their

Metroplex study, Shupe and Stacey found that only 23 percent
of the clergy in conservative denominations supported the
Moral Majority; 44 percent were non-supporters.^

Of course,

the sample population was not the same, and the number of
Church of Christ ministers surveyed was small.

But based on

what is known about the Southern Baptists and the Metroplex
study, one expects to find few members or supporters of the
Moral Majority among Church of Christ preachers.8
certain extent, the data bear this out.

To a

In analyzing

support, one naturally assumes that it comprises several
components.

The most obvious of these would be organi-

zational membership.

One finds that this is definitely not

a factor with Church of Christ ministers.

Church of Christ

ministers do not, in large numbers, join organizations,
particularly the Moral Majority.

Only one out of 195

ministers surveyed is a member.
^Conservative denominations included
Christian/Disciples of Christ, all Lutherans, Church of
Christ, Southern Baptists. See Anson Shupe and William A.
Stacey, Born Again Politics and the Moral Majority: What
Social Surveys Really Show (New York: The Edwin Mellen
Press, 1982), 25, 90.
8The Moral Majority has been the focal point of the
NRR. Because of its preeminent position, scholarly research
has, by and large, been focused on attitudes toward this
specific organization. When analyzing support and
opposition to the NRR, the Moral Majority is the reference
point in the work of Zwier's Iowa and South Dakota study,
Stacey and Shupe's Metroplex study, and Guth's Southern
Baptist study. This research follows the same strategy.
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A second component which would normally be associated,
with support is minimal interest in or acquaintance with an
organization.

Acquaintance with the Moral Majority is

high—90 percent—but when asked about other organizations
commonly associated with the NRR, the preachers' level of
familiarity fell off dramatically.

Although 90 percent of

the ministers had heard of the Moral Majority, 92 percent
reported that they had no knowledge of Christian Voice or
the Religious Roundtable. Table 3.4 summarizes ministerial
awareness of several groups not necessarily associated with
the NRR but which focus on common concerns.

It is also

interesting to note the level of acquaintance with the Moral
Majority.

In a control to check the ministers' currency

with the internal affairs of the Moral Majority, the
preachers were asked to rate Liberty Federation.
percent said they had never heard of it.

Ninety-two

In other words,

while nine out of ten had a definite opinion about the Moral
Majority, nine out of ten also did not Icnow that the Moral
Majority had changed its name to Liberty Federation.
A third component in measuring support—outright
approval of NRR organizations—presents an even smaller
number.

The three groups that receive at least a majority

of approval from Church of Christ ministers are Pro Family
Forum (approval rating of 57 percent), National Federation
for Decency (approval rating of 74 percent), and the
* National Right to Life Committee (approval rating of 78
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percent also).

However, only a plurality of preachers (49

percent) generally approve of the Moral Majority.

Forty-two

percent disapprove, and 10 percent have not heard about or
cannot evaluate the organization.
The Pro Family Forum probably received a higher
approval rating than Moral Majority because its founder,
Lottie Beth Hobbs, is a well-known Church of Christ author,
teacher, and activist. Similar in outlook to Phyllis
Schlafly's Eagle Forum, the Pro Family Forum supports a
litany of conservative, new right causes.

Targets include

feminism, the ERA, gay rights, abortion, secular humanism,
and criticism of the free enterprise system.
The National Federation of Decency (NFD) has a broader
constituency than simply the NRR, but prominent figures in
the NRR embrace the work of director Rev. Donald Wildmon.
Recently the NFD embarked on a massive "Campaign Against
TV's anti-Christian Bias."

The project received support,

and considerable attention in the media and in religious
publications, from a wide variety of church groups and
Christian leaders.^
^The campaign's Advisory Board included Bishop J. Lloyd
Knox, The United Methodist Church; His Eminence John
Cardinal Krol, Archbishop of Philadelphia; Archbishop
lakovos, Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of North America; Norman
S. Marshall, National Commander of the Salvation Army; Dr.
B. Edgar Johnson, General Secretary of the Church of the
Nazarene; Bishop Clyde Van Valin, The Free Methodist Church;
Dr. O. Dale Emery, General Superintendent, The Wesleyan
Church; Dr. Billy Melvin, Executive Director of the National
Association of Evangelicals; Dr. Melvin Worthington,
Executive Director of the National Association of Free Will
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The National Right to Life Committee (NRLC), headed by
Dr. John C. Willke, is the largest (and only non-sectarian)
pro-life organization in the United States.10

The committee

is actively seeking passage of a Human Life Amendment to the
Constitution for the purpose of ending legal abortions.

The

NRLC also claims a major role in influencing the Hyde
Amendment to cut off federal funds for most abortions and
the Smith-Denton Amendment to stop the funding of abortions
through federally funded insurance policies.H

The level of

concern over abortion on the part of Church of Christ
ministers will be considered in another section, but at this
point one can note that it is popular and unified.
A fourth component in judging support, the level of
disapproval which an organization generates, offers some
additional insight.

While there is a slight downward shift

from the approval of these three organizations to approval
of the Moral Majority, but there is a much greater shift in
the level of disapproval.

There is only a 2 percent

Baptists; Dr. Warren Magnuson, General Secretary of the
Baptist General Conference; Rev. L. Edward Davis,
Evangelical Presbyterian Church; Rev. Everald H. Strom,
President of the Church of the Lutheran Brethren in America;
Dr. James Kennedy, Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church;Dr. Tim
LaHaye, American Coalition for Traditional Values; Beverly
LaHaye, Concerned Women for America; Father Charles Fiore,
O.P., President, Catholics for a Moral America; and Dr.
James T. Draper, Jr., Southern Baptist Convention.
10Jeremiah A. Denton, letter included with packet from
the National Right to Life Committee, Inc., 1.
llDr. John C. Willke, letter from National Right to
Life Committee, Inc., 1985.
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disapproval rating of the Pro Family Forum, a 4 percent
disapproval rating of the NRLC, and a 6 percent disapproval
rating of the NFD.

The percentage jumps to 42 percent for

the Moral Majority.
The low level of disapproval of the Pro Family Forum
could be seen in light of the close identification of the
organization's founder, Lottie Beth Hobbs, with the Church
of Christ and the fact that she has actively sought the
support of ministers.

The NFD and NRLC are single issue

groups, and their positions on two volatile national
controversies correspond to the ministers' views.

The Moral

Majority, on the other hand, has no solid connection between
its leadership and Church of Christ ministers.

It has no

single issue; the positions taken by its leaders are many
and varied.
platform.

The Moral Majority has created an entire
The multiplicity of issue positions, coupled with

the ministers' separatist tradition, has weakened serious
interest in the organization.
Another possible explanation of the level of
disapproval, given the fact that few had even heard of
Christian Voice, the Roundtable, or Liberty Federation, but
so many were aware of the Moral Majority, is that the
preachers were really responding to the Moral Majority item
as a generic term descriptive of the NRR, or were responding
to the personality associated most with the Moral Majority.
Certainly the popular press and media have focused so much
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attention on the name "Moral Majority" and founder Jerry
Falwell, both have become household words.
Jerry Falwell has appeared on the covers of the
nation's major news magazines and on network and cable
television so much that it is hard for one with even limited
exposure to current events not to recognize him.

In

denouncing the NRR, critics of Falwell and the Moral
Majority, particularly People for the American Way, have
helped keep the public spotlight on the movement. Jeffrey
Hadden notes the importance of Falwell to the NRR as
follows:
Even with all this publicity, the story of
the New Christian Right and the Moral Majority
would probably have gone away save for the fact
that Falwell himself refused to fade like a
morning glory in the noonday sun. The more
publicity he got, the more he seemed to thrive on
it, even if the coverage was unfavorable, which a
good bit of it was. By midsummer of 1981, Falwell
was receiving phone calls from Ronald Reagan and
Menachim Begin asking for his support . . . .A man
who can command the attention of heads of state
must have a power base somewhere.12
Even though Rev. Falwell has recently stepped down as
the President of the Moral Majority/Liberty Federation, he
still remains closely involved with the organization as the
chairman of the board.

While Falwell says he is seeking a

less visible political presence, his actions still indicate
that he will continue to speak out on issues confronting the
12Jeffrey K. Hadden, "Televangelism and the Future of
American Politics," New Christian Politics, ed. by David G.
Bromley and Anson Shupe (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press,
1984), 157-158.
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nation.

In fact, the January 1988 Liberty Report advertises

"The 15th Annual Conservative Political Action Conference"
co-sponsored by Dr. Jerry Falwell and Liberty Federation.
Promoted as a three-day series of meetings with conservative
presidential candidates and state legislators, the
conference shapes up to be a full-fledged kick off event of
the election year.
In a column he wrote for the Liberty Report, Rev.
Falwell reiterates that he is serious about his new role and
gives three reasons for stepping out of the political
spotlight.

First, he has rededicated himself to the

pastorate. He wrote, "My heart's burden is to return to my
primary calling—being Christ's servant." Second, he has
started a new ministry, LIFEAID, which is a Christian 911
program.

Rev. Falwell described this effort as being aimed

people who, "Whether they are suffering from depression,
drugs, alcoholism, unwanted pregnancy or lack of food,
clothing or shelter, they can call 1-800-LIFEAID and receive
Christian help."13

Third, he wants to devote more of his

time to Liberty University, increasing the enrollment from
8,000 to 12,000.
Since there is a discrepancy in the approval/disapproval rating or recognition between two single issue groups
(NFD and NRLC) and the groups having a more comprehensive
13jerry Falwell, "Dr. Falwell Becomes Chairman of the
Board," Liberty Report. January 1988, 3.
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platform, one might then question the level of agreement
between Church of Christ ministers and the NRR positions on
issues other than abortion or TV programming. How do
supporters of the NRR differ from nonsupporters?

Is there a

different theological or political identification? Is there
a different issue orientation? These questions can now be
answered.
The findings presented in Table 3.5 suggest there may
be a relationship between the ministers' theological selfidentification and their support for the Moral Majority.
However, chi-square is not significant at the .05 level.
Supporters are found primarily among fundamentalists (50
percent support, 40 percent oppose, and 10 percent haven't
heard about the Moral Majority) and conservatives (53
percent support, 37 percent oppose, and 10 percent are
unfamiliar with Moral Majority).

Opposition to the Moral

Majority comes most strongly from the small group who
identify themselves as theological moderates:

61 percent

oppose, 34 percent support, and 5 percent are unfamiliar
with the Moral Majority.
Political self-identification also lends a distinct
light on the picture of Moral Majority support.

It must be

duly noted that just as the preachers are very similar
theologically, this
group politically.

is also an overwhelmingly conservative
When asked to respond to the statement,

"It would be hard to be a Christian and a political
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liberal," a large majority of supporters, non-supporters,
and those unacquainted with the Moral Majority alike responded in the affirmative (67 percent of supporters, 54
percent non-supporters, and 68 percent unacquainted). The
data are suggestive but not significant at the .05 level
that ministers who profess to be political conservatives are
more likely to be supporters of the Moral Majority than are
preachers who are self-identified political moderates or
liberals.

Although the number of ministers who said they

were political liberals is small, not one liberal was a
Moral Majority supporter (see Table 3.6). Political moderates were more divided in their opinion on the Moral
Majority, with 51 percent opposed and 40 percent supportive.
However, only 36 percent of political conservatives opposed
the Moral Majority, while 54 percent supported the
organization.
When one controls for the political philosophy of the
preachers, one still finds that theological moderates are
less likely to support the Moral Majority than are
theological fundamentalists and conservatives (see Table
3.7).

This finding, although not significant at the .05

level (using chi-square), is very consistent with Guth's
study on the Southern Baptists:
The impact of political conservatism is also
partially independent of religious orthodoxy;
among all three theological orientations.
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political conservatives favor the Moral Majority
more
frequently than do political moderates.i4
-

In summary, ministers of the Church of Christ are not

joiners of NRR groups.

The data are very clear on this

point. Only the Moral Majority generates substantial
ministerial opposition, but even so, it still enjoys a
slight plurality of support from the preachers.

The

National Federation for Decency, the National Right to Life
Committee, and Pro-Family Forum garner majority support and
single digit opposition, but a sizable number of ministers
simply have not heard of any NRR organizations other than
the Moral Majority.
Finally, ministers who are identified as theological
fundamentalists and conservatives show greater support for
the Moral Majority than theological moderates.

In a

complementary framework, political conservatives are more
supportive of the Moral Majority than are moderates or
liberals.

When these data are compared with Guth's studies

of the Southern Baptists, the findings are similar for the
two religious groups.
Issue Orientation
The Church of Christ ministers survey included numerous
questions probing the attitudes of preachers to the prolife, pro-family, pro-moral, and pro-American political
14James L. Guth, "Southern Baptist Clergy:
the Christian Right?" 121.

Vanguard of
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agenda of the NRR. To expedite analysis, the four legs of
the NRR agenda were collapsed into three distinguishing
categories—a sociomoral platform, economic orientation, and
views on national defense and foreign policy issues.
Sociomoral.

When NRR leaders appeal to ministers to

become involved in the nation's political processes, the
social agenda is inevitably stressed.

Table 3.8 summarizes

the ministers' attitudes toward key elements of the
sociomoral platform.

The data show that Church of Christ

preachers support the NRR position on all six issues.
The issue garnering most ministerial support is, not
surprisingly, abortion.

Nearly nine out of ten ministers

(89 percent) support recent attempts in Congress to pass a
constitutional amendment restricting abortion.

Church of

Christ publications uniformly condemn Roe v. Wade as a
"travesty of justice" opening a "pandora's box of
atrocities."15

The articles range from the sensational,

weighing heavily on an emotional response to reported
disposal of live fetuses through sale for profit,16 to the
carefully reasoned and more academic in the most moderate
Church of Christ publication. 1*7 The operative term.
15Robert Emerson, "The Sanctity of Life," Image
July 1985): 6.

(15

16jack Simons, "Babies for Sale—Dead or Alive!" Gospel
Advocate (1 November 1984): 645.
l'7Quinton Dickerson, M.D., "Abortion: Justice for the
Unborn?" Mission Journal (April 1982): 9-15.
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however, is anti-abortion for all of the articles in the
broad range of publications which reach throughout the
Church of Christ brotherhood.18

One article even carried

the addresses and phone numbers of national and regional
pro-life organizations at the conclusion, urging readers to
become personally involved in the struggle to end legal
abortions.19
'

Support for an Equal Rights Amendment generated nearly

as much hostility as did the abortion question.

Church of

Christ preachers are in lockstep with the NRR in seeing the
ERA as a threat to the traditional role of women in society,
contributing to the continuing erosion of the American
family.

It is interesting to note that while the role of

homemaker is still highly esteemed in Church of Christ
literature, so is the working woman.20

Economic

considerations of the last decade may have tempered the
18Robert Emerson, "The Sanctity of Life," 5, 10;
"Abortion," Twentieth Century Christian 47 (August 1985):
21-23; Allen Robertson, "Is Abortion a Dirty Word?" Firm
Foundation (12 November 1985): 9; Bill Everett, "Abortion:
What Does the Bible Say?" Gospel Advocate (4 August 1983):
466,467; Ron Halbrook, "The Need For Preaching On Moral
Issues—Now!" Guardian of Truth (2 May 1985): 11, 12, 20,
24; Wallace Alexander, "A Referendum on Morality," Gospel
Light 54 (September 1984): 131, 133, 139.
l^Emerson, "The Sanctity of Life."
20Barbara Harris, "Christian Women in Business," Image
(15 October 1985): 9; John Waddey, "Women in Places of
Authority," Gospel Light (September 1985): 135; Bette
Wolfgang, "Equal Rights," Vanguard (1 July 1984): 12; Diane
Newell, "'Equal Rights' for the Christian Helpmeet," Gospel
Advocate (2 February 1984): 86.
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traditional view of women's role outside the realm of the
church, as feminism in theory is perceived to be much more
dangerous to the family than the working wife or mother.
Eighty-eight percent of the preachers support an
outright ban on the distribution of pornography, while 10
percent would limit access to adults over the age of 18.
Homosexual rights do not generate much support from the
preachers, either.

Three out of four would not grant

homosexuals all the same rights and privileges as other
American citizens.

The level of intense animosity toward

gay rights became evident when preachers were asked to name
the group felt to be the most dangerous in the United States
right now.

Nine percent of the preachers answering the

open-ended question wrote in gay rights organizations.
Preachers readily join with the NRR agenda for the
public schools, especially in the position favoring the
teaching of creationism along with the theory of evolution.
Eighty-six percent feel that creationism should at least be
presented as an alternative to evolution, with ten percent
in disagreement and four percent with no opinion.

A

prominent spokesman for the Church of Christ, minister
Reuell Lemmons, justified this position in the Firm
Foundation over twenty years ago:
We want it clearly understood that in this matter
religion is strictly in its place — fighting for
faith. We have no desire to put religion in the
classroom, and are set to see to it, if at all
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possible- that atheism is not enthroned there
either. ^-^
The issue of prayer in public schools, interestingly enough,
did not generate as much approval as any of the other
sociomoral issues.

Although it still carries a majority of

51 percent, with 32 percent disapproving, a rather high 17
percent responded with no opinion.

The issue of prayer in

public schools has been seen in Church of Christ literature
for a long time, as noted by Larry James in his paper at the
1983 Christian Scholars' Conference,22 and has perhaps lost
some of its early fervor as other issues have taken the
forefront.
The data clearly show that there is support for the
sociomoral platform of the NRR among Church of Christ
ministers. The preachers show great uniformity on five of
the six issues, with the only exception being the school
prayer item.

Since the sociomoral agenda was so heavily

stressed by the NRR, one expects that the preachers not
adhering to the platform, though in a distinct minority,
would most likely disapprove of the Moral Majority.
this, ministers were divided into three groups:

To test

supporters,

non-supporters and those who had not heard of the Moral
2lReuell Lemmons, "Those Biology Texts Again," Firm
Foundation. 11 August 1964, 506.

22Larry James, "The Church of Christ And Public Issues
In the 1980s," Mission Journal 17 (May 1984): 3-11. This
essay is part of a paper presented during the Christian
Scholars' Conference, July 1983, at Abilene Christian University.
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Majority, thus making it possible to measure statistically
the relationship between support for the Moral Majority and
attitudes of the ministers on the various planks of the
sociomoral platform. While none of the crosstabulations were
statistically significant at the .05 level (using chi
square), on every issue a higher percentage of the
supporters of the Moral Majority also approve of the NRRpreferred position than do opponents.

These results are

summarized in Table 3.9.
On individual sociomoral issues it makes little
difference if the ministers disapprove of the NRR; their
issue orientation is the same.

However, when the ministers'

responses on the six issues are combined in an additive
index, a significant distinction between the supporters and
opponents emerges.

The index was constructed by coding

answers from 1 (strongly supportive of the NRR position) to
5 (strongly disagreeing with the NRR position) on the
sociomoral issues.

The ministers' scores were then divided

as nearly as possible into halves representing more NRR
positions support and less NRR positions support.23

The

23Nachmias and Nachmias (Research Methods in the Social
Sciences. 465-473) suggest that the construction of an index
such as the sociomoral index is useful for several reasons.
It allows several variables to be represented by a single
score that reduces the complexity of the data. An index
provides one with a quantitative measure that can be used
with greater precision and enhance the reliability of
measurement. The indexes used in the research are designed
with these purposes in mind. Questions used in the
sociomoral index were selected because of their prominence
in NRR literature (see Chapter One). Also, these issues are
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data

presented in Table 3.10 do show that ministers who

have a higher level of support for the NRR sociomoral
platform are more likely to be supporters of the Moral
Majority.
Economic Orientation.

As already noted, though, the

NRR has a much broader agenda than their sociomoral
concerns.

The economic conservatism of the secular New

Right has been warmly embraced by leaders of the NRR as a
part of their pro-American posture.
ministers followed suit?

Have Church of Christ

Is there as much support for the

free enterprise system and a corresponding emphasis on anticommunism?

When asked if the federal government should do

more to solve social problems such as poverty, unemployment
and poor housing, no clear majority position emerged.

The

ministers were evenly divided with 45 percent approving of a
larger federal role and 45 percent calling for less
involvement.

However, when asked if government is

providing too many services that should be left to private
enterprise, a large 73 percent agreed, while only 13 percent
disagreed (see Table 3.11). Not only do the preachers feel
that government is providing too many services, but 70
-percent also feel that services provided by private business
are more efficient and politically neutral than government.
Consistent with their preference for less government, 57
the same ones commonly used to assess identification with
the NRR platform.

82
percent agree that the government that governs best is the
one that governs least.
There has existed for many years within the Churches of
Christ a group which has very strenuously promoted both a
strong anti-communist stance and a very conservative
economic policy.

This element has centered around the

National Education Program and its founder. Dr. George
Benson, since the late 1930s.

Dr. Benson's personal

influence and his success as a fund-raiser have had
considerable effect throughout Churches of Christ.

The NEP

has long been classified as "right wing" by the press
throughout the United States, by virtue of the material
produced under its sponsorship and the Freedom Forums held
each year featuring conservative speakers.24

^ monthly

newsletter under its aegis states its purpose as "dedication
to promoting an understanding among the American people of
the importance of our faith in God, strictly limited
constitutional government, and private ownership and control
property."25
Although college officials have occasionally tried to
play down the association of the NEP and ultra-conservative
groups (notably the John Birch Society, the Christian Anti24Royce Money, "Church-State Relations in the Churches
of Christ Since 1945: A Study in Religion and Politics"
(Ph.D. diss., Baylor University, 1975), 93-95.
25George Benson and Kenneth Ryker, eds.. The Monthly
Letter, February 1985, 4.
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Communist Crusade, and the Christian Crusade)26

the leaders

of these groups have had a ready forum for their writings in
NEP publications and have spoken frequently at NEP
functions.

It would seem naive to assume that this

influence would not make itself felt in the training of
preachers and ministers at the various institutions most
greatly responsive to the NEP.
While the ministers overwhelmingly support free
enterprise, most do so on a basis other than biblical
precedent.

A minority (26 percent) of the preachers agree

that the free enterprise system is the only system that is
really compatible with Christian beliefs.

Fifty-three

percent reject the notion.
The ministers were divided on what type of taxation
best suits the needs of the nation.

A plurality (43

percent) rejected the proposition that taxes to support
public services should be made equally, similar to the sales
tax, so that everybody pays the same amount of tax no matter
what their income. However, a substantial 35 percent agreed
with the proposition.

In an interesting twist, a majority

(50 percent) expressed support for a progressive tax
structure like the federal income tax, but 29 percent
opposed such a system.
While none of the crosstabulations in Table 3.12 were
significant at the .05 level (using chi-square), the data
26Money, 106.
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are suggestive that there is not nearly the solidarity among
the preachers on the economic items as there is on the
sociomoral platform.

When an index of economic conservatism

was constructed by coding answers on the five items in the
same manner the sociomoral index was set up (1 equaling
strong support for the NRR position to 5 strongly
disagreeing) and dividing the scores as closely as possible
into halves, the data show that 65 percent of the Moral
Majority supporters fall into the more conservative
grouping.

However, so do 52 percent of the Moral Majority

opponents.

Only among those who are unfamiliar with the

Moral Majority is there a majority in the less conservative
category.

The findings in Table 3.13 are suggestive only;

chi-square is not significant at the .05 level. It should
also be noted that these classifications have to be viewed
relative to the group observed; very few in the less
conservative categories would identify themselves as
political liberals.

They are simply less conservative than

their colleagues.
Defense and Foreign Policy.

The areas where Church of

Christ ministers reject the position of the NRR are defense
spending and foreign policy issues.

Table 3.14 points out

that a plurality of ministers (48 percent) disagree that the
United States should spend more money for the military and
defense.

Evidently the New Right notion that the United

States must strive for military superiority over the Soviet
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Union does not carry great weight.2*7

Even among the

preachers who support the Moral Majority, only one in three
advocates a higher defense budget (see Table 3.15). A
majority of preachers, albeit a bare 53 percent, agree that
one of the nation's top priorities should be a nuclear arms
limitation treaty with the Soviet Union.

Only 23 percent

disagree with the notion. Opponents of the Moral Majority
register the highest support for an arms treaty (59
percent).

Interestingly, 47 percent of the supporters of

the Moral Majority also would support an arms treaty, while
only 26 percent feel that it should not be a top priority.
Issues relating to defense and foreign policy proved to
be quite difficult for the preachers to express a clear
choice, and many often opt for no opinion.

This was not the

case when asked whether it is immoral for the United States
to support a government that oppresses blacks.

Sixty-four

percent respond in the affirmative with 13 percent
expressing no opinion.

When asked if the government should

impose economic sanctions limiting trade with South Africa
as a way to pressure South Africa to change its racial
policies, only 34 percent say yes, and 31 percent express no
opinion.

While a majority censure governments in the

abstract that discriminate, it appears that mitigating

VA:

2'7Richard Viguerie, We're Ready to Lead (Falls Church,
The Viguerie Co., 1981), Ch. 10.
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circumstances may temper the moral outrage in particular
cases such as South Africa.
There is no consensus among the ministers on the
support of dictators friendly to the United States.

Thirty-

three percent are against support of such regimes, but 38
percent are willing to stand with such an ally.

It is

evident that on the last series of issues the NRR does not
find support for its positions among the ministers.

While

none of the crosstabulations were statistically significant
at the .05 level. Table 3.15 suggests that there are only
slight differences overall between the preachers supporting
and opposing the Moral Majority.
One final item of foreign policy concern to the NRR is
the view of preachers toward Israel.

The way the item is

worded, "Israel is a special nation blessed by God," places
the item outside the framework of the secular New Right and
squarely within the fundamentalist doctrine of
premillennialism.

If one agrees with the premillennial

doctrine, then one would support the statement.

If

premillennialism is rejected, then one could be expected to
disagree.

This is exactly what happened.

Slightly less

that one percent of all Churches of Christ actively

teach

premillennialism,28 and less than 3 percent of the preachers
agree that Israel is a special nation blessed by God.
Ninety-two percent clearly reject the statement.
28Mac Lynn, Where The Saints Meet, ix.
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Summary
The profile of ministerial self-identification and
attitudes answers several key questions about Church of
Christ ministers.

They are, as a group, fairly uniform

theologically and politically,
differences.

with very few obvious

They tend to be both conservative politically

and conservative theologically, and consistently manifest
that conservatism when tested with questions matching selfidentification with attitudes.
One also learns that Church of Christ ministers,
-although overwhelmingly aligned with the Republican party,
are still reluctant to identify wholeheartedly with the
organization and prefer to remain behind a facade of
political independence.

While remaining near the outer

boundaries of the NRR, the ministers have generally eschewed
further organizational involvement.

The Church of Christ

ministers, by and large, are very comfortable with the
sociomoral and economic platform of the NRR.

Charles Dunn

has reported that "it appears that a marriage of
conservative theology with conservative economic, political,
and social ideology . . . may be in the process of
consummation."29

in the case of Church of Christ preachers,

Dunn's marriage metaphor seems appropriate.

But, when it

comes to being courted by the NRR, the ministers turn out to
29charles W. Dunn, ed., American Political Theology
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1984), 80.
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be rather reluctant brides. Yes, they support the NRR
sociomoral platform wholeheartedly and the economic
philosophy of the NRR in large numbers. However, the
preachers do break ranks with the NRR on defense and foreign
policy issues.
In examining the distinctions between the group of
Church of Christ preachers who do support NRR organizations
and the non-supporters, one finds that supporters are, most
importantly, politically conservative.

Theologically they

are mostly conservative, but there is an element of
theological moderates who approve of the NRR.

They agree

most strongly on the sociomoral agenda of the NRR, strongly
on the economic principles, but much less strongly on issues
of national defense and foreign policy.

Non-supporters also

identify with the issues of the NRR in the same way as
supporters, but they are more likely to come from the ranks
of political moderates and liberals.

As far as theological

identification, they are also conservative and moderate.
How does the way ministers label themselves affect
their actual involvement in politics?

Does the strong

sociomoral and economic issue orientation with the NRR
correspond to a strong level of political activism?

The

next area to examine is whether these attitudes keep the
ministers on the outside fringes of political participation
in the same degree as their level of organizational
noninvolvement in the various interest groups of the NRR.
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Table 3.1
Frequency Distribution of Church of Christ Ministers'
Political Self-Identification

Position
Extremely Liberal
Very Liberal
Liberal
Moderate
Conservative
Very Conservative
Extremely Conservative
Other
Total

N

%

0
1
8
36
89
51
8
2

0
.5
4.1
18.5
45.6
26.2
4.1
1.0

195

100.0
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Table 3.2
Church of Christ Ministers' Political Self-Identification
and Theological Self-Identification
(in percent)

Theological Identification
Political
Identification

Fundamentalists

Conservatives

Moderates

Moderates/
Liberals

26

11

59

Conservatives

74

89

41

100
(38)

100
(112)

100
(39)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-squar•e = 37.3

P

<

.001

Gamma = -.42
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Table 3.3
Frequency Distribution of Church of Christ Ministers'
Political Party Identification

Party
Strong Republican
Not Very Strong Republican
Independent, Closer to Republican
Independent, Closer to Neither
Independent, Closer to Democrat
Not Very Strong Democrat
Strong Democrat
Other
Total
Note:

N

%

22
19
23
12
9
0
7

11
10
53
12
6
5
0
4

197

101

105

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding,
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Table 3.4
Attitudes of Church of Christ Ministers
to NRR Organizations
(in percent)

Group

Mem,

Moral Majority
Religious Roundtable
Christian Voice
American Coalition for
Traditional Values
National Federation
for Decency
Pro Family Forum
Liberty Federation
National Right to
Life Committee
Note:

Ministers' Positions*
Supp. 0pp. HNH Total

(N=)

1
0
0

48
3
5

42
6
3

10
92
92

101
101
100

(193)
(196)
(195)

0

11

5

84

100

(194)

2
1
0

72
56
2

6
2
6

21
41
92

101
100
100

(194)
(195)
(193)

18

100

(195)

74

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding.

* Categories are: Mem. = Members; Supp. = Supporters;
0pp. = Opponents; and HNH = Have Not Heard
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Table 3.5
Church of Christ Ministers' Theological
Self-Identification and Moral Majority Support
(in percent)
Theological Identification
Fundamentalists
Conservatives
Moderates

Supporters

50

53

34

Opponents

40

37

61

Have Not Heard

11

10

5

101
(38)

100
(111)

100
(38)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = ns
Note;

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding
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Table 3.6
Church of Christ Ministers' Political Self-Identification
and Moral Majority Support
(in percent)

Political Identification
Liberals
Moderates
Conservatives

Supporters

0

40

54

Opponents

89

51

36

Have Not Heard

11

9

10

100
(9)

100
(35)

100
(147)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = ns
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Table 3.7
Church of Christ Ministers' Theological
Self-Identification and Moral Majority Support
Controlling for Political Ideology
(in percent)

Self-Identified Political Conservatives
Theological Identification
Fundamentalists
Conservatives
Moderates
Supporters

57

55

44

Opponents

32

35

50

Have Not Heard

11

10

100
(28)

100
(99)

Total

%
(N =)

100
(16)

Chi-square = ns
Self Identified Political Moderates and Liberals
Theological Identification
Fundamentalists
Conservatives
Moderates
Supporters

30

42

27

Opponents

60

50

64

Have Not Heard

10

_S

100
(10)

100
(12)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = ns

9
100
(22)
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Table 3.8
Frequency Distribution of Church of Christ Ministers'
Attitudes to Sociomoral Issues

Issue

N

Amend Constitution to
prohibit abortion
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

%

Total

175
10
12
197

89
5
6
100

Total

14
10
171
195

7
5
88
100

Support total ban
Ban to under 18
No ban
Total

173
20
3
196

88
10
2
100

Total

168
8
19
195

86
4
10
100

Total

36
12
145
193

19
6
75
100

100
34
62

51
17
32

196

100

ERA is still needed
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Pornography laws

Creationism taught along
with evolution
Agree
• •
No Opinion
Disagree
Support homosexual
rights
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
•

t

Support school prayer
amendment
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
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Table 3.9
Sociomoral Issue Positions of Church of Christ Ministers
by Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Ministers' Positions
Have Not
Heard
Supporters Opponents

Issue
Amend Constitution to
prohibit abortion
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N = )
Chi-square = ns

95
2
3
100
(93)

84
8
8
100
(80)

84
5
11
100
(19)

3
5
91
99
(92)

11
5
84
100
(79)

11
5
84
100
(19)

Pornography Laws
Total ban
Ban to under 18
No ban
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns

90
7
2
99
(94)

84
15
1
100
(79)

100
0
0
100
(19)

Creationism taught along
with evolution
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns

95
0
5
100
(92)

84
9
8
101
(79)

53
5
42
100
(19)

ERA is still needed
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N = )
Chi-square = ns
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Table 3.9 (continued)
Sociomoral Issue Positions of Church of Christ Ministers
by Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Ministers' Positions
Have Not
Supporters Opponents
Heard

Issue
Support homosexual
rights
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N = )

15
7
78
100
(92)

26
7
68
101
(77)

11
5
84
100
(19).

55
19
26
100
(93)

43
17
41
101
(79)

58
16
26
100
(19)

Chi-square = ns
Support school prayer
amendment
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N = )
Chi-square = ns
Note:

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding.
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Table 3.10
Positions of Church of Christ Ministers on Sociomoral
Index by Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Ministers' Positions
Have Not
Supporters Opponents
Heard

Ministers' Positions
On Index
More NRR Positions
Support

63

42

42

Less NRR Positions
Support

37

58

58

100
(90)

100
(74)

100
(19)

Total
(N =)
Chi-square = 8.397

p < .01
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Table 3.11
Frequency Distribution of Church of Christ Ministers'
Attitudes Toward Free Enterprise and Government

N

Issue
More federal efforts to
solve social problems
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

Government providing too
many services
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

Total

85
20
86
191

45
11
45
101

Total

140
28
24
192

73
15
13
101

Total

136
39
20
195

70
20
10
100

Total

69
42
84
195

35
22
_jil
100

Total

111
43
41
195

57
22
_2i
100

Needed services should be
provided by private
business
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

Tax rates should be equal
like sales tax
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

Government is best that
governs least
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

Note:

%

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding
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Table 3.12
Issue Positions of Church of Christ Ministers by
Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Ministers' Positions
Have Not
Supporters Opponents
Heard

Issue
More federal effort to
solve social problems
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns
Government providing
too many services
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)

36
17
47
100
(91)

52
5
43
100
(77)

47
5
47
99
(19)

78
13
9
100
(92)

70
14
16
100
(77)

56
22
22
100
(18)

77
16
7
100
(93)

64
22
14
100
(78)

53
32
16
101
(19)

Chi-square = ns
deeded services should be
provided by private
business
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns
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Table 3.12 (continued)
Issue Positions of Church of Christ Ministers by
Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Ministers' Positions
Have Not
Supporters Opponents
Heard

Issue
Tax rates should be
equal, like sales tax
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns
Government is best that
governs least
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns
Note:

42
21
37
100
(91)

25
19
56
100
(80)

42
37
21
100
(19)

65
19
16
100
(93)

53
22
26
101
(78)

37
37
26
100
(19)

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding.
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Table 3.13
Positions of Church of Christ Ministers on
Economic Conservation Index by Attitude
Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Ministers' Positions
on Index

Supporters

Opponents

HNH

More Conservative

65

52

44

Less Conservative

35

48

56

100
(89)

100
(75)

100
(18)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square =4.33

p < .20
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Table 3.14
Frequency Distribution of Church of Christ Ministers'
Attitudes on Defense and Foreign Affairs Issues
Issue

N

U.S. should spend more
on defense
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

%

Total

56
47
93
196

29
24
48
101

Total

100
50
44
194

53
26
23
101

Immoral for U.S. to support
governments that oppress blacks
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total

126
26
44
196

64
13
22
99

Total

66
61
67
194

34
31
35
100

Total

63
57
74
194

33
29
38
100

Total

5
10
182
197

3
5
92
100

Nuclear arms limitation treaty
should be top priority
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree

U.S. should impose economic
sanctions against S. Africa
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
U.S. should not support
dictators, even if ally
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Israel is a special nation
blessed by God
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Note:

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding.
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Table 3.15
Defense and Foreign Affairs Issue Positions of
Church of Christ Ministers
by Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Issue

Ministers' Positions
Have Not
Supporters Opponents
Heard

U.S. should spend more
on defense
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns

34
28
38
100
(93)

27
20
53
100
(79)

16
21
63
100
(19)

Nuclear Arms limitation treaty
should be top priority
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns

47
27
26
100
(92)

59
21
21
101
(78)

47
32
21
100
(19)

Immoral for U.S. to support
governments that oppress blacks
Agree
64
No Opinion
16
Disagree
_20
Total
100
(N = )
(92)
Chi-square = ns

63
13
_25
101
(80)

68
5
_26
99
(19)
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Table 3.15 (continued)
Defense and Foreign Affairs Issue Positions of
Church of Christ Ministers
by Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Issue

Ministers' Positions
Have Not
Supporters Opponents
Heard

U.S. should impose economic
sanctions against S. Africa
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = ns

37
26
37
100
(92)

32
33
35
100
(78)

21
47
32
100
(19)

U. S. should not support
dictators, even if ally
Agree
No Opinion
Disagree
Total
(N =)
Chi-square = 8 . 2
p < .10

25
28
47
100
(93)

36
33
31
100
(77)

47
32
21
100
(19)

CHAPTER IV
MINISTERS AND POLITICAL ACTIVISM
The NRR claims to have been successful in politicizing
conservative clergymen, and if this is so, certainly one
would expect evidence of their efforts among Church of
Christ preachers.

In an effort to examine an area largely

untouched by systematic research, this chapter will focus on
Church of Christ ministers' attitudes toward political
activism and their actual participation in the political
arena.

Even if the enlistment rate in NRR organizations is

virtually non-existent, it may be that the Church of Christ
preachers are a part of a rear guard that has been motivated
to be more active in the political realm while still
maintaining a separatist theological posture.
There are certain risks evident when preachers become
politically active.

Ministers, like it or not, are held to

a different standard of behavior than most other Americans
in the secular realm.

Indeed, ministers are often weighed

down by the baggage of congregational attitudes toward their
involvement and by the traditional constitutional restraint
of separation of church and state.

Church of Christ

ministers may suffer a double weight in this regard for two
reasons.

As previously noted, there is no mediating board

to provide a buffer between the preacher and his flock.
definition, the Church of Christ minister is concerned
107
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foremost with the spiritual welfare of his congregation.

He

is also an evangelist, and any activity perceived as
detracting from his dual mission of preaching the gospel to
the lost and edifying the members of the local congregation
he serves is seen as unnecessary at best and certainly
unwise.
When a preacher differs politically from the sentiment
of the congregation, defining appropriate behavior becomes
problematic.

Should the minister remain silent and

inactive?

Certainly there are advantages to such a

strategy.

Conflict within the congregation is minimized,

but this may come at the expense of the minister•s
conscience.

The civil rights movement is a case in point.

During the desegregation crisis in Little Rock, many
ministers in mainline churches approved of the school
integration efforts.

However, when they preached in favor

of racial calm and compliance with the desegregation orders,
their exhortations were met with intense lay resistance.
Most then chose to remain silent and drop the subject.
Those few who refused to bow to congregational pressure
ultimately suffered job dismissal for their convictions.1
A second inhibiting factor for Church of Christ
ministers may be the traditional emphasis on unity, which
has been a part of the Restoration Movement since its
lErnest Q. Campbell and Thomas F. Pettigrew, Christians
in Racial Crisis: A Studv of Little Rock's Ministers
(Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1959).
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inception.2

The leaders of this movement (from which the

Church of Christ developed) believed that there ought to be
no dividing walls between believers; consequently sects and
schisms of all stripes are still viewed with particular
dismay.3

Unfortunately, hampered by an exclusivist doctrine

on salvation and a rigorous application of literal biblical
interpretation of scripture, the sought-for unity never
materialized.

Nevertheless, preachers must still work

within a congregational context where the maintenance of
unity is a high priority that can be made more difficult to
achieve by the divisive element of politics.

One minister

expressed this idea when he stated that even though he
thought that preachers have the right to speak out, using
the church as a source of political power is "inherently
divisive since many Christians might disagree about some
politico-moral issues, and how to go about correcting social
evils."
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, while studying
political activism of ministers, Quinley and Hadden found
that those ministers most willing to risk engagement in
politics were liberal both in theological and political

MO:

2Leroy Garrett, The Stone-Campbell Movement (Joplin,
College Press Publishing Company, 1981), 4.

3Bill Humble, "The Causes of Division," Gospel Advocate
130 (January 1988): 41-42.
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orientation.4

Ministers on the conservative end of the

spectrum mainly chose to remain uninvolved in such worldly
matters during this time period.

This conservative

detachment has changed rather dramatically in the last
decade, as political conservatives have begun to involve
themselves in the sociomoral political agenda of the NRR.
James Guth, in his study of Southern Baptist pastors,
has noted that theological liberalism (albeit within the
framework of a conservative denomination) is no longer the
primary indicator of political activism.

Theologically

moderate and politically conservative Baptists have entered
the political arena formerly dominated by liberal clergymen.
He states, "Almost without exception. Christian Rightists
express more positive and forceful approval of clerical
activities, even in 'unpopular' categories . . .

."5

He

asserts that the new level of activism is not an atypical
phenomenon, dominated by a few vocal ideologues and highly
publicized by the media.

"Southern Baptist ministers

express relatively strong approval of activism and engage in
political activities at a fairly high rate."6
4see Harold E. Quinley, The Prophetic Clergy: Social
Activism Among Protestant Ministers, 69; and Jeffrey K.
Hadden, The Gathering Storm in the Churches.
5James L. Guth, "The Politics of Preachers: Southern
Baptist Ministers and Christian Right Activism," 237.
6lbid., 248.
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Church of Christ ministers, as has been noted, are as
easily identified as conservative in orientation as are
Southern Baptists, both in theology and politics.

The level

of support for NRR issues and organizations is strikingly
similar between the Baptist pastors surveyed by Guth and
Church of Christ ministers. The question remains, however,
as to the correspondence between attitudes toward political
activism and the Moral Majority and the actual level of
participation.
Besides the dual constraints of emphasis on unity (or
conformity) and the direct accountability of preacher to
congregation, there are other factors which bring a mixed
heritage concerning the soundness of political activity by
ministers and members of the Church of Christ. The history
of the denomination provides an important context for
understanding the place of political activity in the church.
Alexander Campbell, who initiated the Restoration Movement
out of which the Church of Christ grew, believed that
Christians should vote, but in his voluminous writings, he
rarely encouraged his readers to participate in even this
elementary act of citizenship."7

Not surprisingly, Campbell

abhorred partisan politics, particularly as manifest in the
presidential elections of the day.

Though Campbell, in what

seems to be a contradictory position, reluctantly agreed to
'7Harold Lunger, The Political Ethics of Alexander
Campbell (St. Louis, MO: The Bethany Press, 1954), 61.
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run as a delegate to the Virginia Constitutional Convention
(and was elected), he believed that constitution-making was
different and "above the ordinary sphere of politics."8

To

Campbell, the convention was not so much a partisan affair
as it was a gathering designed to insure government by the
rule of law.
After the Mexican War in 1848, Campbell came to oppose
Christian involvement in the military.

He was joined in his

opposition by another leading Church of Christ spokesman.
Tolbert Fanning, a minister and the founding editor of the
Gospel Advocate, also wrote in favor of conscientious
objection during the Civil War.
Perhaps the most articulate and influential spokesman
for the position of noninvolvement was David Lipscomb,
editor of the Gospel Advocate (1866-1917) and founder of the
Nashville Bible School, which is now the senior level David
Lipscomb College.

He argued for complete noninvolvement by

Christians in civil government.

The Christian was to submit

to government but should "become the partisan, the
supporter, the defender of none."^

Lipscomb would not vote

and even went so far as publicly wishing for the defeat of
8Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell
(Cincinnati, OH: Standard Publishing, 1897), 306.
9David Lipscomb, Civil Government (Nashville, TN:
Gospel Advocate, 1889), 78.
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Christians who were seeking public office.10

A remnant of

Lipscomb's thought is still evident in the Church of Christ.
R. C. Bell, writing in 1957, reflects the Lipscomb approach:
Christians who think they can raise the
standard of public morals and civil righteousness,
and meet human need generally, by active
participation in affairs of state, should remember
that the New Testament never even intimates that
such effort will succeed. It is not a question of
the attitude of Christians toward human need, and
good works for its alleviations, but of the means
for doing such work.
When Christians do not live separated,
pilgrim lives, however, but compromise and become
worldly, they lose their savor, hide their light,
and have no salutary power.H
-^ The position promoted by Lipscomb, Fanning, and Bell
was not without its critics.

The most obvious nineteenth

century example is James Garfield, a Union General and later
President of the United States, who was also a Disciple.12
Dr. Perry Cotham, a former professor at David Lipscomb
College, minister, and a political scientist, has written a
strong response to the doctrine of noninvolvement as he
presents his case for Christian political activism today.
10Perry C. Cotham, Politics, Americanism, and
Christianity (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1976), 66,
11R. C. Bell, Studies in Romans (Austin, TX:
Foundation Publishing House, 1957), 149-150.

Firm

12At the time of Garfield's presidency, the Disciples
of Christ and the Churches of Christ were both members of
the same religious body, originating out of a movement led
by Thomas and Alexander Campbell in the early 19th century.
The separation of the two groups was not formally recognized
until 1906. See J. Gordon Melton, The Encyclopedia of
American Religions, vol. 1 (Wilmington, NC: McGrath
Publishing Company, 1978), 401-404.
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No moral issue is beyond the pale of
Christian concern . . . . Christians who attempt
not to participate in political processes are
making two statements: first, that Christianity
is irrelevant to social problems except to the
extent it can be solved through individual
regeneration; and second, that the status quo on
any given issue in which they choose not to
involve themselves should prevail. The church
member who contends 'Christians can't afford to
take sides on the race question' has already sided
with the status quo, which favors the vested
interested power and wealth.13
From the preceding historical perspective, one can see
that there are three competing views concerning Christian
political involvement.

The first is the notion, inherited

largely from Lipscomb and his supporters, that political
involvement ought to be rejected outright as unnecessary
participation in worldly affairs, participation that is
detrimental to the spiritual welfare of the believer.

One

preacher commented wryly on his survey form that he felt his
own congregation could split over patriot or populist issues
and mused, "I wonder if David Lipscomb wasn't right in his
view of civil government . . . ."
Second is the opposite view, articulated by Cotham and
illustrated by Garfield, that political involvement is a
necessary activity for the believer as a means of
responsible behavior actively seeking to do good and fight
evil in this world.

As stated by a respondent,

I firmly believe it is permissible and even
desirable for Christians to be concerned about and
involved in the political arena. 'Righteousness
13cotham, 79.
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exalteth a nation.' Prov. 14:34. We should
therefore use our influence as Christians to
promote legislation and political action that is
based on Biblical principles and values.
Falling somewhere in between these two opposing ideals,
the third tradition holds to an uneasy equilibrium of
encouraging limited Christian participation in activities
deemed appropriate, while at the same time discouraging
involvement at an excessive level or in ways judged to be
inappropriate or divisive, i.e., Campbell's disdain for
partisan politics.

"Christians must make a stand for right

and in the right way (wrong methods can't justify a cause),"
wrote one preacher.

Another was even more specific, "I

believe preachers ought to be involved in political and
social affairs . . . when moral issues are involved such as:
pornography, abortion, drugs, alcohol, gambling, etc."
Ministerial Attitudes Toward Political Activism
Church of Christ preachers do approve of political
activism within their ranks, but only to a limited degree
(see Table 4.1).

A comparison with Guth's study of

Southern Baptist pastors shows that Church of Christ
ministers also seem to have adopted a more tolerant posture
toward activism than one would expect from the studies done
by Hadden and Quinley in the 1960s.

An extraordinary

majority of preachers (85 percent) approve of publicly (but
not from the pulpit) taking a stand on a political issue.
This is just slightly behind the Southern Baptists and their
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approval rate of 90 percent. 14

Slightly less than a

majority of Church of Christ ministers (49 percent) approve
of taking a pulpit stand on a political issue, compared to
68 percent of Southern Baptist pastors.

Church of Christ

preachers are more reserved than their Baptist counterparts
in making political pronouncements from the pulpit.

By

identical margins (69 percent), both groups of ministers are
willing to preach on controversial social topics.15
In an interesting twist, more Church of Christ
preachers approve of joining national political organizations to work for their political beliefs than do Baptists
(46 to 39 percent respectively). However, while 56 percent
of the Southern Baptists think that it is appropriate to
organize a study group within their church to study public
affairs, only 36 percent of Church of Christ preachers
approve.

In fact, there is a rather pronounced decline in

ministerial approval for social action groups as compared to
public affairs study groups (44 percent for Southern
Baptists and 23 percent of Church of Christ preachers).
Church of Christ ministers are more restrained in taking a
prominent public role within their congregations than are
the Southern Baptist pastors.

One Church of Christ minister

may have expressed the sentiments of many others when he
14Data on Southern Baptist pastors are taken from James
Guth, "The Politics of Preachers," 235-249.
15lbid., 237.
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noted a perceived danger in his mind that "a man may come to
see his relationship with his church as a source of
political power and himself as some sort of political
broker."
Today a sizable majority of Church of Christ preachers
reject Lipscomb's admonition against voting.

Only three

preachers responded that they never vote, and fully 82
percent of the preachers say that they approve of urging
members of their congregations to vote.

Additionally, 69

percent believe that it is acceptable for preachers to
publicly, but not from the pulpit, support a political
candidate.
James Guth has written, "Clearly Baptists approve of
activism, but selectively."16

This is certainly the case

with Church of Christ preachers as well.

Both the Southern

Baptist and Church of Christ clergy overwhelmingly reject
ministerial participation in acts of civil disobedience or
even participation in a protest march.

When the event is

perceived as disorderly, disruptive, or disrespectful,
ministers disapprove of the activity.

There was a concern

mentioned by several ministers and best articulated by one
who said, "Being involved in political areas . . . . must
never tarnish the influence of the church."
Political activities generally associated with the
requirements of "good citizenship" receive ministerial
16ibid.
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support.

When the activity involves the use of the pulpit,

however, ministers are more stingy with their approval.
Activities that are entirely appropriate outside the church
become inappropriate when directed from the pulpit.

While 7

out of 10 preachers say that it is permissible for preachers
to support a political candidate publicly, 9 out of 10
ministers feel it is inappropriate to endorse the candidate
from the pulpit.

This might present an interesting dilemma

for some ministers, as 60 percent approve of preachers
running for public office.

Would the ministers support one

of their own as a candidate regardless of party affiliation?
Only 14 percent answer in the affirmative, and only one
preacher said that he would vote for a Church of Christ
candidate regardless of his political views.

Most ministers

(81 percent) say that it is the personal integrity of the
candidate that determines how they would vote.
Since Church of Christ ministers do approve of a wide
variety of political activities, are there any differences
between supporters and opponents of the Moral Majority?
Table 4.2 shows slight distinctions.

Moral Majority

supporters are greater supporters of 9 out of 12 political
activities.

Only in two unconventional activities often

associated with the political left (participation in a
protest march and practicing civil disobedience) did the
opponents of the Moral Majority show a higher percentage of
support.
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On individual items of political activity, it makes
little difference if the ministers approve or oppose the
Moral Majority.

However, when the ministers' responses on

the twelve political activities are combined in an additive
index, a more interesting contrast between supporters and
opponents emerges.

The political activism index was

constructed by coding responses from 1 (strongly approving
of the activity) to 5 (strongly disapproving of the
activity).

The ministers' scores were then divided into

halves representing those ministers who were more approving
of political action and those who were less supportive.

The

data in Table 4.3 show that 58 percent of the Moral Majority
supporters fall into the high (strong support) category on
the political activism index (chi-square p < .15). Fiftysix percent of the opponents of the Moral Majority score low
on the political activism index and are less likely to
support ministerial political involvement.

Those who have

not heard of the Moral Majority are the most likely of all
to oppose preachers becoming politically active.
The conventional wisdom that theological fundamentalists and conservatives are more likely to oppose
political activism holds true among Church of Christ
ministers.

Table 4.4 shows that 72 percent of the

theological moderates (remember that there are no
theological liberals in the sample) score high on the
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political activism index.

This compares to 42 percent of

fundamentalists and 47 percent of conservatives.
The political ideology of the ministers provides no
surprises concerning support for political activism.

Table

4.5 reflects what one expects—that political conservatives
are less likely to be strong supporters of political
activism than are political moderates or liberals.

However,

this finding is suggestive only; chi-square is not
significant at the .05 level.

What is interesting is the

role that party identification plays.

In this instance.

Democrats are more likely to be opposed to high levels of
political activity than are Republicans.

Table 4.6 shows

that while 58 percent of Republicans score high on the
activism scale, only 29 percent of Democrats and 20 percent
of Independents do.
It is apparent that ministerial attitudes toward
political activities are mixed and somewhat inconsistent.
Supporters of the Moral Majority and Republicans join with
theological moderates in being the strongest supporters of
political activism.

Ministers who are Democrats,

theological fundamentalists and conservatives share the
distinction of being the least supportive of political
activism.

This apparent inconsistency can be partially

explained by the age factor of the two groups.

Ministers

under the age of forty are more politically active than
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those over forty.17

Ministers who are Democrats and

religious fundamentalists and conservatives are
disproportionately over forty—members of a generation of
preachers who are not inclined to be active politically.

On

the other hand, the theological moderates are the younger,
new breed who see an important role for ministers in the
political process.

Among Republican identifiers (a group

fairly evenly split between those under forty and over
forty), the ministers under forty are more likely to support
political action than their older colleagues.
While most studies of clerical attitudes toward
activism necessarily stress the political, theological, and
partisan orientations of ministers, the socioeconomic
influence on activism must not be overlooked.

Items such as

education, social background, and age generally have an
impact on one's perspective on political activism. The way
they affect the political behavior of ministers needs to be
evaluated.
The data show that Church of Christ ministers are in
the same transition mode as Southern Baptist pastors, moving
from a lower class, untrained "called" ministry into a
middle class, highly educated profession.18

A profile of

17The impact of age on political activism is discussed
later in this chapter.
18James L.Guth, "The Education of the Christian Right:
The Case of the Southern Baptist Clergy," 45.
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ministers today shows that two out of three (69 percent) are
college graduates.19

The days of the poorly educated

minister appear to be numbered, as less than 10 percent have
a high school education or less.

Among ministers under the

age of 40, three out of four responded that they had
received a college degree.
When it comes to support for the Moral Majority, one
finds a modest relationship by level of education.
Table 4.7 shows that college graduates are less likely to
support the Moral Majority than preachers who have not
received their degrees.

In fact, ministers with degrees, by

a slight margin (48 percent to 46 percent) are opposed to
the Moral Majority.

Among the less educated ministers, the

Moral Majority receives a 55 percent approval rating.

In

other words, as education increases, there is a marginal
decrease in support for the flagship organization of the
NRR.

One also finds, unremarkably, that as education

increases, familiarity with the Moral Majority increases.
The data in Table 4.8 suggest but are not statistically
significant at the .05 level (using chi-square) that while
those with a college degree are more critical of the Moral
Majority, they are also more supportive of political
activism.

Fifty-six percent of the preachers with degrees

19This is the same ratio of college graduates as in the
Southern Baptist Convention.
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score high on the political activism scale while only 42
percent of those without degrees do.
In a throwback to the non-professional nature of the
Church of Christ ministry, one finds that only 54 percent of
preachers with college degrees majored in religion.

Tables

4.9 and 4.10 show little difference between college major
and support for the Moral Majority or political activism.
However, these findings are not statistically significant
using chi-square at the .05 level. Preachers who major in
religion are high supporters of political activism, but so
are 53 percent of the preachers who did not major in
religion.

The thin margin of difference holds for support

for the Moral Majority as well (56 percent of the religion
majors to 52 percent for non-religion majors).
The type of institution of higher education does not
make a great deal of difference in affecting support for
political activism, but it does make a slight difference in
the level of support for the Moral Majority.

If one expects

to find greater support for the Moral Majority among the
conservative Church of Christ affiliated colleges, there is
some evidence that this is in fact the case. Preachers
educated at Church of Christ related colleges are more
likely to have heard of the Moral Majority (96 percent as
compared to 88 percent from other colleges) and give it
their approval (54 percent to 47 percent respectively).
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This does not hold true for the support of political
activism. When preachers educated at Church of Christ
affiliated colleges are compared with preachers educated in
either state schools or other non-Church of Christ colleges,
there is only a slight difference in the level of support.
Preachers educated in non-Church of Christ colleges have a
higher level of strong support, but the margin is only from
57 percent (non-Church of Christ colleges) to 52 percent
(Church of Christ colleges).

James Guth noticed a

significant difference in the political activism of Southern
Baptist pastors based on the seminary attended,20 but no
such difference is apparent with Church of Christ ministers.
There are, within the Church of Christ fellowship, 63
preacher training schools.

Most of these schools feature a

two year program centered around Bible and preaching skills.
These vary widely in quality and depth of instruction.
Generally speaking, even the best preacher training schools
do not provide the individual with as broad a base in
religious studies as a university education, and one might
surmise that a more narrow concentration in ministerial
training might affect the level of support for political
activism.

This is not the case, though, as the level of

support exhibited by ministers trained in preacher training
schools is 56 percent and the level of those from Church of
Christ colleges is 57 percent.

In some ways Church of

20Guth, "The Politics of Preachers," 242.
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Christ preachers are quite predictable in their support for
political activism.

Ministers who come from a professional

white collar environment are more likely to support
political activism than those who come from a manual labor
or farm background.

The data presented in Table 4.11 show a

modest relationship (Gamma=.29) between attitude toward
political activism and father's occupation.

Sixty-five

percent of the sons of skilled laborers, 57 percent of
preachers from a professional white-collar environment, and
only 37 percent of preachers from a blue collar or farm
background score high on the political activism index.
Crosstabulation of educational attainment and social
background was done primarily as a check, but this resulted
in an unexpected finding.

One would have expected to find a

strong relationship between educational attainment and
social background, with a higher percentage of those with
college education coming from professional, white collar or
skilled background.

The data revealed that there was

virtually no relationship (Gamma = .09) between a minister's
social background and the earning of a college degree.
Sixty-three percent of the preachers from blue collar
backgrounds have gone on to complete college.

This compares

favorably with the 68 percent of preachers from white collar
backgrounds.

Those whose fathers were skilled laborers

completed college at an even higher rate of 77 percent.
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Since there was a discrepancy in the findings that
would ordinarily indicate predictors for high activism with
education, the two categories of education and social
background were combined into one variable.

When one

consolidates preachers' educational characteristics with
social background, the picture of support for political
activism becomes clearer (Gamma = .41). Sixty-two percent
of ministers who are college graduates and also come from a
professional, white collar, or skilled labor background
score high on the activism index (see Table 4.12).
Preachers who lack a college degree and come from a blue
collar or skilled labor background score low (opposing
activism by 60 percent).

In other words, the combination of

education and social background proves to be a fair
indicator of what type of Church of Christ preacher supports
political activism and is more discriminating than education
or social background considered individually.
Age shows an even stronger relationship to political
activism in ministry than education or social background.
There are generational differences among Church of Christ
ministers regarding the appropriateness of political
activism.

The preachers under age 40 are much more

supportive of political activism than are ministers over age
40.

Table 4.13 reveals that fully 68 percent of the younger

preachers show high support for political activism, but
almost the same percentage (64 percent) of older ministers
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show low levels of support on the index.

Unlike Guth's

findings about the Southern Baptists, the research on Church
of Christ ministers shows that controlling for educational
level does not enhance the level of support.

College

graduates under 40 are no more proactivist than the
preachers without a college degree.21

However, when one

examines the attitudes toward activism of preachers over 40,
the picture is reversed.

Seventy-two percent of this group

with less than a college degree oppose activism, but so do a
majority (57 percent) of those with a college degree.
Table 4.14 gives a decade by decade breakdown of
ministerial support for political activism. Preachers in
their thirties are the strongest sympathizers with political
activism.

Ministers over 60 strongly oppose activism (85

percent), as did every minister over age 70 who was
surveyed.

A majority of ministers in their twenties and

fifties oppose activism, but not by quite as much (56
percent and 65 percent). Ministers in their 40s were less
opposed, with 46 percent opposing activism, but did not
approach the approval level of those ministers in their 30s
(75 percent).
All this suggests that a sympathy for political
activism is closely associated with preachers who came to
political maturity during the 1960s, a decade well-known for
2lGuth found that among all ages of Baptist pastors
pro-activism sentiment increased as one moved from less
educated to more educated clergy.
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its political turmoil and polarization.

Events of the

decade, the Vietnam War and the civil rights movement, left
their marks on the youth of that time, and ministers did not
escape being affected by their culture in this respect.
Ministers and Political Participation
While ministers may approve of many different types of
conventional political activities, it remains to be seen if
their approval corresponds with actual participation.
Campbell, et al., in The American Voter reported that voting
is the only act of participation in politics for most
Americans.22

This finding is not inconsistent with the

research of Milbrath23 or Verba and Nie,24 nor are the
members of the Church of Christ an exception.

Royce Money,

in a selective survey of 2155 members of the Church of
Christ found that 84 percent responded "no" to the question,
"Have you ever been active in any political campaign other
than just voting?"25

when it comes to the Church of Christ

ministers, one suspects that there is a broader based
acceptance of the utility of political participation with
22Angus Campbell, Philip E. Converse, Warren E. Miller,
and Donald E. Stokes, The American Voter (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1960), 90-91.
23Lester Milbrath, Political Participation (Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1965), 16-21.
24sidney Verba and Norman H. Nie, Participation in
America; Political Democracy and Social Eguality (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1972), 31.
25Money, 277 and 333.
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personal involvement extending beyond minimal efforts.
Certainly this should be the case if the "get involved"
message of the NRR has been positively received.

However,

even though one hypothesizes that most Church of Christ
preachers participate in politics beyond the minimal act of
voting, one still expects to find few political
"gladiators."26
As previously mentioned, only three ministers surveyed
volunteered that they never vote.

Table 4.15 presents the

percentage of preachers performing each of fifteen acts of
political participation, involving pulpit and non-pulpit
activities, conventional and non-conventional actions.

The

items are presented in descending order according to the
proportion of ministers engaging in them.
The "typical" minister reports participating in five
different activities.

Only one preacher said he had not

engaged in any of the activities, and only three reported
participating in ten activities.

No preacher exceeded

participation in more than ten.
The most common political activity among ministers was
the simple act of signing or circulating a petition.

Over

four out of five (84 percent) reported that they had done
this.

Nearly as many reported that they had touched on, but

26"Gladiators" is a term used by Milbrath in Political
Participation. 16-21.
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did not deal mainly with, a controversial social or
political issue in a sermon.
Slightly under 73 percent of the ministers say that
they have publicly, but not from the pulpit, taken a stand
on some political issue, and a somewhat surprising 70
percent reported writing a public official.

Only one other

activity involves a majority of the ministers.

Fifty-six

percent of the Church of Christ clergymen have publicly, but
not from the pulpit, supported a political candidate.
Nearly 50 percent have taken time to write a letter to a
newspaper editor.
It is quite clear that the activities in which most
ministers engage do not require a great deal of effort or
risk.

By and large, the ministers insulate the pulpit from

their political pronouncements.

When a preacher does touch

on a controversial social or political issue from the
pulpit, the issue is generally one that falls within
traditional areas of concern such as alcohol and drug abuse,
pornography and obscenity, and, of course, family problems
in America.

Clearly, much less mention was made of U.S.

problems in Central America or the Middle East, the
environment, national defense, and the economy.

Table 4.16

summarizes the frequency that issues are addressed by the
ministers.
None of the remaining activities are important to
enough ministers to encourage the participation by a
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majority.

For instance, 40 percent say that they take

pulpit stands on political issues.

Thirty-five percent

report contributing money to a candidate, party, or
political action committee.

When it comes to giving money

for a political cause, the same percentage of Church of
Christ ministers contribute as does the evangelical
community at large.27

Although this may not represent a

majority, it is still a relatively high percentage compared
to the general population.28
The last group of activities are practiced by 10
percent or less of the ministers.

Consistent with earlier

findings, preachers do not join national political
organizations in large numbers (10 percent).

They are very

reluctant to organize a social action group within the
church to accomplish directly some social or political goal
or even to form a study group to discuss public affairs (6
percent and 3 percent respectively). Six percent of the
preachers have endorsed political candidates from the
pulpit, five percent have participated in a protest march,
and five percent report actually running for political
office.

Finally, just one percent of the ministers say that

they have practiced civil disobedience.
27stuart Rothenberg and Frank Newport, The Evangelical
Voter; Religion and Politics in America (Washington D. C.
The Free Congress Research and Education Foundation, 1984),
96-97.
28verba and Nie, 31.
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A comparison between the Southern Baptist pastors in
Guth's study29 and Church of Christ ministers with respect
to separate political acts yields some interesting
information. Baptists pastors are much more likely to take a
pxiblic stand on an issue than are Church of Christ ministers
(85 percent to 73 percent), also they are just as likely to
take a pulpit stand on an issue as they are a public stand
outside the pulpit (85 percent and 84 percent).

This is in

contrast to Church of Christ ministers, who fell well below
a majority (40 percent) on the use of the pulpit to address
a political issue.

The two groups are almost identical in

their response to the public support of a political
candidate (but not from the pulpit), with 53 percent of
Baptists and 56 percent of Church of Christ having engaged
in this activity.
The Church of Christ preachers are more ready to wield
the pen, however, than are their Baptist counterparts.
Church of Christ preachers have just slightly more affinity
for writing a public official (70 percent to 68 percent),
but will more readily sign or circulate a petition (84
percent to 69 percent) and write a letter to a newspaper
editor (50 to 38 percent).

The Baptist pastors were similar

to Church of Christ preachers in their response to
organizing social action groups.

While Baptists were twice

as likely to participate in this activity, participants in
29Guth, "The Politics of Preachers," 243.
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both groups were well under a majority (14 percent to 6
percent). The same is true of organizing political affairs
study groups (13 percent for Baptists and 3 percent for
Church of Christ ministers).
In looking at the ministers who do participate in
political activities, one expects to find that preachers who
support the Moral Majority are more politically active than
Moral Majority opponents.

This finding would certainly be

consistent with the earlier finding that ministers who score
high on the support for political activism index are also
more likely to be supporters of the Moral Majority.

This

accurately reflects the data.
A political participation index was constructed by
combining responses on the fifteen activities listed in
Table 4.15 and then dividing the ministers into two fairly
equal groups—ministers with a high participation score and
ministers with a low participation score.

Fifty-nine

percent of the Moral Majority supporters scored high on the
participation index compared to only 41 percent of Moral
Majority opponents (see Table 4.17).

Those who had not

heard of the Moral Majority were least likely to be
politically active, with only 11 percent scoring high on the
index.
When one compares Moral Majority supporters and
opponents on an activity by activity basis, the Moral
Majority supporters show a higher percentage of participants
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on eleven of the fifteen items.

Table 4.18 shows that only

on the two activities in which ministers are least likely to
participate do opponents of the Moral Majority participate
in greater percentages.

However, the actual number of

preachers from either side who have organized a political
affairs study group in the congregation or practiced civil
disobedience is minuscule.

While there are little are no

differences on several activities. Moral Majority supporters
are much more likely to take a public stand on political
issues, publicly support a candidate, and write public
officials than are Moral Majority opponents.
The reasons why some ministers choose to be more active
political participants are many and varied.

Certainly the

preachers bring with them all the constraints and
encouragements one finds in the secular realm.

With

ministers one also must consider, for example, how their
fellow clergymen react to political participation.

As

previously mentioned, no minister can ignore the views of
the congregation.

There are also the preachers' own

theological views to consider, which certainly contribute to
their own political beliefs and attitudes.
When asked if the attitudes of other ministers
influenced preachers' engagement in social and political
action, 14 percent said they were encouraged by other
preachers, while 10 percent responded that other preachers
discouraged their participation.

Seventy-six percent simply
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said they were neither encouraged nor discouraged by other
preachers.
One preacher in five (21 percent) said he was
encouraged by the attitudes of his own congregation. A mere
9 percent said they felt their congregation discouraged
their political activities, while the rest of the preachers
felt their congregations did not affect their participation.
Yet one gets a different picture of the congregational
influence when the ministers were asked to rate how their
church goers would react to eleven political acts (see Table
4.19).
On none of the eleven activities did ministers respond
that they had the unequivocal support of a full majority of
their congregation.

The activities that ministers perceived

to generate the highest approval of the congregation were
taking non-pulpit stands on political issues, contributing
money to political candidates, and publicly (not from the
pulpit) supporting political candidates. Preachers said
that each of the eight remaining acts would create a more
negative, disapproving response by the congregation than a
positive approving posture. In fact, ministers perceived
that an absolute majority of their congregation would
disapprove of five of the activities.

It was no surprise to

find that preachers felt by large majorities that their
congregations would disapprove of their minister
participating in a protest march (68 percent), endorsing a
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political candidate from the pulpit (77 percent), and
personally practicing civil disobedience to protest some
evil (83 percent).
The data are quite conclusive that ministers are
somewhat wary of their congregations lending solid support
and approval for their participation in politics.
Conventional political acts do not result in significant
congregational hostility, but the unconventional, unruly
acts are certain to dismay and disappoint significant
numbers of the flock.
Sixty-two percent of the preachers said that their own
theological views encourage their participation in politics.
Interestingly, one in five ministers responded that their
theology discouraged their participation.

Even more

perplexing was the 16 percent who said that their theology
neither encouraged nor discouraged their political activity.
This is a rather surprising finding in light of the
importance most Church of Christ preachers give to the idea
that their theology (their relationship with God) dominates
all of their actions and beliefs.

Almost all preachers

would reject the notion that theology could be
compartmentalized and set apart from any other aspect of
their lives.
There is a substantial relationship between minister
approval of political activism and actual participation
(Gamma = -.69)

Table 4.20 shows that 68 percent of the
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preachers who scored high on the political activism index
are in the higher political participants' group.

Ministers

opposed to ministerial political activism are most likely
(72 percent) to participate in fewer political activities.
Summary
There is no good data set to tell one how politically
active Church of Christ ministers were in past decades.

The

conventional wisdom was that the ministry and politics do
not mix, and, this being the case, fundamentalist and
conservative Christian denominations were viewed as marginal
players in the political arena.

Marjorie Randon Hersey

summarizes the prevalent view:
Fundamentalists Christians, for example,
traditionally registered and voted less often than
nonfundamentalists. Their preachers had taught
that politics is irrelevant to the most important
problem, people's innate sinfulness, which can be
cleansed only by the individual's personal
conversion and commitment to live in accord with
biblical principles.30
Smidt and Kellstedt concur in their expectations of
evangelical voting patterns.

The voting patterns for

evangelicals were predictably low in the 1960s, but by the
1980s they were voting at rates as high or higher than
nonevangelicals. They write:
It should be remembered that, given their
socio-demographic characteristics, evangelicals
should not be participating at rates as high as
30Marjorie Randon Hersey, Running for Office: The
Political Education of Campaigns (Chatham, NJ: Chatham
House Publishers, Inc., 1984), 15. [Emphasis added]
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non-evangelicals. Moreover, many evangelicals
have been part of a cultural traditions that has
eschewed political participation. Obviously,
something has brought about a change.31
This change is evident in looking at patterns of
political behavior in recent years.

Church of Christ

ministers (along with Southern Baptists) are participating
in the political process beyond minimal efforts.

Though

preachers are more likely to involve themselves only in
conventional and not in unconventional political activities,
there is an ambivalence toward the role of politics in their
society.

One preacher's comment illustrated this:

The church is not called to change politics,
but it has every right to express its opinion
under the constitution of the U. S. Making the
church primarily a political organization in
totally wrong, but making it politically aware is
right.
Whether the NRR has changed all this is still subject
to conjecture.

One thing is for certain, however,

conservative churches are no longer being ignored by
politicians.

They are subject to intense scrutiny by social

scientists as well.

This chapter has sought to identify

what, if anything, is different today.
Today 61 percent of the Church of Christ ministers
still agree that if enough men were brought to Christ,
social ills would take care of themselves, but 56 percent
31corwin Smidt and Lyman Kellstedt, "Evangelicalism and
Survey Research; Interpretative Problems and Substantive
Findings" in The Bible. Politics, and Democracy, ed. by
Richard John Neuhaus (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1987), 99.
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also believe that religion seems to losing its influence in
America.

This leaves the preachers in a quandary, with 61

percent of the ministers saying that it is difficult for
them to know the proper political channels to use in
accomplishing some goal.

So Church of Christ ministers are

split; yet a majority (55 percent) feel they should get
involved in politics.

They just are unsure how best to

accomplish a political objective.

This sounds strangely

like the scenario the leaders of the secular New Right had
in mind, i.e., preachers need to get involved and the New
Right will provide the political expertise the preachers
lack.
Nearly three out of four preachers (73 percent) agree
that they do have great potential to influence the political
and social beliefs of their congregations, but they are
still very reluctant to use their influence.

This is the

tension that ministers feel. One of four preachers (26
percent) said that they want to become more involved in
social and political activities (only 5 percent say they
want to be less involved).

However, by a huge 87 percent

margin, preachers do not want to see their church place less
emphasis on individual sanctification and more on
transforming the social order in conformity with Christ's
teaching.

Any statement suggestive of approving of a social

gospel philosophy is rejected.
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While the results of the Church of Christ minister
survey must be interpreted with great caution, the findings
indicate that there is a residuum of support for the NRR
among politically active preachers.

Overall, the data tend

to confirm the work of Guth, who found that political
activism has increased over the past decade among
conservative ministers.

The new activists tend to be fairly

young (in their thirties and forties), well-educated, and
politically conservative.

They seem to exhibit a certain

amount of uneasiness about a role as a political "leader,"
in that they are uncomfortable with political acts which are
directed from the pulpit.

A preacher explained, "Preachers

can be personally involved in politics but need to keep
their own feelings out of the pulpit."

They also indicate a

reluctance to deal with issues which seem to be purely
political in nature.

Minister after minister took the time

to write comments on the survey stressing commitment to
address political issues, but only, of course, if those
issues were grounded in the scriptures.

As one minister

wrote, "Many of the social ills today are addressed in
scripture in principal—they need to be preached, and taught
but always from the light of scripture first."
Smidt and Kellstedt have identified four steps in the
politicization of an emergent group. These steps move them
from the position of trailing the dominant group in
participation, then departing from their nonpolitical
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ghetto, approaching the same level of voting participation
as the dominant group, and finally participating as fully in
the political process as the dominate groups in society.32
In order for the final step in politicization to take place,
however, it seems necessary that Church of Christ ministers
develop a theological mechanism for dealing with the
conflicts they now exhibit in their newly found political
roles.

32ibid., 100.
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Table 4.1
Frequency Distribution of Church of Christ Ministers'
Attitudes Toward Political Activism

Activity

Ministers Approving Activity
N
%

Take public (not pupit)
stand on issue

166

85

Urge church members to vote

162

82

Preach sermon on
controversial subject

131

69

Public (not pulpit) support
of political candidate

135

69

Run for public office

118

60

Take pulpit stand on issue

94

49

Join national political
organization

91

46

Organize political affairs
study group

70

36

Participate in protest march

59

30

Organize social action group

45

23

Endorse political candidate
from pulpit

22

11

Practice civil disobedience

18

9
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Table 4.2
Relationship Between Church of Christ Ministers'
Attitudes Toward Moral Majority and Political Activism
(in percent)

Activity

Ministers Approving Activity
Supporters
Opponents

Take public (not pupit)
stand on issue

85

85

Urge church members to vote

84

83

Preach sermon on
controversial subject

73

67

Public (not pulpit) support
of political candidate

71

66

Run for public office

64

54

Take pulpit stand on issue

52

50

Join national political
organization

50

44

Organize political affairs
study group

38

32

Participate in protest march

31

41

Organize social action group

28

17

Endorse political candidate
from pulpit

16

5

Practice civil disobedience

14
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Table 4.3
Relationship Between Church of Christ Ministers'
Attitudes Toward Moral Majority and the
Activism Scale
(in percent)

Moral Majority
Political Activism
Index

Supporters

Opponents

Have Not Heard

High Support

58

44

38

Low Support

43

56

63

101
(87)

100
(68)

101
(16)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = 3.878
Note;

p < .15

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding.
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Table 4.4
Relationship Between Ministers' Attitudes Toward
Political Activism By Theological Self-Identification
(in percent)

Political
Activism
Index

Fundamentalists

Conservatives

Moderates

High Support

42

47

72

Low Support

58

53

28

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square =8.08
Note:

100
(33)
p < .02

100
(102)

100
(36)

Gamma = -.34

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding
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Table 4.5
Relationship Between Ministers' Attitudes Toward
Political Activism by Political Self-Identification
(in percent)

Political
Activism Index

Conservatives

Moderates/Liberals

High Support

48

61

Low Support

52

39

100
(131)

100
(41)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = ns

Gamma = .26
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Table 4.6
Relationship Between Ministers' Attitudes Toward Political
Activism by Party Identification
(in percent)

Political
Activism Index

Republicans

Independent

Democrats

High Support

58

20

29

Low Support

42

80

71

%
(N =)

100
(132)

100
(20)

100
(17)

Chi-square =13.11

p < .01

Total

Gamma = .58
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Table 4.7
Relationship Between Ministers' Education
and Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Moral Majority

Less Than
College Degree

College
Degree

Supporter

55

46

Opponent

27

48

Have Not Heard

18

6

Total

100
(60)

%
(N =)

Chi-square = 11.376

p < .01

Gamma = .03

100
(132)
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Table 4.8
Relationship Between Ministers' Education and
Attitude Toward Political Activism
(in percent)

Political
Activism Index

Less Than
College Degree

College
Degree

High Support

42

56

Low Support

58

44

100
(57)

100
(117)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = ns

Gamma = -.28
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Table 4.9
Relationship Between Ministers' Attitudes Toward
Political Activism By College Major
(in percent)

Political
Activism Index

College Major
Bible/Religion
Other

High Support

54

53

Low Support

46

47

100
(86)

100
(72)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = ns
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Table 4.10
Relationship Between Ministers' Attitudes Toward
Moral Majority By College Major
(in percent)

Moral Majority

College Major
Bible/Religion
Other

Supporters

56

52

Opponents

44

49

100
(89)

101
(68)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = ns
Note:

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding,
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Table 4.11
Relationship Between Ministers' Attitudes Toward
Political Activism by Father's Occupation
(in percent)

Political
Activism Index

Professional/
White Collar

Skilled

Blue Collar/
Farmer

High Support

57

65

37

Low Support

43

35

64

100
(61)

100
(48)

101
(63)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = 9 . 8
Note;

p < .01

Gamma = .29

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding.
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Table 4.12
Relationship Between Ministers' Attitudes Toward
Political Activism by Father's Occupation
and Minister's Education
(in percent)

Education & Social
Background
Political Activism Index

High

Low

High Support

62

40

Low Support

39

60

101
(96)

100
(75)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = 6.932
Note;

p < .01

Gamma = .41

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding.
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Table 4.13
Relationships Between Ministers' Attitudes
Toward Political Activism and Age
(in percent)
Political
Activism Index

40 Years or Under

Over 40

High Support

68

36

Low Support

32

64

100
(84)

100
(91)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square =16.21
Note:

p < .001

Gamma = .58

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding
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Table 4.14
Support of Political Activism by Decades
(in percent)

Age by Decades

Political Activism Index
High Support
Low Support

(N=)

29 and Under

44

56

(16)

30-39

75

25

(60)

40-49

54

46

(48)

50-59

35

65

(26)

60-69

15

85

(20)

0

100

(5)

70+
(N = 175)
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Table 4.15
Frequency Distribution of Church of Christ
Ministers' Participation in Political Activities

Activity

Ministers Participating in Activity
N
%

Signed or circulated a petition

167

84

Touched on, but did not deal with,
a controversial social or
political issue in a sermon

165

83

Publicly (not from the pulpit)
took a stand on some
political issue

144

73

Wrote a public official

138

70

Publicly (not from the pulpit)
supported a political
candidate

111

56

Wrote a letter to newspaper
editor

98

50

Took a pulpit stand on a
political issue

79

40

Contributed money to a
political candidate, party
or PAC

69

35

Joined national political
organization

19

10

Endorsed a political candidate
from the pulpit

12

6

Organized social action group

11

6

Participated in protest march

10

5

Ran for public office

10

5

Organized political affairs
study group

5

3

Practiced civil disobedience

2

1
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Table 4.16
Frequency Distribution of How Often Church of Christ
Ministers Address Selected Issues
(in percent)

Issue

Very Often

Often

Seldom

Never

Family problems in America

31

56

11

2

Pornography and obscenity

16

52

29

2

Alcohol and drug abuse

15

57

27

1

Abortion

15

51

28

5

Secular humanism and
public education

13

35

43

9

9

39

35

17

7

34

52

8

6

28

53

14

4

16

63

17

3

20

58

20

2

19

58

21

2

9

47

42

Israel and the Middle East

2

5

39

54

Budget deficits,
government spending

2

4

31

63

Environmental problems

1

7

45

47

22

76

Gay rights, homosexuality
-Hunger and poverty
Gambling laws
"Women's issues
(ERA, equal pay)
-* School prayer
•^ Civil rights
Unemp1oyment, the
economy, etc.

U.S. problems in
Latin America
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Table 4.17
Relationship Between Ministers' Political
Participation By Attitude Toward Moral Majority
(in percent)

Moral Majority
Political
Participation

Supporters

Opponents

Have Not Heard

Lower

42

59

90

Higher

59

41

11

101
(94)

100
(80)

101
(19)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square = 16.213
Note:

p < .001

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding
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Table 4.18
Relationship Between Church of Christ Ministers'
Attitudes Toward Moral Majority and
Participation in Political Activities*
(in percent)

Activity

Ministers Participating in Activity
Supporters
Opponents

Signed or circulated
a petition

88

88

Touched on, but did not
deal mainly with, a
controversial social or
political issue in a
sermon

88

83

Publicly (not from the
pulpit) took a stand on
some public issue

80

68

Wrote a public official

80

65

Publicly (not from the
pulpit) supported a
political candidate

65

50

Wrote a letter to
newspaper editor

54

48

Took a pulpit stand on a
political issue

43

40

Contributed money to
political candidate,
party or PAC

38

35

Joined national
political organization

12

Organized social action
group

^

Participated in protest
march

^
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Table 4.18 (con't.)
Relationship Between Church of Christ Ministers
Attitudes Toward Moral Majority and
Participation in Political Activities*
(in percent)

Activity

Ministers Participating in Activity
Supporters
Opponents

Endorsed a political
candidate from the
pulpit

7

4

Ran for public office

5

5

Organize political
affairs study group

1

4

Practiced civil disobedience

0

3

*Survey item is worded, "Have you ever made your views
on public affairs known in any of the following ways?"
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Table 4.19
Ministers' Perceptions of Congregational Response
to Ministerial Political Activities
(in percent)

Activity

Congregational Attitude
Support Evenly Divided Disapprove

Take public (not
pulpit) stand on
issue

46

39

14

Contribute money to
candidate

43

47

10

Public (not pulpit)
support for political
candidate

40

39

21

Preach sermon on
controversial issue

28

36

36

Run for political
office

27

27

46

Take pulpit stand
on issue

25

34

41

Organize political
affairs study group

19

30

51

Organize social
action group

12

31

56

Participate in
protest march

10

22

68

Practice civil
disobedience

7

10

83

18

77

Endorse political
candidate from
pulpit
Note;

Percentages do not always total 100 due to rounding
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Table 4.20
Relationship Between Ministers' Level of Political
Participation and Attitude Toward Political Activism
(in percent)

Political Participation

Political Activism Index
High Support
Low Support

Lower

32

72

Higher

68

28

100
(90)

100
(86)

Total

%
(N =)

Chi-square =26.42

P = < .001

Gamma = -.69

*Controlling for age 40 and under p = < .001
Controlling for age over 40
P = < -001

Gamma = -.75
Gamma = -.77

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The politicization of some evangelical Christian groups
has become more pronounced in recent years.

The NRR has

enjoyed a measure of success in the political arena and
gained a certain amount of momentum through its
organizations and extensive media attention.

The large

question now remains as to the viability of its continued
growth through electoral success, organizational strength,
and political sophistication.

Will the NRR be able to

attract members of the Church of Christ clergy into its
associations and count on ministers• support for the NRR
agenda; the traditional moral issues as well as the economic
and foreign policy of secular conservatism?
The survey data indicate this is not likely to happen.
There is a pattern of response to political issues and
activities which precludes Church of Christ ministers'
wholesale enlistment in the NRR at the present time and in
the future.

This chapter will examine the findings in the

survey in conjunction with other recent political events
which also illustrate this same pattern of response and give
an indication of future political behavior.
As has been previously noted, there is a strong
separatist tradition in the Churches of Christ which has
isolated the preacher from the political arena to a large
extent.

Ministers have chosen to isolate themselves from
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Other religious groups and the leaders of the different
denominations.

Only 38 percent of Church of Christ

preachers agreed that ministers of different faiths need to
cooperate more in politics even if they cannot agree on
theology.

An excerpt from an article in a Church of Christ

periodical illustrates this:
STOP, THINK AND INVESTIGATE before you send in a
contribution to a "political ministry." . . . .BE
CAUTIOUS. You can abhor what is evil; you can
speak out against sin and make a difference
WITHOUT JUMPING ON ONE OF THE POLITICAL
BANDWAGONS.
In urging this caution, something else needs
to be said. Most of the popular personalities
identified with these political/religious issues
ARE ACTIVE FALSE TEACHERS. . . .1
This rigorous scrutiny of other religious leaders and an
intolerance of other religious perspectives work against the
alignment of Church of Christ preachers with other
denominations and the NRR.
A second facet of response which has emerged is the
lack of systematic theology of politics within the ranks of
Church of Christ ministers.

While ministers are fairly

uniform in their cultural conservatism, they have reacted,
by and large, to changes in the political environment rather
haphazardly. Preachers express an ambivalent attitude toward
politics, tending to prefer political action only in cases
that seem to involve a clearcut "sin" issue, such as
pornography or local liquor elections.

Even though much has

Iwarren E. Berkley, "Politics and Religion:
Searching the Scriptures (1 May 1986): 110-111.

Cautionl"
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been written in Church of Christ periodicals on social
issues, the coverage and level of analysis has been
mediocre.

Ministers have written little reflecting serious

thinking on public policy issues.

When political pro-

nouncements are made by the preachers, they are usually
heavy on moral overtones.
Church of Christ preachers across the nation fit nicely
into the models used by Jerry Perkins and William Oden in
describing Texans' views of morality policy.

With respect

to economic behavior, Texans have been very independent.
The individual choice model emphasizing liberty and lack of
governmental restraint adequately describes Texans and also
Church of Christ preachers.

On morality questions, the

individual choice model traditionally has given way to
communalist view.
context.
choice.

This view "sees people in a larger social

They do not view individuals as agents of free
Rather, they emphasize standards of correct

behavior, often calling upon religious doctrine as a
guide."2

church of Christ preachers as a group remain

firmly within this communalist tradition.

As a result, they

are more likely to be politically involved and outspoken on
traditional "morality" items such as sexual behavior,
pornography, liquor, and gambling. The results of the survey
indicate that even within the communalist boundaries
2Jerry Perkins and William Oden, "Morality Policy and
Politics,"in Texas Public Policy. Gerry Riposa, ed.
(Dubuque, lA: Kenda11-Hunt Publishing Co., 1987), 129.
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considered fair grounds for political involvement, the
response of Church of Christ ministers tends to remain
narrow and parochial in scope, overlooking the broad
implications affecting the scope of religion as a whole
rather than the specific implications of issues which touch
only the Church of Christ.
In a paper delivered at the Western Political Science
Association Meeting in 1984, Jerry Perkins, Clarke Cochran,
and Murray Havens offered a three-part typology to classify
political issues of religious concern.

A type I issue is

one which involves "the interaction between private
religious practice and public concerns."3

There is a

traditional understanding, according to the authors, that an
individual's religious convictions and practices supersede
the power of the state to interfere, thus type I issues
affect not only the individual believer, but also the "basic
theological and religious commitments of the churches."4
Type II issues include those relating to personal
morality.

These are issues which concern what are often

called "victimless" crimes, and behavior patterns affecting
the believer and the community at large, such as sexual
behavior, prostitution, pornography, abuse of controlled
3Jerry Perkins, Clarke Cochran, and Murray Havens,
"Politics, Religion, and Public Policy." Paper presented to
the 1984 Western Political Science Association annual
meeting, Sacramento, 12-14 April 1984, 2.
4lbid., 4.
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substances, and pari-mutuel betting.5

church of Christ

preachers have been more involved in type II issues because
they perceive type II issues to concern sinful behavior.
This more clearly falls into the jurisdiction of the
minister than a complex constitutional question.

Issues of

this type also tend to be local in scope and more likely to
affect the congregation directly.
Type III issues involve social justice, such as the
distribution of wealth or deprivations in the social arena,
injustice, or issues of war and peace.

Because these issues

extend beyond the areas usually defined as church-related or
personal morality and tend to be more philosophical in
nature, type III issues have been largely ignored by Church
of Christ ministers.

This is an area which has been left up

to private individuals to respond as they see fit.

By and

large, ministers eschew personal or congregational
interaction with the government in the resolution of these
issues.

One minister's comment illustrates the response to

type III issues:
Some of your questions on "social and
political issues" could be interpreted to include
everything from anti-nuclear activism to
opposition to a referendum to legalize liquor in a
local community—the former is not a valid
religious issue in my opinion, the latter very
much an issue the minister should take a puplic
[sic] stand on. Perhaps a differentiation between
these types of issues would give you a less
ambiguous results.

5ibid., 3.
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Another minister, who was very much in the minority,
expressed his own displeasure at the lack of interest in
type III issues:
Churches of Christ have become so much a
part of the free-enterprise, military/industrial,
consumer milieu that we have lost our ability to
take a prophetic stance against greed, excessive
self-protection and social injustice. We are so
much a part of the dominant culture that we are
forced to vote our pocket books rather than our
conscience. A conservative political agenda best
serves our own status regardless of its global or
local implication.
The paucity of serious articles and the lack of depth in the
treatment of the weightier political issues (type III) in
Church of Christ publications is revealing. For example, in
the Restoration Serials Index_1984-1986 there are 43
articles on secular humanism, but only three under the
combined subject headings War and Religion, War, and Atomic
Weapons.6
Politics.

There were five articles on Religion and
As one minister said wistfully, "I wish there

could be a forum where Christians could have open discussion
in a non-threatening situation to help us become better
informed concerning the political, social and religious that
face us." The lack of interest in type III issues expressed
in the survey further illustrates the tendency of Church of
Christ ministers to stay within narrow political boundaries.
In order to clarify the general pattern of response to
6The headings Nuclear War and Nuclear Weapons simply
refer the reader to Atomic Weapons and War.
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political issues, this chapter will examine two cases of
ministerial participation beyond the survey response.
Guinn V. Church of Christ of Collinsvilie. Oklahoma
A court case, tried in 1984 and currently awaiting
appeal, serves as a good example of a type I issue, and well
illustrates Church of Christ ministers' response.

The case

generated a lot of media attention, including coverage in
The Wall Street Journal. Time, Newsweek, and other national
magazines because it raised significant church-state issues.
Besides the facts of the case, three questions are important
to understand the political and social attitudes of
preachers.

First, what were the reactions to the case by

the public (as portrayed in the popular media) and the
evangelical community at large?

Second, how did the

ministers of the Church of Christ respond to the court, the
evangelical community, and to each other?

Finally, how does

the response of Church of Christ ministers to the case
compare with the findings of the survey, and what
information can be drawn from this comparison?
The case involved the use of church discipline by the
three elders of the Collinsvilie Church of Christ toward one
of its members, Marian Guinn.

Guinn had been a faithful

member of the Collinsvilie church for six years, until she
took a nursing job which interfered with her church
attendance and began dating a divorced man.

The elders,

concerned about her irregular attendance and the rumors of
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her sexual involvement with the man, met with her and
expressed their concern over her behavior.

They then wrote

her a letter of reproof and indicated their intention to
disfellowship her (an exercise involving the reading of a
letter of withdrawal in the public worship services) if she
did not repent and make a public confession.
Guinn refused and immediately wrote a letter to the
elders instructing them to remove her from the membership of
the congregation.

However, this did not end the matter.

The elders believe:

(1) the Bible teaches that members do

not "withdraw themselves" from the church anymore than one
"withdraws" from a family, and (2) they are obligated as
"shepherds of the congregation" to lead back to the
congregation those who have "fallen into sinful behavior."
They subsequently read the letter of disfellowship in the
public assembly at the Collinsvilie Church of Christ and
four other neighboring congregations where there were
members who had close ties with Guinn.
Several weeks later Guinn sued the Church of Christ in
Collinsvilie and each of its elders for invasion of privacy
and infliction of emotional distress, asking damages of $1.3
million.

The Collinsvilie Church of Christ challenged the

court's jurisdiction on First Amendment grounds, but the
trial court ruled that it had jurisdiction to determine the
7Ronald B. Flowers, "Can Churches Discipline Members
and Win in Court?" •TonT-r.al of Church and State 27 (Autumn
1985): 484.
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propriety of forms of religious belief and discipline.
There were four counts of religious practices that the judge
instructed the jury to consider;
(1) the objections to the strict moral code of
the Church of Christ that regards sexual
intercourse between single people as being
immoral;
(2) the objection to the doctrine of the Church
of Christ concerning the active counseling role of
its elders;
(3) the discipline practiced by Churches of
Christ in withdrawing fellowship from a member who
sins and refuses to repent; and,
(4) the doctrine of the Church of Christ that
regards a person who withdraws membership from a
congregation as being a member in rebellion and
thus still a child in the family of God rather
than as being a non-member.8
A unanimous jury awarded her actual and punitive damages of
$390,000 (the largest of the awards was the only one that
could be granted by the judge).

As mentioned, the case is

still on appeal.
The reaction to the case was swift and far-reaching in
its implications for church-state relations.

As Charles

Colson remarked in his book Kingdoms In Conflict. "This is
the kind of case that makes everyone mad."^ The secular
media viewed the case one way, the broader evangelical
community another, and the Church of Christ a third.

The

court and the popular media sided overwhelmingly with Guinn
8Flavil R. Yeakley, Jr., "Constitutional Issues In The
Appeal Of The Collinsvilie Church of Christ, Part I: The
Facts Of The Case," Mission Journal (June 1986): 18.
9charles Colson, Kingdoms In Conflict (Grand Rapids,
MI: A Copublication of William Morrow/Zondervan Publishing
House, A Judith Markham Book, 1987), 207.
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and her attorney, who stated, "It doesn't matter if she was
fornicating up and down the street.

It doesn't give [the

church] the right to stick their nose in it."10
Articles in Time and Newsweek briefly outlined the
facts of the case and the jury awards, highlighting Ms.
Guinn's delight and her attorney's comment, "He was a single
man.

She was a single lady.

And this is America."H

Another article in Newsweek compared Guinn to Hester Prynne
in The Scarlet Letter, concluding that "the elders may find
that although the wages of sin are high, public attempts at
salvation can be just as costly."12

Columnist Mike Royko

took offense at the "gossipy busybodies" who should have
allowed Guinn to resign from the church in peace.13

The

case achieved such notoriety that Marian Guinn and the
lOQuoted in Lynn Buzzard, "Is Church Discipline an
Invasion of Privacy?" Christianity Today (9 December 1984):
38; see also Barbara Grizzuti Harrison, "The Private Eye:
Can The Church Make Laws About Love?" Mademoiselle. July
1984, 94.
ll"Marian and the Elders," Time, 26 March 1984, 70;
also "A Premium Price on Casting Stones," Newsweek, 26 March
1984, 58.
12Mark Starr and Daniel Shapiro, "Suing Over a Scarlet
Letter Suit," Newsweek, 27 February 1984, 46.
13Mike Royko, "Church Gossips Learn That Sin Can Be
Costly," The Commercial Appeal, Memphis, Tennessee, 24
March 1984, People s e c , 2.
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Collinsvilie elders were invited to appear on the Phil
Donahue Show.14
The broader implications of the case relating to the
right of churches to discipline members and the governmental
interference in church practices were noted in The Wall
Street Journal;
This trend raises concern among clergymen and
religious libertarians about the growing role of
civil authorities in ostensibly internal church
matters. It also reflects a fundamental change in
relations between spiritual shepherds and their
flocks.
The churches are particularly worried on two
counts; They see a threat to their authority to
judge the morality of their members and to
discipline them accordingly; and they fear that
they may be held accountable for the spiritual
advice their pastors give to individual
parishioners.15
Evangelical writers (who are not members of the Church
of Christ) were quick to note the long-reaching effects of
the case.

Sam Ericsson, Director of the Christian Legal

Society, told a church-state issues conference.
14The Collinsvilie elders declined to appear on the
program but elders from two other Church of Christ
congregations accepted. For their accounts of the broadcast
see Glenn A. Jobe, "Collinsvilie Decision on the Phil
Donahue Program," Gospel Advocate (18 October 1984): 613,
620; Timothy Wilkes, "God's Truth Upheld On Donahue Show,"
Firm Foundation (25 September 1984): 5; and Norm Petersen,
"'Donahue' discusses Collinsvilie," Christian Chronicle.
April 1984, 13.
15susan Carey, "Churches Are Taken To Court More Often
In Internal Disputes; Denominations Are Worried By Suits
Over Discipline And Pastoral Counseling," The Wall Street
Journal, 9 April 1985, 1, 26.
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. . .the case is more a commentary on the
church than the court. That the court and public
should swallow the notion that it is none of the
church's business what people do in their private
lives signals a victory for the privatization and
irrelevancy of the church for much of life.16
Lynn Buzzard summed up the most critical dimension of the
case as involving the governmental review of, or intrusion
into, the life of the church, and likened it to the cases
against Sun Myung Moon and Bob Jones University.
John H. Yoder, a professor of Theology at the
University of Notre Dame and a member of the Committee for
Amish Religious Liberty, wrote concerning the case.
If religious liberty is denied to people who
use it wrongly, it is not religious liberty.
Those who rejoice in the governmental intervention
to recompense the person disciplined in a given
case, because they agree with the victim that the
disciplinary action was wrong, will have no moral
or legal basis for objecting when the civil
authorities are called in to upset a contested
congregational action they do believe in.l^
Christian author Charles Colson not only noted the
legal implications of the case, but he also took evangelical
organizations such as the National Association of
Evangelicals and the Christian Legal Society to task for not
being more vocal on the Collinsvilie case, as they were on
behalf of Sun Myung Moon.

He wrote:

Even if there is an issue of religious
liberty in the Moon case, the threat in the Guinn
16Quoted in Buzzard, 37-38.
1*7John H. Yoder, "Collinsvilie Once Again: The
Eldership and the Courts," Mission Journal (February
1985); 21-23.
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case is demonstrably greater. If the U.S.
government seized all of our bank accounts, it
could not destroy the church; but if it
successfully prevented the church from requiring
that its members obey biblical standards, we might
as well close our doors.18
The reaction of Church of Christ ministers was somewhat
consistent with the separatist position indicated in the
survey. The survey data show less than half of the preachers
even approved of joining a political organization to achieve
some political goal, and only 10 percent said they had, in
fact, joined such an organization.

When confronted with a

political issue which affected them directly, rather than
join with other groups of like circumstance, they determined
to remain independent.

There was a "closing of the ranks"

within the churches against the government's intrusion in
church policy.
The initial reaction to the settlement and the
unfavorable publicity surrounding the case was a collective
shock, disbelief that this could actually happen to good
citizens who pay their taxes and support their government.
As James O. Baird stated in a Christian Chronicle follow-up
article, "Most of us felt hurt and baffled by the recent
Collinsvilie decision.

We are not at home with any

situation in which our government acts through the courts
against Christian interests, and it will take some getting
18charles Colson, "Friends of Religious Liberty: Why
The Embarrassing Silence?" Christianity Today (18 April
1986); 56.
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used to. "19

The sense of hurt and outrage at being

portrayed in the media as intolerant bigots was strong, but
even more pronounced was the feeling that the government had
become the enemy of the church in this case.20

Timothy

Wilkes wrote, "Can the government step in and outline which
parts of the Bible we may or may not use?"21

Howard Norton,

minister and President of Oklahoma Christian College, wrote
with great passion that the trial:
. . . pitted two lifestyles against each
other and then said in effect that immorality was
more acceptable to our society than was a church
pleading with an immoral, but beloved, member to
repent. . . .hindsight [second-guessing the
actions of the elders] is of absolutely no value
if it leads us to withdraw our moral and prayer
support from a beleaguered church which dared to
try to follow the teachings of Jesus regardless of
the cost. . . .Soldiers wounded while defending a
noble cause deserve our thanks, our praise, and
our comfort. They do not need criticism or
22

scorn.'^'^
The use of the word "soldier" is indicative of the "us
against them" mentality which prevailed.
The cry went out to other Churches of Christ for
financial support to aid the Collinsvilie elders, and by
September of 1984 so much money had been received that the
19james O. Baird, "Perspectives: blessings counted,"
Christian Chronicle, February 1985, 5.
20william C. Driver, "The State Versus God,"
Foundation (23 October 1984): 577.

Firm

21wilkes, 5.
22Howard W. Norton, "Editorial: do we kill our
wounded?" Christian Chronicle, April 1984, 22.
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three elders expressed appreciation to those who had sent
support for their legal fees. Over $716,587 had been
deposited after all previous legal fees had been paid.

The

Collinsvilie elders requested that Churches of Christ
refrain from sending any more money, as they felt this would
be enough to cover both the judgment against them and the
legal fees for appeals.23

Many Church of Christ lawyers

also rallied behind the elders and their legal staff,
offering special workshops to train other elderships. A
sizable contingent of lawyers from across the country
organized to help advise the elders in the appeals
process.24
If there was ever an issue, a "trigger event," to build
bonds between the Church of Christ and groups within the
perimeters of the NRR, this was it.

But most Church of

Christ ministers still preferred a very cautious cooperation
even with one another, much less with groups outside the
Church of Christ.

An editorial in the Christian Worker

presents this point of view;
This rude awakening has been seen by many in the
church as a great means of unifying brethren of
diverse views. It is being suggested that our
23Allen Cash, Ted Moody, and Ron Witten, "From the
Collinsvilie Elders," Gospel Advocate (6 September 1984):
534; "Forum: Collinsvilie elders express appreciation,"
Christian Chronicle. September 1984, 23.
24ticollinsville: elders lose law suit," Christian
Chronicle, April 1984, 7; see also Ray Vaughn, Jr.,
"Collinsvilie: appeals procedure," Christian Chronicle,
April 1984, 13.
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internal brotherhood strife has been forgotten
because we face a common threat more deadly than
any issues that divide us. May we caution that
departures from the Scriptures can not be
forgotten or laid aside so easily. . . .to suggest
that differences in matters of doctrine must be
forgotten because we must now close ranks, shows a
lack of commitment to God's authority. We must
ever work and pray for unity, but it will come
only when all brethren (court or no courts) get
back to the Book.25
This illustrates the manner in which the separatist
tradition has influenced the relationship between the Church
of Christ and the broader evangelical community.

The

evangelicals, as noted, were largely sympathetic to the
plight of the Church of Christ.

The implications of the

case to other religious groups holding positions out of step
with society in general were noted by many evangelicals.
The separatist tradition within the Church of Christ was a
barrier between the church and the rest of the religious
world.
A second pattern was indicated by the uncertainty with
which preachers addressed the issues of the case. This is
consistent with the way preachers feel about religion and
politics in America.

Fifty-six percent of the preachers

agreed in the survey that religion seems to be losing its
influence in America, and 61 percent agreed that it is
difficult to Icnow the proper political channels to use in
accomplishing some goal. In other words, preachers feel a
25"Reflections On The Trial," Christian Worker (May
1984); 2; see also Guy N. Woods, "The Area of Christian
Fellowship," Gospel Advocate (5 July 1984); 386, 389, 392.
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loss, but they don't really know what to do about it.

They

have no clear doctrine to use for guidance.
This ambivalence toward the state lends itself to a
fragmented approach to political issues.

In the aftermath

of the Collinsvilie case, it manifested itself through
varied responses.
and hindsight:

Some dwelt only on the obvious results

their church suffered collective

embarrassment;26 the elders might have handled the matter
differently;27 there was a great deal of money needed to
save the elders from personal financial ruin.
Others felt the only recourse was for them to stand
fast, outside the political arena, and practice what they
believed the Bible to teach regardless of state
intervention.

James Baird wrote in Christian Chronicle.

"Obviously, we must use wisdom in what we do, and if
necessary carry indemnification insurance.

But we cannot be

intimidated and forsake the fundamental teaching of Matthew
18:15-17 and I Corinthians 5:1-13."28
26"Judge Declares Elders Guilty," Christian Worker
(March 1984): 1; "Scarlet Letter Suit," The Christian
Century (March 1984): 298; Robert R. Taylor, Jr., "Response
to a False Charge of Gossip," Gospel Advocate (5 December
1985): 719, 724; Joy McMillon, "Collinsvilie families share
feelings about notoriety," Christian Chronicle, February
1985, 17; and "Interview: elder speaks out," Christian
Chronicle, April 1984, 21.
27Norman Parks, "From Hester Pyrnne [sic] to Marian
Guinn," Mission Journal (July 1984): 3-7.
28Baird, 23.
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Another group of preachers realized the broader
implications of the case to the churches because of their
teachings which might be interpreted to conflict with civil
rights laws.29 ^n example of this is an article by Guy N.
Woods, editor of the Gospel Advocate, who wrote that the
lawsuit;
. . . establishes a precedent not only for court
supervision of all disciplinary actions in the
church, it also paves the way for intrusion into
the church's affairs in every area. What is to
restrain a homosexual from suing the church on the
ground that his exclusion from membership because
of his "life-style" causes him "emotional
distress," a feminist from similar action on the
ground that refusal to allow her to preach and to
pray publicly is "harassment," and an interference
with her "civil rights?" . . . .It is well within
the realm of truth to say that not since the days
of state persecution has the church faced the
threat of civil interference this poses.30
Elavil Yeakley, Jr., a professor specializing in First
Amendment Law at the University of Tulsa at the time of the
case, urged that the case be appealed to the Supreme Court
to prevent a further erosion of First Amendment freedom of
religion, and a contingent of ministers following his lead,
helped to raise enough money to pay for the appeals.31
29Barry D. Dix, "A Letter To The Editor," Gospel
Advocate (5 July 1984): 388, 392; see also Elavil R.
Yeakley, Jr., "Constitutional Issues in The Appeal Of The
Collinsvilie Church of Christ, Part 2: Religious Freedom
Issues," Mission Journal (September 1986); 17-24.
30Guy N. Woods, "A Brotherhood Crisis," 226.
3lFlavil R. Yeakley, Jr., "Trial Comments (No. 2 ) , "
Christian Worker (June 1984): 4; see also Elavil R. Yeakley,
Jr., "Trial Comments," christian Worker (May 1984); 1, 4;
and also "Garnett raises $400,000," Christian Chronicle.
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Finally, at the opposite end of the spectrum from those
who prefer to remain aloof from the political process, a
tiny group encouraged the Churches of Christ to take the
court decision as a call to action, to increased political
involvement.

Gary N. Keener spoke for this group in an

article written for the Gospel Advocate.

He noted that the

Collinsvilie suit "carries significant implications for the
interface of law and religion in this country"32 and
cautioned further.
The lesson of Collinsvilie is not that the
church go into hiding but that the church open its
proverbial eyes to the battle at hand. Christians
can no longer assume that religious freedom will
be preserved without political and social
involvement. Too long we have seen our
participation in political and social exercise as
unwarranted, but now it is necessary. Christians
must actively participate in the world, must
express the biblical view of life and living, must
be salt and light. If Christians do not voice the
values of Christianity in our society there will
be no voice to oppose the values of humanism. The
Collinsvilie suit is an early warning to worsening
times, but is more importantly a call to have more
influence on the society in which we live. . . .
whatever the legal outcome may be, the message is
clear that Christians today must awaken from
indifference to social and political forces and
take a more active role in influencing the
world.33
In summary, the same factors at work in preachers'
response to the Collinsvilie case, their separatist
June 1984, 3.
32Gary N. Keener, "The Lesson of Collinsvilie,"
Advocate (5 July 1984): 387.
33ibid., 392.
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tradition and their general uneasiness about their
participation in the political arena, are demonstrated in
the ministers survey.

They are not likely to join with

evangelicals of other denominations to seek political change
in a type I issue, even when the Church of Christ is
directly affected.
Pari-mutuel Gambling Election
If the type I issue classification was exemplified by
ambivalence of philosophical response, complex questions of
a constitutional nature, and the problems of determining
appropriateness of actions of a group of people over a long
period of time, the example of a classic type II issue
provides a much simpler and clearer case at the outset.
Gambling is a good example of a "safe" issue for preachers.
No matter how gambling is defined. Church of Christ
ministers are going to be solidly united in their
opposition.

Bingo, cards, slot-machines, punch boards,

dice, lotteries, office pools on sports contests, and parimutuel betting are activities that continue to be the
subjects of occasional sermons.

A search through the

Restoration Serials Index, 1984-1986 revealed that more
articles had been indexed under the subject heading Gambling
(9) than under the heading of the Poor and the Church (6).
Also the articles on gambling were distributed in seven
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different periodicals while only three publications carried
stories on the poor.34
Gambling represents an issue where the doctrine of the
Church of Christ is settled and not subject to open debate.
While privately individual church members might express
reservations about an absolutist prohibition and the sinful
nature of all forms of gambling, publicly there are no gray
areas.

Certainly, in Church of Christ publications the

message is clear—gambling must be opposed by all members of
the Church of Christ.

As the editor of the century-old

Gospel Advocate wrote recently, "Christians must vote
against gambling and every such evil that defies God and
corrupts our society."35

jn an article entitled, "What Is

Wrong With Geonbling?" Tom Roberts penned, "Some say
'Politics in the pulpit' when we preach against it, but this
is a moral issue that must be dealt with forthrightly."36
When the moral issue becomes a full-blown political
issue, how do Church of Christ preachers respond?

The

position of the Church of Christ is certainly not unique
34The Restoration Serials Index indexes thirty-three
periodicals published by members of the Churches of Christ.
35F. Furman Kearley, "Exercise Your Constitutional
Right to Vote Against Sin," Gospel Advocate (17 September
1987): 546, 553.
36Tom M. Roberts, "What Is Wrong With Gambling,"
Guardian of Truth (18 December 1986): 747; Stafford R.
North, "Guest editorial; writer examines gambling,"
Christian Chronicle. June 1984, 19; and Mike Tune, "Does the
Gospel Have Relevance to Social Issues?" Gospel Advocate (i
January 1987); 3, 8.
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among conservative Protestant religious groups.

Fairbanks

found that where conservative Protestant religion is
strongest, the urbanization and income levels of the state
show weak relationships to gambling and liquor laws.
However, in areas where conservative Protestant groups are
weak, gambling and liquor laws are a reflection of the
state's urbanization and income.37

Morgan and Meier, in an

Oklahoma study, found that religious fundamentalism was as
important as socioeconomic characteristics when it came to
referendum voting on moral issues such as prohibition,
Sunday blue laws, liquor by the drink, and betting on horse
races.38

church of Christ preachers respond like other

conservative Protestant groups.
Since there is a commonality of interest among
conservative evangelical denominations, do Church of Christ
preachers put aside theological differences to join in a
common battle?

The answer to this question is not as clear

as the ministers' views on the issue.

Only 38 percent of

the preachers surveyed agreed with the statement that
ministers of different faiths need to cooperate more in
politics, even if they can't agree on theology.

It seems

that the preachers have placed themselves in a precarious
37David Fairbanks, "Religious Forces and 'Morality'
Policies in American States," Western Political Quarterly
30 (September 1977); 411-417.
38David R. Morgan and Kenneth J. Meier, "Politics and
Morality; The Effect of Religion on Referendum Voting,"
Social Science Quarterly (June 1980): 144-148.
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intellectual and theological predicament.

On the one hand.

Church of Christ preachers denounce gambling as "worldly and
sinful in nature.
rejected."39

It should be abhorred, despised and

on the other hand, preachers are very

reluctant to cooperate, to participate in a coalition with
other religious groups to fight the legalization of certain
forms of gambling.

This dilemma is best illustrated by two

recent events in the South.
In May 1987, the Tennessee Legislature passed and
Governor Ned McWherter signed into law a bill legalizing
pari-mutuel gambling on horse racing.

The law restricts the

number of horse tracks to three that can be built in the
state.

A local option election may be called by each

municipality with a population of over 100,000 or any county
regardless of population to decide whether to allow parimutuel betting.

The city of Nashville called for an

election to be held on August 6, 1987.

A bitter contest

ensued with the vote being 63,435 opposed to locating a
track in the city and 62,627 in favor.

Pari-mutuel betting

was defeated by approximately 800 voters out of over 125,000
cast.40
39weldon E. Warnock, "Gambling Fever," Guardian of
Truth (3 July 1986); 397-398.
40Roger
Advocate (17
"Nashville:
August 1987,

Johnson, "The Real Loser is You," Gospel
September 1987); 548, 565; Deborah Carruthers,
Racing Referendum Nixed," Christian Chronicle.
1,5.
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The racing referendum was opposed by an interdenominational political action committee, Nashvillians
Against Parimutuel Gambling.

The leaders of NAPG were Steve

Flatt, minister of the 3700 member Madison Church of Christ,
and Rubel Shelly, minister of the Ashwood Church of Christ,
a smaller congregation but one well-lcnown for various
ministries, including an active prison ministry.
The NAPG waged a twelve-week $150,000 media campaign to
defeat the measure.

Shelly said that this is one instance

where members of the Church of Christ "contributed a larger
sum than any other group to the campaign."41

in a post-

election interview, Shelly also reflected on the traditional
reluctance the Church of Christ has shown toward interfaith
cooperation.

"Our people typically don't respond to

coalition-type things, but because . . . people trusted in
the leadership, they took part in the campaign."42

He

continued, "The notion of sitting passively on the sideline
seems inconsistent with our social responsibilities as
Christians to be salt and light."43
This was also the philosophy adopted by a group of
Texas preachers who joined forces with Texans Who Care44^ a
41ibid.
42ibid.
43ibid., 5.
44In a pamphlet prepared by Texans Who Care, twentyfive prominent steering committee members are listed.
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loosely-knit coalition of church and community leaders,
business people, and Humane Society members who united to
defeat the passage of a state referendum to allow parimutuel betting.45

unlike Nashville, no Church of Christ

ministers were up front in highly visible leadership
positions. However, Texans Who Care enlisted Larry James,
minister of the Richardson East Church of Christ in
Richardson, Texas, and Charles Mickey of the Bammel Road
Church of Christ in Houston to work with their group.
James recruited volunteers from his congregation to
assemble 750 Texans Who Care information packets.

These

were mailed to every Church of Christ in Texas with over 100
members.

The information packet included a 50 page booklet

with detailed instructions on how to organize a church,
information on voter registration, absentee balloting
procedures, and operation of telephone banks.

Sample church

bulletin articles, Sunday School lessons and sermons on
gambling, a speech for civic groups, and fact sheets
outlining the social costs of gambling were also included.
The message of Texans Who Care to churches was very
direct, "In order to defeat pari-mutuel, there must be an
extraordinary surge of religiously motivated voting."46
Each minister was encouraged to preach sermons on gambling
45Mark Edgar, "Pari-mutuel racing battle out of gate,"
Dallas Morning News. 2 August 1987, 1(A), 28(A).
46Texans Who Care, Church Information Packet.
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on Sunday, Nov. i, the last Sunday before the election, and
organize a get-out-the-vote-drive on election day.

Every

packet sent to Church of Christ ministers included a cover
letter from three well-known ministers, Larry James from
Richardson East Church of Christ, Gary Beauchamp of Highland
Oaks Church of Christ in Dallas, and Jon Jones from Richland
Hills Church of Christ.
Charles Mickey agreed to be one of four Houston area
coordinators.

His job consisted of getting churches in the

Northwest quadrant of the city to mobilize their members.
He solicited volunteers to write letters and register
voters.

While both James and Mickey encouraged fellow

Church of Christ preachers to engage in fundraising
activities to defeat the proposition, their appeals were,
for the most part, unsuccessful.
Some preachers indicated that they felt uncomfortable
with the mobilization efforts well before the election.
Larry Van Steenberg, minister of the Trinity Oaks Church of
Christ in Dallas, expressed concern over the lack of
momentum as early as September although he was personally
involved in working with Texans Who Care.

He stated, "It's

a community issue, and I certainly feel comfortable joining
with anybody of any persuasion that is right and moral, if
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we can get together and fight this thing and work for the
betterment of the state."47
The willingness to cooperate with other groups to
achieve victory was not universal within the Church of
Christ.

An article in the October issue of Christian

Chronicle noted that, "With few exceptions, the lack of
fervor of formal organization for defeating the statewide
proposal is noticeable."48
Although John Stevens, Abilene Christian University
Chancellor and the Abilene coordinator of the fight against
pari-mutuel betting, blamed the lack of motivation in part
on the fact that people were tired of being asked to give
money, he also admitted he was surprised at the lack of
interest.49

Gene Wood, minister from Jasper, said, "I think

if there is any hesitancy on the part of preachers or elders
to push for organized involvement, it's probably their fear
that it would seem too much of a political rather than a
moral issue."50

san Antonio minister Randy Fentnor

attributed the "difficulty in getting people to move on
social issues with moral overtones" to the historical roots
of the Church of Christ.

"You can go all the way back to

47joy L. McMillon, "Texas: churches race to rebuff
gambling law," Christian Chronicle. September 1987, 5.
48joy L. McMillon, "Gambling race stalled at gate,"
Christian Chronicle. October 1987, 1.
49ibid., 4.
50Quoted in Ibid.
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David Lipscomb and Tolbert Fanning in the Restoration
Movement and remember their strong prohibitions against
Christians being involved in political issues.

We still

have that heritage."51
Whatever the reasons for a lackluster, less than
wholehearted support from the Church of Christ ministers,
the result of the election was that the pari-mutuel betting
proposition passed easily with 57 percent of the vote.

Sue

Cox, director of Texans Who Care, suggested that one reason
for the election outcome was that proponents outspent
opponents of the proposition two to one.

She lamented that

Texans Who Care was simply too underfunded to wage an
effective media campaign.52

in seeking financial support

from religious groups, Texans Who Care received sizable
donations from the Southern Baptists, United Methodists, and
Assembly of God, but not from the Churches of Christ.53
The money analysis was not disputed by proponents of the
proposition. Independent polls taken in the summer before
the election indicated that 69 percent of Texans supported
pari-mutuel betting.

Three weeks before the election Texans

Who Care started running television ads showing greyhounds
killing live rabbits. Cox said, "Our strategy from the start
5lQuoted in Ibid.
52sam Attlesey, "Pari-mutuel Foe Laments Defeat,"
Dallas Morning News. 5 November 1987, 33(A), 35(A).
53personal telephone conversation in March, 1988.
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was to play down the moral issue" in the ads and emphasize
the subsidiary issue of animal abuse.54

After the ads

started running, polls by proponents showed a drop in
support to 54 percent eight days before the election.55
Within 24 hours racing supporters raised an additional
$200,000 to air rebuttal spots on television.

Texas Horse

Racing Association head Rickey Knox said that the last
moment media blitz shifted the momentum and accounted
largely for the victory.56
In assessing the difference between the Nashville and
Texas campaigns, several factors stand out immediately.
First, the very visible leadership of two Church of Christ
ministers in Nashville apparently created enough trust to
enlist considerable money and time from church members.

It

may have given almost a sense of ownership to the movement
lacking in Texas.

The Church of Christ may welcome support

from others in a worthwhile endeavor, but will not give
wholehearted support or money to a movement led by other
religious or para-religious organizations.

The exclusive

nature of Church of Christ fellowship engenders a tight grip
on the collective pocketbook and limits political
effectiveness.

The problem ministers have in lending

54ibid.
55Eddie Donnally, "Racing's Master Strategist," Dallas
Morning News. 5 November 1987, 33(A), 35(A).
56ibid.
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support and enthusiasm to causes involving other groups was
also evident in the survey results. One minister went so far
as to comment in the margin of his survey form, "As many of
the organizations which you used have a religious
background, even though their work in society is good a
Christian cannot take part in these.

Therefore [although] I

may agree with them politically I certainly cannot take part
with them."

Another minister was even more direct,

"Ministers of different faiths need to cooperate more—no,
their ideas are not the same."
Second, the local nature of the proposition in
Nashville lent a sense of urgency to the voters which was
not as apparent in the Texas election where the proposition
was statewide with a local option still necessary.

This

gave hope for defeat in local option elections at a future
date and lessened the intensity for immediate action,
particularly given the beleaguered economic environment of
the state at the time of the election.
Once again the factors noted in the reaction of the
Church of Christ ministers to a type I issue can be seen in
their response to a type II issue.

They remain in a

separatist position, cooperating wholeheartedly only when in
the leadership position with other religious groups.
Although the type II issue is perceived as a legitimate
ministerial concern within the political realm, there
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remains an uneasiness about ministerial involvement which is
difficult to overcome.
Summary of Findings and ^mplicatinns
This study was designed to address some basic questions
about the political identity of Church of Christ ministers.
One has sought to locate the Churches of Christ on the
political landscape, particularly in light of the emergence
of the NRR.

To find where the Church of Christ ministers

are politically, one looked in two directions; at survey
data that measured the social and political attitudes of
preachers, and at

two recent cases that directly involved

the Church of Christ in the public political spotlight.
Summary of the manor findings.

First, the data are

very clear that ministers are not members of NRR
organizations.

There is no doubt that Church of Christ

ministers are a very homogeneous group theologically and
politically.

In both areas, the preachers are conservative,

but their conservatism does not lead them into the official
ranks of the NRR.

While the preachers may applaud the work

of single issue groups concerned about abortion or
pornography, few join. These findings reinforce the
Metroplex study of Shupe and Stacey in that "while there are
many single-issue groups, there really is no consensually
organized Moral Majority constituency of any size."57
57shupe and Stacey, Born-Again Politics. 99.
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Second, Church of Christ ministers are theological and
political conservatives.

Preachers simply do not identify

themselves as theological liberals, and only a few say they
are moderates.

Also, the ministers are a bastion of

political conservatism who identify disproportionately with
the Republican party.
Third, ministers do share a similar sociomoral
perspective with the NRR.

When one studies the

pronouncements of NRR leaders and compares them to the
responses of the Church of Christ, the finding is very
clear.

Preachers who oppose the Moral Majority still tend

to agree with their stances on abortion, ERA, pornography,
the teaching of creationism along with evolution in the
public schools, homosexual rights, and school prayer.
Overall, Moral Majority proponents are more intense in their
feelings on the issues than are the opponents, but such an
observation must be made relative to an already like-minded
group.
Fourth, the data reflect the economic conservatism of
the ministers.

There are few economic liberals among the

preachers, and most still agree that the government governs
best that governs least.
Fifth, Church of Christ ministers reject the foreign
policy militarism of the NRR.

This is the only area where

the preachers break ranks on the issues.

The ministers as a

group reject higher spending levels for defense and accept
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the necessity of a nuclear arms treaty with the Soviet
Union.
Sixth, Church of Christ ministers are politically
active to a limited degree.

The data show that there are

clear generational differences among the ministers regarding
the propriety of political action.

Ministers under 40 are

much more likely to participate in political activities than
are ministers over 40.

Also, ministers who are college

graduates are more supportive of ministerial political
involvement.
Seventh, supporters of the Moral Majority not only are
stronger advocates of political activism by preachers, but
they also personally participate in greater numbers of
political acts.

However, both supporters and opponents

disapprove of using their church as a political pulpit.
Issues addressed in sermons are almost always couched in a
moral context.

It is simply not acceptable to the great

majority of Church of Christ preachers to endorse candidates
from the pulpit or to organize a public affairs study group
or social action group within the congregation.
Implications.

There is a sizable body of literature on

the NRR, and yet social scientists are still at a loss to
explain comprehensively the phenomenon or even define the
constituency.

Each additional facet of research fills in a

missing piece of the puzzle.

This study contributes to the
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growing body of knowledge on the NRR, but it also calls for
further research.
Perhaps the most important contribution is that the
Church of Christ ministers survey lends strong support to
the findings of James Guth's work with the Southern
Baptists.

The Southern Baptists are not an aberration in

the way their pastors respond to the NRR.

The political

profile of Church of Christ ministers and Southern Baptist
pastors is very similar.

Both groups are conservative,

religiously and politically.

Both groups are moving from a

"lower-class, untrained, 'called' ministry into a middleclass highly educated profession."58

Both groups share the

same basic issue orientation.
The one seemingly major exception to this is found in
the area of foreign-policy militarism.

The Baptist pastors

support an increase in the U.S. military spending by a large
margin (75 percent).59

only 29 percent of the Church of

Christ preachers call for higher spending levels.

The two

groups move closer together on the subject of treaties with
the Soviet Union.

About 40 percent of the Southern Baptist

pastors supported SALT II, and 52 percent of Church of
58Guth, "The Politics of Preachers," 23. See also C.
Leonard Allen, Richard T. Hughes, and Michael R. Weed, The
Worldly Church; A Call For Biblical Renewal (Abilene, TX:
Abilene Christian University Press, 1988), 6-7.
59Guth, "Preachers and Politics," 168.
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Christ preachers concur that a nuclear arms treaty with the
Soviets should be a top priority.
Why did the two groups differ so widely on the subject
of defense spending?

This researcher strongly suspects that

the timing of the two surveys is responsible for the
difference.

The Baptist data were collected just after the

Presidential election of November, 1980.

Candidate Reagan

ran on a strong defense platform calling for higher levels
of spending as he accused the Carter administration of
allowing the defense capabilities of the nation to atrophy.
The Church of Christ data was collected in the Spring of
1987.

Defense spending had increased substantially during

President Reagan's tenure, so the Church of Christ ministers
are responding in a very different environment to the same
question.

The plausibility of this explanation is

strengthened by the findings of a follow-up survey to
Southern Baptist pastors in 1984.

Four years after the

first survey, the support for more defense spending had
dropped from 75 percent to 48 percent.60
The Church of Christ ministers and Southern Baptist
pastors refuse to join the Moral Majority, yet once again
the data show that large numbers of both groups are Moral
Majority sympathizers.
As some questions are answered, new questions are
inevitable.

If the Church of Christ preachers share the

60Guth, "The New Christian Right Revisited," 10.
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same sociomoral perspective and economic conservatism of the
NRR, how has the NRR influenced the ministers?

The same

question can raised for the Southern Baptist pastors.

New

instruments should be constructed to measure the peripheral,
incidental influences of the NRR on conservative
evangelicals.

If the message of the NRR is acceptable to

Church of Christ preachers and Southern Baptist pastors, do
the clergymen reject the methods, the messengers or what?
Whether one is concerned with interest group, entrepreneurial, or status politics, perhaps too much emphasis has
been placed on seeking out a genuine solid "bedrock" NRR
constituency.

When one finds none, as in the case of the

Southern Baptist pastors or Church of Christ ministers, then
it is tempting to assume that the NRR has exaggerated its
claims and its influence.

Thus the researcher feels duty

bound to offer a refutation that is strongly supported by
the data at hand.
It might be suggested that the true impact of the NRR
does not come in legislative victories, which are few these
days.

It does not come in electoral victories where NRR

influence is often disputed.

Perhaps the true impact of the

NRR is its power of reinforcing or shoring up a value system
at odds with a secular society.

The tactics of the

messenger or organization may offend, but the message makes
the nightly news.

While the messenger endures a highly

negative public posture, is the message also tainted?

Is it
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possible that the message is converted into action not at
all associated with the NRR?

As one minister put it, "I

like most of the things the Moral Majority stands for, but I
don't like Falwell."

He gave the Moral Majority a negative

rating on the survey.

This is an area ripe for additional

research.
Conclusion
The lesson of Collinsvilie and the reaction to gambling
propositions illustrate the existence of a new reality for
Church of Christ preachers.

Preachers no longer have the

luxury of adopting a Christ against culture posture and
assuming that their churches and practices will be immune
from the intrusion of government into their sacred
ceremonies or cherished tenets. The lines separating church
and state are changing, and as the movement occurs,
preachers must be equipped with a proper understanding of
the new environment.

The old methods steeped in the rural

agrarian traditions of the last century simply are not
effective anymore.

The "pay, pray, obey" mentality may have

been given the death sentence by the judge in the
Collinsvilie case, but the fragmented and inconsistent
approach ministers took does not represent an adequate
response to the problem.
Perkins and Oden write about public policy in a
stronghold state of the Churches of Christ.

They correctly

observe, "Morality policy in Texas has undergone
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considerable change over the past few decades. "61

The farm

house, ranch headquarters, and small rural community have
been pushed aside by a culture that is urbanized and
diversified.

"As the forces of modernization proceed, there

is gradual loosening of religious control of public policy,
a process that some call secularization."62

This

secularization has brought with it the necessity of
participating in a more forceful way in the formation of
public policy than was required in the past.

The

"traditionalists are no longer the official source of what
is right."63
The new cultural milieu is the arena in which the NRR
finds itself articulating positions on which there is no
longer a consensus.

To be successful combatants in the

political arena the NRR has had to position itself as an
organization of large numbers and dedicated members.

The

NRR has also had to define the "enemy" clearly, whether it
be secular humanists or political liberals, so that its own
forces could be mobilized against the common foe.
A major theme of this research has been the
relationship of Church of Christ ministers to the NRR.
has been clearly shown that there is a cultural affinity
between the two groups; but if the Church of Christ
61jerry Perkins and William Oden, 139.
62ibid.
63ibid., 140.
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ministers ever do join forces wholeheartedly with the NRR,
the triggering event will not be due to the exhortations of
the current leadership of the movement.

It will be because

of continued direct assaults on the Church of Christ in
cases like Collinsvilie, and a continued erosion of moral
hegemony once so dominant a part of the culture.

As Fowler

notes, " . . . religion has not disappeared before the forces
of secularization, especially in the United States."64
While this is undoubtedly the case, some religious groups
have done a much better job at contending with the forces of
secularization than others.
There remains in the Churches of Christ a desire
expressed by many ministers to avoid the political process.
Yet there must be a dynamic tension between church and
state, and religion and politics.

Such a perspective is the

missing element among Church of Christ preachers.

As one

minister surveyed cautioned, ". . . t o attempt to turn the
church into a political 'machine' perverts the mission and
work of the church."

Another commented on his

questionnaire, "Let me strongly state that a Christian's
(and especially a preacher's) primary concern should never
be political and social issues. Jesus said his kingdom was
not of this world."

As long as Church of Christ ministers

64Robert Booth Fowler, "Religion and the Escape from
Liberal Individualism," Paper prepared for the annual
meeting of the American Political Science Association,
3-6 September 1987, 10.
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retain the sentiments expressed above, the outlook for
developing a fuller and more complete political theology
remains bleak, and the Church of Christ minister will
continue to stay only on the fringes of the NRR.
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ABTLESB

CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY
Abilene, Texas 79699 • 915-674-2000

Dear Brother in Christ:
Attached you will find a questionnaire which is a part of a study of
ministers' political activities sponsored by the Government Department of
Abilene Christian University. The purpose of this project is to learn more
about how ministers participate in the American political system.
The major source of data for this study is the questionnaire which you
have received. Some preachers feel that the church must become involved in
some of the political issues confronting our nation today, while ethers feel
just as strongly that the church and preachers must stay out of politics.
The success of this project is dependent upon the degree of response we receive
from all ministers so that our results can be truly representative.
Utmost care has been taken to preserve the confidentiality of the responses
and to protect the anonymity of those who participate in the survey. The completed
surveys will be processed and the responses reported only in summary statistical
form. An identification number is included on each questionnaire, cut your
name will never, in any way, be linked with your response.
It is important that all questions on the survey be filled out since each
one deals with a specific facet of political activity, political views, and
religious life. There are a few questions which ask for basic information
on^aoe, education, and the like. Your responses to these personal items are
extremely important, since they make it possible to combine your resoonses
with others in similar demographic groups.
We hope that you enjoy fillino out the questionnaire and ask tha: you
return it to us at your very earliest convenience. A self-addressed envelope
has be°n provided for this purpose. Also, we greatly appreciate any comments
you-might have on the subjects explored in the questionnaire. Space is provided
on the'last page for this purpose.
Sincerely,

Mel Hailey
Assistant Professor
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1 . There are many ways ministers express their views
on public issues. Not everyone agrees, however, that all
these activities are appropriate for ministers. Please
Indicate whether you approve or disapprove of
preachers who take each action.
Publicly (not from the pulpit) take a stand on some
political issue...
C strongly Agprov

0 Apprev

a No Opinion

Q DIsapptoom C Slrongty Oiaappimm

Publicly (not from the pulpit) support a political candidate...
C Strongly Approv

Ci Approy

C No Opinion

C DisMppnvo

G Strongly Oitapproy

Take a pulpit stand on some political issue...
3 Strongly Approum G Apprav

0 No Opmnn

D DIaapprov

0 Strongly Oisappmv

Deliver a sermon on a controversial social or political topic...
0 Strong

Approim

Q Apprxno

C No Opinion

Q DIaapprov

Q Strongly Olaappma

Personally participate in a protest march...
G Strongly Approi/a

C Approno

G No Opinion

0 Oiaapproym O Strongly Olaapprovm

Personally practice civil disobedience...
G Strongly Approva

C Approva

O No Opinion

O Oltapprova

G Strongly Oaappmva

Urge members of their congregation to vote...
G Strongly Apprma

G Approva

Q No Opinion

C Diaapprova

0 Strongly Oisapprova

Organize a study group within their church to discuss
public affairs...
G Strongly Approva

G Approva

G No Opinion

D Olsapprova U Strongly Diaapprova

Organize a social action group within their church to
accomplish directly a social or political goal...
a strongly Approva

G Approva

G No Opinion

G Diaapprova

G Strongly Diaapprova

Join national political organizations to work for their
political beliefs...
C strongly Approva

G Approva

G No Opinion

G Diaapprova

O Strongly Diaapprova

G No Opinion

O Diaapprova Q Stmn^y Diaapprova

Run for public office...
O Strongly Apprma

G Approva

Endorse a candidate from the pulpit...
G Strongly Approva

G Approva

0 No Opinion

D Diaapprova

G Stnngly Diaapprova

2 . Have you ever made your views on public affairs
known in any of the following ways? (Check ail
that apply)
D Wrote a letter to the editor of a newspaper...
a Signed or circulated a petition...
D Wrote to a public official...
D Publicly (not from the pulpit) supported a political
candidate...
D Publicly (not from the pulpit) took a stand on some
public issue...
n Endorsed a political candidate from the pulpit...
n Took a stand from the pulpit on some political issue...
G Touched on, but did not deal mainly with, a controversial
social or political issue in a sermon...
n Personally participated in a protest march...
G Personally practiced civil disobedience...
n Organized a study group within your church to discuss
public affairs...
D Organized a social action group within your church to
accomplish directly some social or political goal...
G Joined a national political organization to work for your
political beliefs...
a Run for public office...
G Contributed money to a candidate, party or political
action committee...

3 . If you have made your views known in any of the
ways listed In Question No. 2, how often have you
addressed the following issues?
Alcohol and drug abuse...
a Very Often O Often D Seldom O Never
Hunger and poverty...
G Very Often O Often G Seldom D Never
National defense (e.g. nuclear arms)...
C Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Women's issues (ERA, equal pay)...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Civil rights...
G Very Often O Often G Seldom G Never
Gay rights, homosexuality...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Budget deficits, government spending...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Environmental problems...
G Very Often G Often C Seldom G A/ever
Abortion...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Pornography and obscenity...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Gambling laws...
G Very Often G Often G Sekiom G Never
School prayer...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Family problems in America...
G Very Often O Often G Seldom G Never
U.S. problems in Latin America...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom G Never
Unemployment, the economy, etc...
G Very Often G Often C Seldom G Never
Israel and the Middle East...
G Very Often G Often G Seldom C Never
Secular humanism and public education...
G Very Often O Often G Seldom G Never
4 . There are many reasons why some ministers
engage In social and political action while others do not.
Do the factors listed below generally encourage your
participation?
The attitudes of your congregation...
G Encourage G Discourage G Neither
The attitudes of other ministers...
G Encourage G Discourage G Neither
Your own political beliefs and attitudes...
G Encourage G Discourage G Neither
Your own theological views...
G Encourage G Discourage G Neither
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5 . The following statements have often lyeen made about
ministers, the church, and polities. Please indicate your
opinion on each.

An understanding of the language of myth and symbol is
important for interpreting the Bible...

If enough men were brought to Christ, social ills would take
care of themselves...

There is no other way to salvation but through belief in
Jesus Christ...

Q Strongly Agrtm

a Strongly Agraa

Z Agr90

D Not Sun

Q O/sagrM

Q Stn>ngly Oisagrae

G Strong

Agraa

G Agraa

G Agraa

G Not Sura

O Not Sura

G Disagraa G Strongly Oiaagraa

G Disagraa G Strongly Disagraa

Right now, religion seems to be losing its influence
in America...

Although women have an important role In the church, they
should not seek to be preachers...

a Strongly Agroo

G Strongly Agraa

3 AgrM

Q Noi Surt

O DliagrM

D Strongly Oisagreo

It is difficult for ministers to know the proper political
channels to use in accomplishing some goal...
a Strongly Agrto

G Agro0

G Not Sura

G Disagra*

G Strongly OiaagrM

Ministers have great potential to influence the political and
socisU beliefs of their congregations...
G Strongly Agroo

O Agroo

G Not Suro

G Diaagrem D Strongly Disa^aa

The church should put less emphasis on individual
sanctification and more on transforming the social order in
conformity with Christ's teaching...
G Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G Not Sura

G Disagraa

G Strongly Oiaagraa

If the American government does not support religion, the
government can't uphold morality...
G Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G Not Sura

Q Disagraa

G Strongly Disagraa

Ministers of different faiths need to cooperate more in
politics, even if they can't agree on theology...
a Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

Q Nor Sura

C Disagraa

G Agraa

G Not Sura

G Disagraa

G Strongly Disagraa

Ministers should not get involved in politics...
Q Strongly Agraa

O Agraa

G Not Sura

Q Disagraa

G Not Sura

8 . Admittedly there are difficulties associated with
describing oneself In terms of broad theological
positions. Below are listed categories that many ministers
use to identity themselves. Which best describes your
theological views?
G Fundamentalist G Conservative G Moderate

NOW WE TURN FROM THEOLOGICAL ISSUES TO
PUBUC AFFAIRS. THESE QUESTIONS ARE BEING
ASKED TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE TO WHICH
CHURCH OF CHRIST MINISTERS DIFFER IN THEIR
THINKING ON P0UT1CS.
9 . What are the two or three biggest problems facing the
United States today?

2.

1 0 . In the 1984 election, which presidential candidate
did you favor?
G Mondale G Reagan G Other (Please list):
11. Many people feel there are some dangerous groups
or organizations in the U.S. today. Would you name the
group that you feel is the most dangerous to this
country right now?

Should members of this group be allowed to:

7 . For each of the statements listed below, would you
please Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree.

Make speeches in a public place?
G Yes G Not sura G No

Adam and Eve were real historical persons...

Run for political office?
G Yes G Not sure C No

G Not Sura

G Disagraa

G Strongly Disagraa

Scriptures are the inerrant Word of God not only in
matters of faith, but also in historic, geographic and other
secular matters...
G Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G Not Sura

G Disagraa

G Strongly Disagraa

I accept Jesus's physical resurrection as an objective
historical fact in the same sense that Lincoln's physical death
was a historical fact...
D Strongly A^aa

D Agraa

D Not Sura

G Disagraa

Q Strongly Disagraa

Hell does not refer to a special location after death,
but to the experience of self-estrangement, guilt and
meaninglessness In this life...
a Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

O Not Sura

G Disagraa

Q Strongly Disagraa

I believe that the Virgin Birth of Jesus was a biological
miracle...
G strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G Not Sura

G Disagraa

G IJt>erai

3.

IN THIS PART OF THE QUESTIONNARE, WE'D UKE TO
KNOW WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT VARIOUS ISSUES OF
REUGIOUS BEUEF.

G Agraa

G Strongly Oiaagraa

G Strongly Disagraa

6 . If it were possible, would you like to be more or less
involved In social and political action activities than you
presently are:
G Wore G Less G Same as Present

G Stmngly Agraa

Q Disagraa

G Strongly Disagraa

It would be heu'd to be both a true Christian cind a political
liberal...
C Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G Strongly Disagraa

Hold public rallies?
G Yes G Not sure

C No

Teach In the public schools?
G Yes G Not sure C No
1 2 . Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree.
The federal govemment should do more to solve social
problems such as poverty, unemployment and
poor housing...
G Strongly Agraa Z Agraa Z No Opinion Z Disagraa Z Strongly Disagraa

The government is providing too many services that should
be left to private enterprise...
G Strongly Agraa G Agraa Z No Opinion G Disagraa Z Strongly Disagraa

Man by himself Is incapable of anything but sin...

The free enterprise system is the only system that is really
compatible with Christian beliefs...

a Strongly Agraa

G Smmgly Agraa Z Agraa Z No Opmnn Z Diaagraa Z Strongly Daagraa

G Agraa

G Not Sura

G Disagraa

G Strongly Disagraa
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Environmental protection must be a top priority, sometimes
even if it raises prices or costs jobs...
G stnngly Agraa

G Agraa

Z No Opmton G Diaagraa

G Strongly Oiaagraa

The U.S. should spend more money for the military and
defense...
a strongly Agraa

G Agraa

Z No Opman

O Diaagraa

Q Strongly Oiaagraa

It is immoral for the U.S. to support a government that
oppresses blacks...
G Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G No Opinion

G Disagraa

G Strongly Oiaagraa

One of our top priorities should be a nuclear arms limitation
treaty with the USSR...
G Stmngly Agraa

Z Agraa

G No OpMon

C Diaagraa

G Strongly Oiaagraa

Government expenditures should be made primarily In areas
that benefit the poorest classes. These are the neediest
people and government should help them out...
C Strongly Agraa

a Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

O No Opinion

• Diaagraa

Q Strongly Disagraa

Public policy should discourage ownership and use of
handguns...
a Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G No Opinion

O Diaagraa

G Strongly Diaagraa

Homosexuals should have all the same rights and privileges
as other American citizens...
a Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

Q No Opinion

G DIaagiaa

G Strongly Oiaagraa

We still need an Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to protect
women's rights...
G Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

O No Opinion

G Diaagraa

Q Strongly Diaagraa

The state of Israel is a special nation blessed by God...
G Sfrongty Agraa

G Agraa

G No Opinion

• Diaagraa

Z No Opinion

Z Disagraa

G Strong^ Diaagraa

Government expenditures should be made primarily in areas
that benefit the producing classes. They will reinvest these
benefits wisely and in a productive way so that everybody in
the society will benefit...
G Strongly Agraa

G Agraa

G No Opinion

C Diaagraa

Z Strongly Oiaagraa

As much as possible we should let needed services be
delivered by private businesses, since they are much more
efficient and politically neutral than government...
G Strongly Agraa

Congress should quickly pass a constitutional amendment
which would permit prayer as a regular exercise in all
public schools...

G Agraa

C Agraa

G No Opinion

Z Diaagraa

G Strongry Oiaagraa

1 would be willing to pay higher taxes to have the
govemment provide everyone with a job...
G Strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Oiaagraa

Z Stmngly Diaagraa

I would be willing to pay higher taxes to have the
government provide a guaranteed adequate income for
poor families...
C Strongly Agraa

C Agraa C No Opinion

Z Oiaagraa

Z Strongly Diaagrat

This country would be better off If we just stayed home and
did not concern ourselves with problems In other parts of
the world...
Z strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Disagraa

Z Strongly Diaagraa

The United States should give help to foreign countries even
if they don't stand for the same things that we do...
G Strongry Agraa

G Agraa

G No Opinion

G Diaagraa

Z Strongly Disagraa

C Strongly Diaagraa

Scientific creationism should be taught in public schools,
along with the theory of evolution...

1 3 . Please Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree
with the following statements.

G Strongty/«grM

The poor are poor because the wealthy and powerful keep
them poor...

0 Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Diaagraa

Z Strongly OUagraa

Congress should quickly pass a constitutional amendment
prohibiting all abortions, unless necessary to save the
mother's life...
Z strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Diaagraa

Z Strongly Oiaagraa

Blacks and other minorities discriminated against in the past
may need special government help in achieving their rightful
place In America...
Z strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Diaagraa

Z Strongly Disagraa

We should not support dictators, even those friendly
to the U.S....
G Stmngly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Oiaagraa

G Strongly Disagraa

The federal government should give tax credits to parents of
students In Christian schools...
^
C Stiongly Agraa

Z Agraa

G No Opinion

G Disagraa

Z Strongly Disagraa

The government should Impose economic sanctions limiting
trade with South Africa as a way to pressure South Africa to
change Its racial policies...
Z Strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Disagraa

Z Stmngly Diaagraa

The government that governs best is the one that
governs least...
G Stmngly Agraa

G Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Disagraa

Z Strongly Disagraa

Taxes to support public services should be made equally,
similar to the sales tax, so that everybody pays the same
amount of tax no matter what their income Is...
C strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z DIaagiaa

Z Stmngly Oiaagraa

Taxes to support public services should be made
progressive, similar to the federal income tax, so that the
higher one's income is, the greater is the percent of that
income that gets taken in taxes...
C Strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Diaagraa

Z Stmngly Oiaagraa

G strong/«gr»»

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Disagraa

Z Strongly Diaagraa

People are poor because there just aren't enough jobs for
everybody...
G Strongly >»gr»»

Z Agraa Z No Opinion

Z Disagraa

Z Strongly Diaagraa

Poor people didn't have a chance to get good education —
schools In poor neighborhoods are much worse than
other schools...
C strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

C No Opinion

G Ol»»gr»»

G Stronger O i u g r M

The seniority system In most companies works against poor
people — they're the last to be hired and the first
to be fired...
G Strongly Agraa

Z Agraa

G No Oprnion

G Diaagraa

Z Strongly Diaagraa

Good skilled jobs are controlled by unions and most poor
people can't get Into the skilled unions...
a stmngly Agraa

Z Agraa

Z No Opinion

Z Disagraa

G Stronger Disagraa

Maybe it is not their fault, but most poor people were brought
up without drive or ambition...
G strongly 4gr»«

Z Agraa

G No Opinion

Z Disagraa

Z Strongly Diaagraa

The poor are poor because the American way of life doesn't
give all people an equal chance...
G strongly>«gf»»

a>»gr»»

Z No Opmnn

Z Diaagraa

Z Strongly Oiaagraa

1 4 . As to the economic policy of the govemment —
I mean steps taken to fight inflation or unemployment —
would you say the govemment Is doing a good job, only
fair, or a poor fob?
G Good Job a Only Fair G Poor G Don'f Know
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1 5 . Oo you think that the problems of deficit spending
and unemployment would be handled Ifetter by the
Democrats, by the Republicans, or about the same
by both?

Endorse a candidate from the pulpit...
Z Strongly Appmva Z Approva Z Evanly DimjaO Z Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

Personally participate In a protest march...
G Strongly Approva G Appmva Z Evanly DivioaP Z Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

G Better by Democrats G Better by Republicans
G Same by Both G Don't Know

Personally practice civil disobedience to protest some evil...

1 6 . People often blame different parts of the
govemment or society for economic problems. Please
mark who you feel is most responsible for the economic
problems of the past few years: the Congress, the
President, labor unions, or big business.

G Strongly Appmva Z Approva Z Evanly DiviOad Z Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

Z Strongly Approva Z Approva Z Evanly DiviOad C Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

Deliver a sermon on a controversial political Issue...

G Congress G President G Labor Unions
G Big Business G Other:

C Don'f Know

1 7 . Which of the following statements comes closest to
your feelings about pomography laws?
C There should be laws against the distribution of
pornography, whatever the age.
G There should be laws against the distribution of
pornography to persons under 18 years of age.
G There should be no laws forbidding the distribution
of pornography.

Organize a study group In your church to discuss
public affairs...
Z Strongly Approva Z Approva Z Evanly DiviOaO Z Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

Organize a social action group in the church to accomplish
directly some social or political goal...
G Strongly Approva C Approva Z Evanly OivHMO G Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

Run for public office...
G Strongly Approva G Approva Z Evanly DivtOad G Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

Contribute money to a candidate, party or political action
committee...
G Strongly Approva Z Appmva Z No Opinion Z Diaapprova Z Strongly Diaapprova

NOW WE WOULD LIKE SOME INFORMATION
ABOUT YOU.
2 3 . Your age:

NOW WE WOULD U K E TO ASK SOME QUESTIONS
ABOUT YOUR CONGREGATION.

2 4 . In what state(s) did you spend most of
your childhood?

1 9 . How many baptized members are there in your
congregation?
C
G
C
G
G
C
G

1-99
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599
1,000 or more

2 0 . Would you say that your congregation is primarily
working class, lower-middle class or upper-middle class?
G
C
G
C

Primarily Working Class
Primarily Lower-Middle Class
Primarily Upper-Middle Class
Mixed

2 1 . How closely do your members watch your
participation in social and political activities?
C
G
C
G

Closely
Moderately Close
Little
Not at All

2 2 . How would your congregation react if you were to
do each of the following:
Publicly (not from the pulpit) take a stand on a
political Issue...
Z Strongly Approva C Approva C Evaniy DiviOad C Diaapprova C Strongly Diaapprova

Publicly (not from the pulpit) support a political candidate...
G Strongly Approva Z Approva G Evanly DivtOaa Z Diaapprova Z Strongly Disaopmva

Take a stand from the pulpit on a political issue...
G Stmngly Approva Z Approva ~ Evanly Oivklaa Z Disapomva Z Stmngly Diaapprova

25.
C
C
G
C

Your race or ethnic background:
White
Black
Hispanic
Other (please list)

2 6 . When you were a child:
Your father's occupation
Your mother's occupation
2 7 . Which of the following best describes the
community you lived in during most of your childhood:
C
G
G
C
G
G

Farm or Rural
Small Town
Medium-Sized Town
Suburb of Large City
Small City
Large City

2 8 . Please check the appropriate categories concerning
your educational background:
G
C
G
G

Grade School or Less
High School Graduate
Some College
College Graduate

If you had some college or are a college graduate:
Major subject In college
Name of college
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2 9 . Did you attend a seminary, preacher training school,
Bible college, or other ministerial school?
G Yes G No
If yes, what Is the name of the seminary, preacher
training school, Bible college, or other ministerial school?

30. Have you had any other higher education
(I.e. graduate school, post-graduate work)?

3 7 . Would you say that your personal political views are
more conservative or more liberal than those of your
congregation, or are they about the same on
most Issues?
O
O
G
G
O

My views
My views
My views
My views
My views

are much more conservative.
are somewhat more conservative.
are about the same.
are somewhat more liberal.
are much more liberal.

3 8 . A number of political action groups have been
seeking the support of ministers in the past few years.
We would like to ask your opinion of these groups.

G Yes G No
If yes:
What was the name of the college/university?

Moral Majority...
O I am a mambar

Q Hava haard about and ganaraUy approva

G Hava haard at)out and ganarally diaapprova

What was the name of the degree received?

G Havan'l haard about or cannot avaluata

Christian Voice...
3 1 . How many years have you been at your
present church?

a / am a mambar G Hava haard about and ganarally approva
G Hava haard about and ganarally diaapprova
G Havan't haard about or cannot avaluata

DO-1

Religious Roundtable...

O 1-2 C 3-4 a 5-10 0 11-15 O 16 or more

32. What is the total number of years you have been in
the ministry?

Ql am a mambar G Hava haard about and ganaraUy approva
G Hava haard about and ganarally diaapprova
G Havan't haard about or cannot avaluata

G 0-5

American Coalition for Traditional Values...

a 6-10 0 11-15 0 16-25 O More than 26

3 3 . Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a
Republican, Democrat or what? (check one)
O
O
G
O
O
O
O
G

National Association of Evangelicals...

Strong Republican
Not Very Strong Republican
Independent, Closer to Republican
independent. Closer to Neither
Independent, Closer to Democrat
Not Very Strong Democrat
Strong Democrat
Other (please list)

G / am a mambar O Hava haard about and ganaraUy approva
G Hava haard about and ganaraUy disapprova
G Havan't haard about or cannot avaluata

JustLife...
a I am a mambar C Hava haard about and ganaraUy approva
a Hava heard about and ganaraUy disapprova
a Havan't haard about or cannot avaluata

—

3 4 . We hear a lot of talk these days about political
liberals and conservatives. How would you classify
yourselfrightnow?
G
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Extremely Liberal
Very Liberal
Somewhat Liberal
Moderate or Middle-of-the-Road
Somewhat Conservative
Very Conservative
Extremely conservative
Other (please list)

G / am a mambar G Hava haard about and ganarally approva
G Hava haard about and ganaraUy disapprova
G Havan't haard about or cannot avaluata

National Federation for Decency...
G / am a mambar G Hava haard about and ganaraUy approva
a Hava haard about and ganaraUy disapprova
G Havan't haard about or cannot avaluata

Pro Family Forum...
G / am a mambar G Hava haard about and ganaraUy approva
a Hava heard about and ganaraUy disapprova
G Havan't haard about or cannot avaluata

Liberty Federation...
G / am a member

G Hava haard about and ganaraUy approva

a Have heard about and generaUy disapprova
G Havan't haard about or cannot evaluate

—

35. What Is the first thing that comes to your mind
when you think of someone who Is a conservative?

Evangelicals for Social Action...
Ulama

member

G Have heard about and generally approva

a Have haard about and ganarally disapprove
G Haven't heard about or cannot evaluate

National Right to Life Committee...
G / am a member

3 6 . What Is the first thing that comes to your mind
when you think of someone who is a liberal?

G Have heard about and generaUy approva

a Have haard about and ganaraUy disapprova
G Havan'l heard about or cannot evaluate
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3 9 . If ^ member of the Church of Christ were running
for political office, what statements tyelow would best
characterize your feelings? (Check more than one if
you wish)
G / would vote for him regardless of his party affiliation.
G./ would vote for him regardless of his political views.
G My vote would not be influenced primarily by the man's
religious affiliation.
a It would depend on the personal integrity of the person
running for office.
Q I (eel that political philosophy is more important than
religious affiliation.
D / never vote.
THANK YOU. IP YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL
OPINIONS ON THE SUBJECTS EXPLORED IN THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE, WE WOULD APPRECIATE
YOUR COMMENTS:

APPENDIX B
SECOND MAILOUT LETTER
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AsrLENE C H R I S T I A N U N I V E R S I T Y
Abilene, Texas 79699 • 915-674-2000

April 15, 1987
Dear Minister;
A few weeks ago we asked for your help in an extensive study of political attitudes and activities of Church
of Christ preachers. We realize that there are so many
demands on your time that you may have buried our questionnaire under an avalanche of other requests.
We think that this is an important study, but the
usefulness of our results depends to a great extent on
obtaining a response from everyone asked to participate.
We are sending you another survey packet. If you
have already completed and returned your questionnaire,
thank you for your contribution to this important effort.
If not, please take the time to complete and send it back
as soon as you can.
Very truly yours,

Mel Hailey
Assistant Professor
Department of Government
End.
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